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ABSTRACT

This report investigates the inelastic behavior of

structural systems having plan eccentricities created by non

coincidence of centers o~ mass and sti~~ness and subjected to

seismic excitation. The basic concepts inherent to the

response o~ torsionally coupled systems are reviewed and the

pertinent equations o~ motion are derived. A literature

review emphasizes the lack o£ agreement between di~ferent

researchers on how variations in the ~undamental parameters

in~luence the response.

The selection of systems with only two lateral load

resisting elements ~or the ~ollowing studies is demonstrated

to be appropriate. A tentative classi~ication scheme ~or

various types o~ inelastic torsionally coupled systems is

proposed. The concept o~ eqUivalent non-linear systems is

obtained from the expansion o~ the incremental equations o~

motion and the / requirements for geometry-independence are

enunciated.

For mass and stiffness symmetric systems haVing elements

with different yield capacities, torsional coupling is

created by the desynchronizing inelastic element responses,

despite the existence of symmetry in the elastic domain. An

extensive parametric study demonstrates that the element

ductility levels remain within reasonable bounds provided .the
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ratio of uncoupled frequencies 0 is not excessively large and

the yield level of

estimated.

the weaker element is accurately

A similar extensive parametric study is conducted for

initially eccentric systems. A procedure to insure a fair

comparison between the coupled system and an equivalent

single degree of freedom is formulated. This procedure

simultaneously provides a capability for predicting element

ductilities in the coupled system from readily available

design tools. Using this new procedure, the resulting

ductility demand of the weaker element in the two-element

torsionally coupled systems becomes almost. equal to that in

the equivalent single degree of freedom, independently of the

traditional parameters 0, e/r and T•. The special case of

0=1 produces even more reliable predictions of weak element

response and this phenomenon is clearly explained.

Finally, preliminary results are shown to indicate that

the findings in relation to both initially symmetric and

eccentric systems may be also applied to equivalent multi

element single-story systems, systems with various types of

element models and multi-story systems. Additional research

is recommended to assess this possibility in greater detail.
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UNITS

Due to the highly non-dimensional nature o~ this work,

most values are generally expressed in Wunits W• In some rare

instances where units were speci~ied, the imperial values

have been used. Equivalent S. I. (metric) values can be

obtained through the ~ollowing relationships:

1 inch = 25.4 millimetre

1 ~oot. = 0.3048 met.re

1 square inch = 645.16 square millimet.re

1 square :foot. = 0.0929 square met.re

1 kilogram = 2.2046 pound

1 pound = 4.448 newt.on

1 ksi = 6.895 !'Ips
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1. INTRODUCTION

When buildings are forced to r~spond inelastically, as

it is the case during rare and unusually intense earthquakes,

t.heir t.rue t.hree dimensional response may differ

.igni~icantly from that predicted using convent.ional elastic

analysis met.hods. This difference can be particularly acute

when the distribut.ion of t.he lateral load resisting elements,

or of the centers of mass (or both), is such that

eccentricities in plan induce an unequal demand on different.

resisting elements. When inelastic response develops, the

behavior of the system can be great.ly modified thus inducing

larger than expect.ed demand on some resist.ing elements. This

can lead t.o excessive local damage t.o t.hese elements or to

even collapse of t.he ent.ire st.ruct.ure. Observat.ions of t.his

behavior are made aft.er each major earthquake, including the

recent Mexican eart.hquake of September 1985 (Bruneau (1986)

[93, "eli (1986) [373, Mit.chell et.. a1. (1986) [383) for

which ·plan eccentricit.y· was reported t.o be one of t.he t.hree

major fact.ora responsible for the severe damage or collapse

of struct.ures (Meli (1986) (373).

Consequently, it is desirable to dev~lop a bett.er.

understanding of the three dimensional behavior of buildings

under eart.hquake excit.at.ion. A large port.ion of t.his very
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broad problem consists of improving current knovledge about

the inelastic behavior of structures vith stiffness and/or

mass eccentricities in plan. Such structures are also often

referred to as being torsionally coupled.

1.2 Objectives and Organization

The objectives of this report are to investigate the

inelastic behavior of some simple structural systems to

improve our understanding of the sensitivity of seismic

response to plan eccentricities created by non-coincidence of

centers of mass and stiffness and to devise guidelines

appropriate for preliminary design. This study vill by no

means solve completely this complicated problem, but it is

expected that it vill result in a greater understanding of

the factors affecting the inelastic behavior of such

structures.

In Chapter 2, a brief reviev of the basic concepts

involved in the estimation of the response of torsionally

coupled systems is presented. The elastic dynamic equations

of motion are revieved in Section 2.1. Research on inelastic

torsional coupling is summarized in Section 2.2. This

section also examines qualitatively the origins of inelastic

response in torsionally coupled systems and the necessity of
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considering this inelastic behavior in seismic resistant

design.

The structural idealizations used in these studies are

developed in Chapter 3. To simpli~y those preliminary

studies, all systems are modeled as monosymmetric, have rigid

diaphragm ~loor slabs,

earthquake excitation.

and are subjected to unidirectional

The selection o~ systems with only

two lateral load resisting elements ~or the ~ollowing studies

is demonstrated to be appropriate in Section 3.1. The

incrementsl inelastic equations o~ motion are expanded ~or

torsionally coupled systems in order to illustrate what

parameters in~luence the inelastic response o~ these types o~

structures. These parameters are examined in order to

~ormulate parametric studies to be per~ormed in the ~ollowing

chapters.

The inelastic response o~ mass and sti~~ness symmetric

two element systems with di~~erent yield strengths is

investigated in Chapter 4. This parametric study presents a

special case o~ systems where the torsionally coupled state

is transient.

The inelastic response o£ initially eccentric two

element systems having same yield strengths is investigated

in Chapter 5. The parameters a£~ecting global response are

clearly identi£ied, and elastic and inelastic responses are



compared.

identi~ied.

- 4 -

Simpli~ied analysis and design methods are

In Chapter 6, cases studies are per~ormed to investigate

the e~~ect o~ inelastic torsional coupling on structures with

multi-element systems, systems with degrading restoring ~orce

characteristics (braced ~rames), and multistory structures.

Per~ormance o~ these systems is assessed.

Conclusions and design recommendations are presented in

Chapter 7.

o~~ered.

Recommendations ~or ~urther research are also
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2. REVIEW OF· PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND BASIC CONCEPTS IN DESIGN

OF TORSIONALLY COUPLED SYSTEMS

2.1 Elastic Response o~ Torsionally Coupled Systems

2.1.1 Some Historical Notes

The knowledge that structures with stif~ness and/or mass

eccentricities will have signi~icantly different behavior

than symmetric systems is not new. In 1938, R.S. Ayre (4)

(~nspired by the preliminary work o~ L.S. Jacobsen) was

already using small scale models to investigate the dynamic

response of irregular bUilding forms. Basic concepts related

to this type of structure were enunciated. For example, the

fundamental definition of torsional coupling was developed~

in general, the center o~ rigidity ( ••. ) does not

coincide with the center of mass, and we may therefore expect

translation in horizontal directions to be accompanied by

torsion whether of not there is rotation in the ground

motion" . Ayre studied the general free vibration elastic

response o~ a three degree o~ freedom structure (a one-story

building with a rigid ~loor diaphragm) with arbitrarily

oriented resisting elements. He clearly illustrated the

difference between the coupled and uncoupled frequencies as a

function o~ eccentricity, and demonstrated the striking
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difference between the traces of motion (at the center of

mass) when torsional coupling is present or absent.

Ayre pursued his ideas further in a second paper in 1943

(5) which investigated the response of a one story building

to en idealized sinusoidal ground motion. He observed that

the larger rotations induced occurred at resonance of a

-translational- mode rather than at resonance of a

This is in agreement with current

behavior observations of eccentric structures under uniaxial

earthquake excitation where the largest displacements are

often produced by the -predominantly translational~ modes.

It is important to understand that torsional coupling means

that torsion is present in all modes, and not, as sometimes

believed, that the predominantly torsional modes become

dominant. However, only one model was tested by Ayre under

forced excitation, and no direct conclusions could be drawn

then as to how other parameters influence the response.

The first conclusions of practical significance were

produced fifteen years later when G.W.Housner and H.Outinen

(1958) [28] demonstrated clearly that in the case of a system

with walls of different stiffnesses in the direction parallel

to the earthquake excitation, the forces in each wall

obtained considering eccentricity

different from those calculated by

by static analysis are

dynamic analysis. The

stiffer wall will get a smaller stress than predicted
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statically, end the more £lexible wall will get a larger one,

the e££ect being more dramatic when the walls are £arther

away £rom the center o£ mass.

From that moment in time, the potentially damaging

e££ects of eccentricity gained wider recognition. Building

codes introduced provisions £or a magni£ied calculated static

eccentricity, and some minimum eccentricity. But adoption o£

these code requirements were also in answer to observation

and analysis of bUildings damaged by torsional oscillations

during severe earthquakes (among those, the 1957 Mexioo City

earthquake) .

Attempting a complete ohronological history o£ the

evolution o£ knowledge about torsionally coupled system is

beyond the soope of this study, and would be very extensive.

Helped by the modern £ormulations o£ matrix theory and

increased computer power, a great number of authors added

their oontribution to the study o£ elastic response o£ single

or multiple story systems with eccentricities. Valuable

research has been conducted by Bustamante end Rosenbluth

(1960) (10], Shiga (1965) [53], Skinner, Skilton and Laws

(1965) [54], Medearis (1966) [36), Shepherd and Donald (1967)

(52), Newmark (1969) [413, Gibson, Moody and Ayre (1972) [22

& 23], Anagnostopoulos end Roeaset (1973) [1), Douglas (1973)

[16], Hart. (1975) [26], Kan and Chopra (1976) [30],

Rutenberg, Tso and Heidebrecht (1977l [49], Foutch (1978)
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(183, Ru~enberg, Hsu and Tso (1978) (483, Ru~enberg (1979)

(473, Gluck, Reinhorn and Rutenberg (1979) (253, Wi~~rick and

Horsing~on (1979) [713, Tso and Dempsey (1980) £613, Spanos

(1981) £553, Tsicnias and Hu~chinson (19B1) [583, Dempsey and

Tso (1982) (14), Tso and Meng (1982) £633, Balendra (1983)

[63, Heidebrecht and Tso (1983) £273, Tso, Heidebrech~ and

Cherry (1983) [653, Humar and Awad (1983) [293, Rutenberg and

Pekau (1983) £50l, Tso (1983) (643, B~jar and Gergeley (1984)

(7 and 213, Kung and Pecknold (1984) £323, Scholz (1984)

£513.

Since i~ is ~he inelas~ic response of ~orsionally

coupled struc~ures which is of interes~ in ~his study, only

~he fundamentals of the elastic ~heory will be summarized in

the following sec~ions.

2.1.2 Choosing a Reference Cen~er

Two differen~ approaches have been generally followed in

~he derivation of ~he equa~ions of mo~ion for torsionally

coupled sys~ems. Dynamic equilibrium is computed around the

cen~er of s~iffness or around ~he cen~er of mass, with the

advan~age of producing diagonal stiffness or mass matrix,

respec~ively. There is no consensus as ~o which approach is

the more convenien~. An argumen~ can be made that the
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derivation around the center o~ ~ass is ~ore practical

because:

(1) the center o£ mass will not move during inelastic

response as migh~ the center of stiffness, and

(2) the center of mass is easier to define for multistory

structures, whereas the de£inition of the center of

stif£ness £or multistory buildings is still the subject

of active research (in particular, the contributions of

Riddell and Vasquez (1984) £46J and Cheung and Tso

(1986) £12J should be noted).

The argu~ent ~ay seem veak since, in order to be able to

calculate the eccentricity e, both centers will need to be

knoyn. Nevertheless, to assemble the global stiffness matrix

for use in dynamic analysis, a re£erence point is required at

each floor, and the center of mass seems a practical choice.

Still, derivation around the center of stiffness has

been favored by some researchers, probably because it

provides a more continuous parametric variation (1. e. all

combinations ox the various para~eters are possible} as vill

be seen in the £ollowing Section.

The chosen reference for this study viII be the center

of mass. In order to alloy comparison of results yith

studies by other authors,

presented in Section 2.1.4.

transformation factors Yill be
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2.1.3 Eguations o~ "otion Around the Center o~ ".ss

The equations vill be derived here ~or a single story

system.

ideas,

The multistory system derivation ~ollovs similar

but requires added complications related to the

de~inition o~ the centers o~ rigidity. Also, only structural

elements oriented parallel or orthogonal to each other are

considered, although more general systems can also be treated

by determining ~irst the directions of the principal axes of

stif~ness (Ayre (1938) [4]).

If we call Kil and Klv the translational sti~fnesses o~

the i-th resisting element along the principal axes x and y,

and XI and YI the distances of the i-th resisting element

~rom the center of mass, then ve have:

Kll = EKj,ll
i

and

as the translational sti~~nesses, and~

as the torsional sti~~ness o~ the structure (torsional

stiffnesses of individual resisting elements are not included

as they are generally negligible).
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The center o~ rigidity (where a static lateral load

could be applied without creating any rotation in the system)

in this case would be located at the distances (static

eccentricities) ex and ev

ex = _1_ E x;lK;lY

K v i
and ev = _1_ E YI KI X

Kx i

measured ~rom the center o~ mass

directions x and y.

along the principal

Assembling the equations o~ motions, we obtain:

M v + K v = - M v.

r
I m
I a
I a
L

I r I r f r "I r Ia a I I v)( I K. -Kx ey a I f v. I I mvlI )( II I
mr a a I I V. + l-Kxev K. Kvex I I v. I = - I a Ia m I f Vy I I a Kvex Kv I I Vy 1 I mvlIy II

--I L- --I L- --I L- _I L- --I

where r is the radius of gyration about the center of mass,

m is the mass o~ the ~loor, v and v are displacement and

acceleration o~ the reference point in the appropriate degree

of freedom, and v. is the ground acceleration. Viscous

damping could be introduced in the equations without

complications (typically Rayleigh damping is used), but there

is no loss in generality in neglecting it ~or the moment.

Similarly, only translational components o~ ground motion

will be considered.
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We can express ~he equa~ions in a dimensionless £orm by

~rans£orming ~hem ~o ob~ain ~he £ollowing resul~:

jvx 1
I rv. I
I Vy I
L- --I

...
rI Wx 2

I -Wx a (ey Ir)

I 0
L-

-wx 2 (ey I r )

w. 2

Wy 2 (ex Ir)

o
Wy 2 (ex Ir)

Wy 2

-, r -,
1\ v.
Ilrv.
II Vy I

--I L- --I

=

r -,
I v. x I
I 0 I
I v. y I
L- --I

where Wx , wyand W. are known as the uncoupled £requencies

o£ ~he sys~em (~hey are ~he natural £requencies o£ ~he system

i£ there is no eccentricity between ~he center o£ mass and

center of sti£fnessl de£ined as:

Wx 2 = Kx 1m Wy 2 = Ky 1m

The notation can also be simpli£ied by in~roducing other

parameters tha~ will be call ~he ra~ios of uncoupled

£requencies fly and fl •• These are de£ined by the ratio o£

uncoupled torsional £requency divided by ~he uncoupled

translational £requency in a given direc~ion, such that:

Ox = w.lwx = Tx IT.

For a monosymmetric system (where there is an

eccentricity only along one o£ ~he principal directions)

under unidirectional earthquake excitation, we usually drop

~he subscript £or fl since we are ~alking abou~ a ~wo degree

o£ £reedom system (with one translational and one rotational

degree of £reedoml and there is no possible con£usion.
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The equations for a monoBymmetric structure then reduce

to:

r I
1 Vx Itv. -1

Therefore, the elastic response parameters Vv and rv.

are uniquely defined for all torsionally coupled systems with

similar uncoupled frequencies ~Xll and ~.II (and ~y II if not.

monosymmetric) and rat.io elr (ev/r and evlr generally) for a

given damping and eart.hquake excit.ation. Hot.e that it is not

the rot.ation angle that is uniquely defined, but. the radius

of gyration times the angle.

We could also calculate the true frequencies of the

monosymmet.ric system as:

rI COli +1) ±

L
",. -~'+1+4(e/r)') •.• l

-1

and: O.ll = ~1I11 I~x II H=1,2

with the equivalent mode shapes:

+. = I···J = r 1 l
+... LCO. II -1) I <./1")-'

L-

The resulting values of as a function of the

ratio of uncoupled frequencies (0) are presented in Figure

2. 1. The ratios of the terms in each true mode shape (in
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as a function of the ratio of

uncoupled frequencies (Q) are presented in Figure 2.2.

Curves for different values of normalized eccentricities are

presented, the solid lines being for the first mode and the

dashed lines being for the second mode. It is interesting to

note that for some combination of eccentricities and ratios

of uncoupled frequencies (measured around the center of

mass), no physical systems can be represented as the true Q.
are negative (no real square root, i.e. no real frequencies).

This is the discontinuous parameter variation consequent with

the choice of the center of mass as the reference point (as

mentioned in the preceding section). Clearly, the ratio of

uncoupled frequencies obtained when the equations are derived

around the center of mass (QW) will differ from the ratio

obtained when the center of stiffness is the reference point

The relation between the two is presented in(Q8 or QR).

Figure 2.3. It is also obvious from that figure, that the

ratio of uncoupled frequencies around the center of stiffness

is continuous while around the center of mass is not. The

equations used in the development of Figure 2.3 are derived

in the next section.

It is interesting to note from Figure 2.1 that ~or large

values of Q, the true first ~requency is closer to the

uncoupled lateral frequency ~, while for small values of Q,

the true second frequency is closer to the uncoupled lateral

frequency ~. The two real frequencies are close only for
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eccentricities and when n is close to unity. From

Figure 2.2, it can be observed that for small n, the first

mode is subjected to large torsional participation where for

large n the translational participation

The opposite occurs for the second mode.

becomes dominant.

2.1.4 Transformation Function for Ratio of Uncoupled

Frequencies as Derived from Different Centers

If the equations of motion are derived about the center

of rigidity instead, similar equations are obtained (for a

complete derivation in that case, the reader is referred to

Tso and Dempsey (1980) [61] , or Tsicnias and Hutchinson

(1981) [58], a few among many who used the center of rigidity

The radius of gyration is nowreference point).as their

denoted p, taken around the center of stiffness, and

w. 2 =K. I mp 2 •therefore,

of n is different from the

By doing this,

Q obtained

the resulting value

by derivation around

the center of mass. The wuncoupled torsional frequencyW is

not the same for the two cases (still defining Q as the ratio

of uncoupled frequencies).

Since we know the simple relationship, p9=r2 +e2 , we can

establish a relationship between Q found from the two

different derivations.
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Let's define tor the system derived around the center of

rigidity:

nil II = Ke II I Kx II pll = k Ks X (Yi -e) II

i

and around the center or mass:

nil II =

where Y1 :is the d:istance measured rrom the center or mass to

element :i.

We can now der:ive a transformat:ion factor such that:

By simply expending the expressions above, we get:

..
nlla K.- I Kx - pa k Ks X (Y1 2 -2ys e+e 2 )

F = = = i

nil a Ke" I Kx lira 1: Ksx Ys ll C1+(e/r)1l ]
i
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Hot.ing t.hat. = e and dist.ribut.ing t.he

summat.ion on t.he numerat.or, we obt.ain:

F = I K... )

Since t.he relat.ion is not. linear, it. is act.ually

preferable t.o express t.he relat.ionship direct.ly wit.hout.

making use of a factor F at all.

Therefore:

[~II. ] 2= [---=1:--
.. 1 ... (elr)"

Finally:

0.5

0.. .. ]
0.5

which are the relations plott.d in Figur. 2.3.
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For ~he case o£ a ~wo elemen~ s~i££ness eccen~ric

sys~em, which will be a very impor~an~ case s~udied herein,

~his expression can be £ur~her developed.

If ~he stif£nesses of ~he ~wo elements are related such

that:

KI = ex KII = ex K

and ~he geometry is fixed such ~ha~ Yl = -Ye , ~hen:

e = (ex-I) Yl
(l+ex)

2.2 Review o£ Li~era~ure on ~he Inelas~ic Response o£

Torsionally Coupled Sys~em

Many au~hors have s~udied the problems of three

dimensional s~ruc~ures sUbjected ~o mul~i-direc~ional ground

mo~ions in ~he inelas~ic range (Pecknold and Sozen (1973)

[43], Fujiwara and Ki~ahara (1982 & 1984) [19 & 20], Takizawa

(1984) [57], ~o lis~ jUs~ a £ew), and o~hers have s~udied ~he

~hree dimensional non-linear behavior o£ columns, beams and

various o~her s~ruc~ural elemen~s (Wen and Farhoomand (1970)

[69], Chen and A~su~a (1973) [11], Mondkar and Powell (1975)

[40], Uzgider (1980) [67], Zeris (1986) [73] and many more).
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Although these are topics directly related to the

subject at hand, the general field of three-dimensional

response of structures viII not be revieved herein. This

summary viII be limited to the subject of torsionally coupled

structures in the inelastic range.

2.2.1 Conventional Design Approaches

From structural damage investigations performed after

many major earthquakes, it has been observed that plan

eccentricity between a structure#s center of mass and its

center of stiffness could lead to very dramatic inelastic

response. These investigations also indicate that it is very

difficult to predict this damage by elastic analyses. Some

results of relevant studies are summarized below.

Anagnostopoulos, Roesset and Biggs (1972) ( 1 ) vere

apparently the first to present analytic'al evidence to

support that observation by performing some non-linear

analyses for buildings vith large plan eccentricities.

Unfortunately, the scope of their results vith respect to

torsional coupling vas rather limited.

A more extensive study of the problem vas undertaken by

an interaction surface in the shear-

Kan and Chopra (1979)

vas the definition of

[31]. At the heart of their approach
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torsion space, thereby replacing the whole structure by a

single-element model with an equivalent interaction surface.

No particular relation between the inelastic response and the

system parameter 0 (defined as be£ore) was noted. The

e££ects o£ torsional coupling were observed to depend on this

and other parameters in a complicated manner with no apparent

systematic trend, except for 0 larger than 2. In this latter

case, the ettect of torsional coupling on de£ormations

increased with increasing elr and alb (The alb ratio affects

the location ot the edge columns in a rectangular building of

plan dimensions a and b). Their research also underlined the

fact that column detormations can be considerably amplified

because of torsional coupling £or systems vith 0=1. This

last statement has been re-examined by many other

researchers, as vill be noted in tolloving chapters.

Kan and Chopra explained that because most buildings are

strong in torsion, yielding of the system is controlled

primarily by the translational yield strength. Thus, looking

at the center of mass response, it was stated: Wtorsional

the maximum deformationscoupling generally

inelastic systems

affects

to a lesser degree compared

in

to

corresponding elastic system W, and wexcept for that one

di££erence, inelastic and elastic systems are a££ected

similarly by torsional coupling-.
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[62] studied the e££ect o£ bi-

directional ground motions £or unisymmetric eccentric

buildings with uncoupled periods o£ 0.5 seconds in each

direction as well as torsionally <i.e., Q=1 in each

direction). An idealized bi-directional yield relationship

was used. According to their research, buildings with small

eccentricities have column ductility demands similar to the

ones predicted for the symmetrical case. However, buildings

with large eccentricities have ductility demands that can be

as much as twice as large as those for unidirectional excited

symmetrical systems.

Finally, Tso and Bozorgnia (1986)

behavior of monosymmetric structures

[8] studied the

under different

earthquake excitations (unidirectionally applied).

bilinear model with identical yield deformation

Using a

£or all

elements, they compared the response of symmetric and

eccentric three-element systems.

designed such

direction:

that, for the

All structures were

uncoupled translational

where Vo and Fo are the yield deformation and yield strength

of the symmetric system, Kv is the .lastic lateral stiffness

of the system, m is the mass o£ the floor, and R is a

modification factor (ind.pendent of the uncoupled lateral
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rela~ing ~he yield s~r~ng~h o~ ~he s~ruc~ure ~o

~he in~ensi~y o~ ~he ground exci~a~ion. The charac~eris~ic

accelera~ion a·

accelera~ion.

is a measure o~ ~he s~reng~h o~ ~he ground

I~ vas ~aken as a smoo~h elas~ic pseudo-

accelera~ion ~rom a design spec~rum such ~ha~ a· is assumed

cons~an~ ~or Ty sO.5 second and varies inversely propor~ional

~o ~he period ~or Ty >O.5 second. Parame~ric s~udies vere

per~ormed using s~ep-by-s~ep non-linear analysis procedures

and real ear~hquake records, and ~he responses compu~ed ~or

~he symme~ric and eccen~ric sys~ems vere compared. The

di~~erence be~veen ~he duc~ili~y demand on ~he s~ruc~ural

elemen~s o~ ~he symme~ric and eccen~ric sys~ems vas no~ed ~o

be larger in ~he shor~ period range. The di~~erence

decreased s~eadily ~ovard ~he long period range (~he

eccen~ric sys~em having a larger duc~ili~y demand mos~ o~ ~he

~ime). The increase in duc~ili~y demand crea~ed by ~he

e~~ec~ o~ eccen~rici~y was also observed ~o be more impor~an~

~or veaker sys~ems (designed for larger R values). I~ is

in~eres~ing ~o no~e ~ha~ 0 did no~ influence duc~ili~y levels

signi~ican~ly. Hovever, ~o ge~ di~~eren~ 0 values, dif~eren~

sys~em geome~ries vere used by ~he au~hors. This change in

geome~ry may accoun~ for ~he lack o~ in~luence of 0 on ~he

response. To compensa~e for ~his geome~ry dependency, an

arbi~rarily defined edge displacemen~ vas in~roduced. This

vas shovn ~o be somehov more sensi~ive ~o 0, vi~h lover 0

usually crea~ing larger response.
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The Tso and Bo%orgnia s~udy is o~ grea~ in~eres~, bu~ i~

is likely ~ha~ some o~ ~he conclusions reached may be a

consequence o~ comparing eccentric sys~ems wi~h symme~ric

sys~ems propor~ioned using a reduced-smoo~h elas~ic pseudo-

accelera~ion design spec~rum. This design me~hod produces a

increasing period even ~ordecreasing duc~ili~y

~he inelas~ic

demand wi~h

response o~ symme~ric s~ruc~ures.

Consequen~ly, i~ is no~ known how ~he observed parame~ric

sensi~ivi~y o~ eccen~ric sys~ems would change should ~he

symme~ric sys~ems be ins~ead designed ~o have a similar

duc~ili~y demand ~or any period.

2.2.2 A Special Type o~ Approach ~o Some Par~icular Cases

~orBional coupling was

£601. They observed ~his

A special ~ype o~ inelaB~ic

~irB~ repor~ed by Tso & Amis (1971)

behavior when ~he equa~ions o~ mo~ion are numerically

in~egra~ed ~or ~he response o~ a single mass symme~ric

s~ruc~ure con~aining special ~ype o~ non-linear reBis~ing

elemen~s and exci~ed by ac~ual ground accelera~ion records.

The ~wo ~ypes o~ elemen~ models used by ~he au~hors were, (1)

hys~ere~ic slip-~ype wi~h ~he Ramberg-Osgood ~unc~ion serving

as ~he backbone curve, and (2) elas~ic wi~h a small so~~ening

non-lineari~y below yield level vi~h plas~ic de~orma~ions a~

~he yield level. Torsional coupling was also no~ed ~o occur

only ~or cer~ain values o~ Q near 1. By using ~he "a~hieu-
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(1975) [59]), varia~ional me~hodB

(An~onelli, Meyer and Oppenheim (1981) [2]), and ~he Krylo~f

Bogoliubo~~ me~hod (Pekau, Syamal (1981 & 1984) [44 and 451,

several researchers a~tempted to provide an analy~ical

explana~ion for ~his coupling mechanism. The elemen~ model

chosen in all o~ ~hese s~udies was elas~ic wi~h weakly cubic

non-linear so~~ening and a sinusoidal exci~ation was

typically used.

This kind o~ inelastic ~orsional coupling derives from

the expansion of ~he element load-displacemen~ ma~hema~1cal

model into a trunca~ed Taylor series. Once subs~i~uted in~o

the dynamic equa~ionB o~ motion, ~his non-linear res~oring

~orce rela~ionship produces torsional coupling of even

symme~ric systems.

Various parametric s~udies were performed using this

analy~1cal approach. One must realize ~he limi~ing

assumptions in these studies (i.e. the ~ype o~ elemen~ model

used and sinusoidal exci~a~ions). The major conclusion o~

~hese studies has been ~hat ~he likelihood o~ exci~ing

torsional mo~1on is s~ronger when the uncoupled transla~ional

~requencies were nearly equal to ~he sinusoidal exci~ation

~requency, but can only occur i~ ~he uncoupled torsional

~requencies of the system is

translational ~requency. (The

higher than the exci~ing

reader interested in ~urther
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reading on this topic is re£erred to Pekau and Syamal (1984)

[45] £or the most complete treatment).

A very recent study <Pekau and Syamal (1985) [56])

extended these analytical techniques to obtain apprOXimate

solutions £or the inelastic response o£ eccentric single

story structures with bilinear hysteretic behavior subjected

to sinusoidal ground excitations. Despite the limitations

produced by the sinusoidal loading~ this study is o£ interest

as it presents analytical results obtained £or the response

o£ two-element systems with sti££ness eccentricities and

bilinear hysteretic relationship £or the elements.

The model used had equal strength and sti££ness ratios,

that is:

= R" II IR" I

Thus yielding occurred £or each element at the same

yield displacement, 6". The slope o£ the strain hardening

portion of the model vas denoted a~ with a=l being a

per£ectly elastic system, and a=O being a elastic-perfectly

plastic model.

A di£ferent notation was

response parameters

sinusoidal exciting £requency

adopted £or

d.d'ined as

divided

this paper. The

the ratio o£ the

by the uncoupled

translational £requency, and Q•• vas de£ined as the uncoupled
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torsional £requency divided by the uncoupled translational

frequency (with uncoupled torsional £requency measured around

the center of mass). One must be care£ul about this change

in notation.

For a=1, elastic resonance occurred (as expected) at

each of the true frequencies, which for the cases studied

were close to the value of g-=l. For very low values of a

(a=O and a=0.05), the peaks of maximum amplification of the

response occurred for lower values of g-. Response was not

as signi£icant at 0-=1. The peak maximum inelastic

amplification for low values o£ a (in terms o£ peak ductility

demand respons~ amplitude) was large £or the weak element,

and rather small for the strong element (and in both cases

less than the peak maximum elastic amplification), This

maximum inelastic ampli£ication of the weak element response

also rapidly increased with increasing normalized

eccentricity (efr), For large values o£ (e/r) (above 0.15),

there was a very repid increase in the maximum inelastic

amplification of the weak element with decreasing values of

Q. - , For smaller values of (efr) , this same maximum

was very slowly decreasinginelastic element ampli£ication

along with decreasing values o£ g.-. In all cases, large

ampli£ications occur only £or low values o£ ge, usually with

peak ampli£ication between g-.0.25 and g-=0.5 (in which range

the inelastic amplifications always exceeded the elastic

ones) •
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observed that a

not ~xperience

structure Yith small

pronounced torsional

coupling when the uncoupled ~orsional and translational

~requencies are close, in contrast ~o the much emphasized

observation ~or linear elastic structures.

~.3 Concluding Remarks

Results ~rom past s~udies yere summarized above in hope

o~ giving a more complete picture o~ wha~ are currently

believed to be the parameters governing the inelas~ic

response of structures with mass and/or s~iffness

Sinceeccentricities.

di~ferent assumptions,

many researchers started with

it is not surprising ~ha~ conclusions

may appear contradictory at times. ObViously, it can be said

that much remains to be learned abou~ ~his important

phenomenon a~ ~he heart o~ many s~ructural failures during

major earthquakes. Consequently, more basic work on simple

systems is desirable to be~ter understand hoy torsionally

coupled systems are af~ec~ed by different parameters.
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3. INELASTIC RESPONSE OF ECCENTRIC SYSTEMS

In this chapter, a simplified model is introduced in

which basic behavioral modes for mass, stiffness and strength

eccentricities can be investigated. After describing the

mechanical and dynamic characteristics of this system,

examples are presented to illustrate sensitivity to various

parameters. More extensive parametric studies using this

model are presented in the subsequent chapters.

structural models are considered in Chapter 6.

3.1 Selection of Basic Structural Model

More complex

For simplicity in understanding the coupled torsional

response of structures, a simple one story structure with two

lateral resisting elements is considered. The structure is

monosymmetric with uniaxial loading applied in the direction

of the resisting elements. Reasons for choosing this

structural model are examined below.

3.1.1 Existence of Structures with Only Two Lateral Resisting

Elements

Since architectural functionality of single-story (or

low-rise) commercial buildings is often dominant over
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dissimilar structural systems are

frequently used jointly in a given principal direction. In

feet. many difficult architectural problems can require

special structural solutions

only t~o lateral resisting

directions (£or example, large

~ith large eccentricities and

elements in the principal

open atriums at the entrance

level o£ t.all building>. These problems are o£ten

unavoidable as even ~any s.all and medium size municipalities

no~ include special architectural requirements in their

zoning regulations to favor complex plan and complex

elevation (Arnold and Reitherman (1982) [3] >. Engineering

innovations also contribute to lo~er struct.ural redundancy

C£or example, t.he use o£ 100 H?a (14.5 ksi) concrete can

significantly reduce the number of shear valls needed in each

direction}. Obviously modern st.ructures have a lo~er

redundancy in their number of lateral resisting elements.

3.1.2 Issues Related to Tvo-Element. Systems

Host current codes allow t.he use o~ an equivalent st.atic

lat.eral force design met.hod ~or regUlar eccentric structures.

The problem of eccent.ricit.y is t.hen considered as originating

£rom two sources: accidental eccent.ricity and true

eccent.ricity. The t.rue eccentricity occurs when t.he

calculated -t.rue R positions o~ the center o~ mass and center

o~ rigidity do not coincide. It must be recognized that
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these centers can hardly be accurately defined, especially in

the case of non-rigid diaphragms or multi-story systems. The

accidental eccentricity is usually set by different codes to

a small percentage (usually 5 or lay'> of the maximum plan

dimension. In an apparently symmetric building, it provides

a minimum design eccentricity which is thought to account for

uncertainties in mechanical properties, mass distribution,

and ground motion.

Should only two lateral load resisting elements be

present in each principal directions (see Figure 3.1>, 5Y.

accidental eccentricity will increase the design forces in

each element by lOY.. The translational and torsional

stiffnesses will also increase by lOY.. If we now consider

four equally spaced elements with equal stiffnesses (with a

rigid diaphragm assumption>, then the design forces will be

increased by 18Y. for the edge elements and by 6Y. for the

inside elements. The net translational stiffness is thereby

increased 12Y. and the net torsional stiffness is increased

17X. This example makes the two element system appear to be

the more economic design solution.

with earthquake engineering's

This appears discordant

traditional wisdom that

redundancy improves the behavior of structures. Therefore,

because they constitute a non-negligeable portion of

structural systems used for construction in seismic regions,

and also because codes do not discourage their use, it is
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appropriate to study ~urther the behavior o~ two-element

systems.

3.2 Sys~ematic Approach ~o Ecc.ntrici~y Cases

Even i~ all variations o~ system properties cannot be

accurately determined, no generality is lost in studying only

~trulyW eccentric systems. Once the behavior o~ systems with

Wtrue W eccentricities is better understood, allowance for the

uncertainly in determining this eccentricity can be included

in the design method. Hence, except for a special case of

initially symmetric systems with elements of unequal

strengths, all structures considered can be classified as

initially eccentric systems.

3.2.1 Detailed Description o~ the Cases Considered

We observe that the two-element system is statically

determinate, and consequently the lateral shear ~orce must be

distributed to the elements

static lateral ~orce applied

by the

at the

laws of equilibrium. A

center of mass will be

distributed to the resisting elements by geometric relations,

and independently of their respective stif~ness. In a design

process, this will ~orce the resisting elements to be

proportioned in such a way that the center of resistance viII
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coincide with the center of mass (unless the center of mass

is not contained between the resisting elements as would be

the case for a building with an eccentric core). This will

be always possible to achieve if the engineer has total

control on the structural layout and dimensioning. If three

(or more) resisting elements are provided for the lateral

resistance system, many different combinations of stiffness

distribution among the resisting elements can be achieved.

If the engineer has unrestrained freedom in the structural

design, the centers of mass and stiffnesses may be

superimposed. However, it must be emphasi2ed that many other

eccentric solutions can be found still satisfying the static

equilibrium requirement.

In order to clarify the different situations possible

for the two element model, a flowchart has been prepared and

is presented in Figure 3.2. If the two elements are exactly

of equal stiffness and the center of mass is located at mid

distance between them, the system will be considered

symmetric provided both resisting elements yield

simultaneously.

Nevertheless, a special situation exists when the system

is considered to be perfectly symmetric initially, but where

the different resisting elements do not yield simultaneously.

A transient state of torsional coupling will therefore be

excited during the inelastic part of the response; that is,
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tors~on w~ll be exc~ted when one of the element ~s y~elded

and the other one rema~ns elast~c, creat~ng an ~nstantaneous

eccentricity. When the system response diminishes and

returns to the elastic range, torsional movements will be

eventually damped out provided the resisting elements are

represented by ideal elasto-plastic models. Thus,

eccentricity here exists primarily in the non-linear phase of

the response, and only coupled torsional/translational

inelastic analyses can provide an estimate of the maximum

deviation from the otherwise predicted purely translational

movement.

In the case where both elements are of equal stiffness,

if the center of mass is not at mid-distance between the two

elements, we will have a mass eccentric system. This is

possible for irregularly shaped floor plans, nonuniform mass

distr~but~ons, or when the center of mass is not contained

between the two resist~ng elements.

Frequently, architectural requ~rements ~mpose resisting

elements of unequal stiffnesses. As an illustrat~on, we

m~ght cons~der a simple situation in which columns on one

side of an otherwise symmetric structure are held captive

over a portion of their height by "rigid" non-structural

partitions. The effect of the partitions is to truncate the

effective length of the column, thereby increasing the

stiffness of the columns. "oreover, as the captive columns
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are present only on one side o~ the structure, a strong

di~~erence in the sti~~ness o~ the lateral load resisting

elements is now created. To provide symmetry, the center of

mass would have to coincide with the center of sti~~ness

which has now moved toward the sti~fer element.

the engineer cannot move the center o~ mass easily.

Obviously,

Since the ~orce in each resisting element is independent

of the stiffness of each resisting element in a two-element

system, the engineer may simply design each element to be at

least able to resist the design ~orce (with the sti~fer

element simply having more than needed capacity). Although

the displacements are dramatically different than for the

symmetric case, the design still appears safe since the edge

displacement of each element is equal or less than for the

symmetric case. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The

truth is quite di~ferent as may be demonstrated by an

example.

It is reasonable to assume that this system (Figure 3.3)

would undergo large inelastic deformations during a real

earthquake having intensity equivalent to the design

earthquake, and it is not unrealistic to expect it to reach 8

ductility of ~our or so in some cases. So to reveal the

inelastic behavior of this system, the H-S component of the

1940 £1 Centro earthquake record was scaled such that the

symmetric two-element system would reach a ductility of
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exactly £our £rom an inelastic step-by-step dynamic analysis.

Then, the sti££ness and strength o£ one o~ the elements was

increased successively by 50Y. and 100Y. resulting in the

structure shown on the right-hand-side o£ Figure 3.3.

Elements were modeled as bi-linear hysteretic with O.SY.

strain hardening. The results are presented in Table 3.1 and

Figure 3.4. Also presented are the results £or the elastic

analysis with the same earthquake scaling.

results demonstrate the large edgeClearly,

displacement

these

ampli£icetion produced by the inelastic

torsional coupling o£ the structure. The ductilities so

obtained are substantially di££erent £rom anything that could

be predicted £rom the static analysis. Also, the elastic

dynamic step-by-step analysis could not predict the

signi£icantly increased demand on the weak element. This is

o£ large consequence: i.e., even i£ the engineer had invested

more e££ort and per£ormed an elastic step-by-step dynamic

analysis, the large ductility demand on the weaker element

could not have been identi£ied (not even inaccurately).

3.2.2 The Type o£ Eccentric Systems Considered

Two major types o£ eccentric systems were identi£ied in

the preceding section: the initially symmetric and initially

eccentric systems.
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The initially symmetric

designer could control exactly

system occurred

the structural

when the

design and

As soon as

there is a discrepancy in the yielding stress o£ one o£ the

elements, inelastic torsional coupling will result £rom the

instantaneous eccentricity created by the inelastic behavior

o£ the structure.

The initially eccentric systems will be £urther

subdivided into the mass eccentric and sti££ness eccentric

systems. O£ course, a combination o£ both cases is possible,

but keeping the simpler classi£ication is adequate £or now.

These are the two type o£ systems adopted £or this study.

A major problem then is to be able to understand how

signi£icantly inelastic behavior will deviate £rom

elastically predicted behaVior. "ore speci£ically, i£ a

designer uses the elastic dynamic analysis method in hope o£

setting the overstress to some predetermined value in all

resisting elements o£ a given structure, is this su££icient

to assure that the structure will not reach intolerable

ductilities during a severe earthquake? Another major

concern is to understand how the inelastic eccentric system

behavior will di££er £rom an -equivalent- inelastic symmetric

system.
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3.3 Models Used for Initial Parametric Studies

For inelastic analyses to predict the true behavior of

torsionally coupled structures supposes that the resisting

elements are properly modelled. Since very little is known

about inelastic response of torsionally coupled systems, it

would be premature to introduce too many modeling refinements

at this stage.

The traditional bi-linear elasto-plastic hysteretic

preliminary

seems appropriate for thesemodel (with strain

studies.

hardening)

When the influence of different

parameters (g, e/r, etc.) on the inelastic response of

torsionally coupled systems is better understood,

models will be considered, as done in Chapter 6.

other

Finally, for the bi-linear elasto-plastic hysteretic

model, it must be decided how the different elements relate

to each other. Here again, an extensive coverage of all

The element models

Figure 3.5) are

force-displacement

possibilities is beyond the reach of this

simplifying assumptions are required.

adopted for this study <presented in

described by their restoring

study, and some

relationships. Therefore, any structural layout conforming

to this model representation viII produce similar results.

For simplicity~s sake, bi-linear hysteretic springs were
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ohosen ~or oompu~er modelling sinoe ~hey are su~~ioien~ ~o

provide insigh~ in~o ~he real behavior. There~ore, ~he

res~oring ~oroe

expressed by:

equa~ion in ~he elas~io range oan be

R = K 6 = (AE/L) 6 = A a

where E (modulus o~ elas~ioi~y) and L (spring leng~h) are

preseleo~ed, and only ~he spring area A needs ohanging ~o

provide ~he various s~i~~nesses required. Moreover, :for a

given s~ruo~ural s~i~~ness, ~he yield s~reng~h beoomes

direo~ly rela~ed ~o ~he yield stress (and yield displaoement)

by:

R" = K 6" = (AE/L) 6" = A a" = A F" (No~a~ion a" = F,,)

and either ~erm oan be used ~o express ~he varia~ion in yield

level. Also, as shown in Figure 3.5, ~he oen~er o~ mass o~

~he ~loor is assumed equidis~an~ to eaoh elemen~. Reasons

:for s~udying ~he s~i~~ness eooen~rio system ~irst will be

presented below.

The models used :for initially ecoen~rio systems have

equal yield displaoement. This situation is representative

o~ moment resisting :frames i:f ~he seotion used as oolumns in

both :frames are o:f the same nominal depth and of. ~he same

leng~h, or also o~ braoed :frames where the oompression braoe
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does not buckle but yields in compression (very stocky

braces>. Initially eccentric models where the yield

displacements do not coincide ~or each element could have

also been considered, but it was thought that the present

model is su~~iciently realistic, and also limits the

parametric studies to reasonable bounds. This model is also

similar to ones used in previous studies, which will allow

some comparison of results with this earlier research.

Nevertheless, in order to illustrate the e~xect o~ di~~erent

yield levels ~or the stronger element, some dynamic analyses

will be presented Section 3.10.

The model used xor initially symmetric system is

representative o~ a case where the designer succeeded in

calibrating the stix~nesses such that they are equal, but

yielding does not occur simultaneously. As explained

previously, this model is realistic i~ dissimilar systems are

used on each side, although it could also represent

statistical variations in yield capacities o~ similar

systems.

An additional advantage o~ the bi-linear type o~ element

model is the ability to easily compute an instantaneous

eccentricity corresponding to all possible steps during the

progression o~ yielding. There is a relatively small number

o~ possible values o~ instantaneous eccentricities ~or this

well behaved model. This will allow subsequent establishment
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equivalence between the inelastic behavior o£

di££erent systems. This is by opposition to stiffness

degrading element models where there is an infinite number of

instantaneous values for the inelastic eccentricity.

Furthermore, £or the bi-linear hysteretic elements in

this study, the ductility £actor is simply de£ined as the

maximum element displacement <in absolute value) divided by

its yield displacement, that is:

This maximum displacement ductility £actor de£inition is an

adequate indicator of the severity of the inelastic element

response £or this investigation. 1£ we wish to quanti£y the

severity of an elastic response instead, an overstress £actor

is de£ined similarly where ONAX is now the maximum elastic

response <ov being still the yield displacement from the

equivalent inelastic model).

Finally, Rayleigh type damping is speci£ied at 2Y. o£ the

critical damping at each mode o£ the two-degree o£ £reedom

systems studied.
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3.4 Requirements ~or Geometry-Independence in the Inelastic

Response o~ Two-Element Systems

It is demonstrated in Appendix A that two systems have

the same dynamic inelastic response v, (t) and rv~(t) (v, (t)

and v.(t) being the translational and rotational degrees of

freedom at the center of massl, if they have the same

uncoupled torsional and translational ~requencies (wx and

modelled with the same

have the same normalized eccentricity

Rayleigh-type damping,

(elr), are

are submit.ted

t.o the same earthquake excitation and change to the same

tangent properties simultaneously all the time (this last

requirement implies SBme element models and SBme inter-

element model relations are used for the whole system). This

seems t.o be very restrictive, but in ~act it st.ill allows

some freedom in geometry for the two-element model.

Figure 3.6 illust.rat.es how t.wo-element systems with the

same ratio d/r=D can be o~ dif~erent geometry and still have

the same element response (recall that d is the distance ~rom

the center of mass to the elements in a sti~£ness eccentric

system). This ratio d/r=D ~ixes the proportional geometric

con~iguration of a system as scaled -by its radius o~

gyration. It is more restrictive than simply fixing the elr

ratio. It means that similar element time histories and

ductility demands can be obtained ~rom a wider structure with

a larger radius of gyration as long as thed/r is ratio is
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lower (recall £rom deriva~ions

is preserved, no~ v.(~».

preserved. However, ~he maximum angular response will be

in Sec~ion 2.1.3 tha~ rv.(~)

In mass eccentric systems, we will have di££erent values

(i being index £or i- th elemen~). Whereas it is

possible to have a mass eccentric system and sti££ness

eccentric system sharing the same e/r values, their Dl ~s will

be di££erent. It is there£ore predicted that their inelastic

response will not be the same. O£ course, the (e'/r) values

wouldn't be the same either in that situation and the

inelastic response could have been predicted to be di££erent

without considering the d1/r ratios. Since ~he D values are

calculated £rom initial properties only, it is pre£erable

(and easier) to keep track o£ the Dl ~s than evaluating all

possible instantaneous eccentricities eO.

3.5 Addi~ional Remarks £or ftulti-Element Systems

For multi-element systems, ~he same geometric non-

dimensional £orm derived £or the two-element

above section is applicable. Again,

system in the

all constants

(d1/r = Dl ) must be the same between the two systems £or the

response to be similar.
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There£ore, all systems with the same D1 's, ~, w. and

(e/r) (and o£ course same damping, earthquake excitations,

element models and model inter-relation between di£ferent

elements) will have the same element inelastic response.

For a given value o£ ~, w. and e/r, only one geometric

pattern is possible for a stiffness eccentric two-element

system with equidistant elements, and thus only one set of

A unique geometry is defined by also specifying r.

For a multi-element system, even if the elements are

equidistant to the center of mass in pairs, there are still

many possible values of D1's for given ~ ,w., e/r and r.

This is easily illustrated for the case of initially

symmetric systems with four elements. We notice (Figures

3.7a and 3.7b) that some systems with very stiff near

elements and very weak far elements can be elastically

equivalent to more balanced systems. Since all these systems

have same ~, w., and e/r, their elastic response will be the

same, and since they also have the same radius of gyration

(r), their angular response will be similar. This leads to

the prediction of early yielding (and likely relatively

larger ductility demands) of the edge elements. If we

release the constraint of equidistant elements for stiffness

eccentric systems (or similarly the constraint o£ symmetric

stiffness distribution ~or mass eccentric systems), we now

have a situation of arbitrarily eccentric systems, and

therefore, many geometries (sharing equal parameters wx, w.,
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efr and r} can be possible even ~or the two-element systems,

as illustrated in Figures 3.7a and 3.7c. The center o~ mass

is always outside o~ both resisting elements for these

~igures. This is an additional advantage of considering the

analysis of mass or stiffness eccentric systems rather than

arbitrarily eccentric systems.

3.6 £~~ect o~ Strain Hardening

A relatively simple (although incomplete) way to

illustrate the effect of strain hardening on bi-linear

hysteretic model is by the application of a monotonically

increasing load at the center of mass. In a static loading

situation, when there is no strain hardening, any two element

system becomes unstable as soon as only one of the elements

yield, and the maximum angle of rotation is in~inite.

For initially symmetric systems, if we still consider a

monotonically increasing static load but now with a finite

value of strain hardening, the maximum rotation developed

during the phase where only one element is yielding can be

calculated. When both elements are yielded, the displacement

returns to a purely translational state i~ the strain

hardening stiffnesses are equal (the new instantaneous center

o~ stif~ness again coincides with the center o~ mass). This

type o~ analysis reveals a very important consideration ~or
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ini~ially symme~ric sys~ems

~orsional coupling is only

resis~ing elemen~s is yielded.

with differen~ yield values~

excited when one of the ~vo

Increases in strain hardening

vill obviously reduce the maximum calculated static angle of

rotation.

Dynamic analysis of initially symmetric system reveals

similar observations as torsion can be observed to behave in

a -damped free vibration- manner after being abruptly excited

during inelastic excursions. Increases in strain hardening

also tended ~o reduce the maximum angle reached during the

response. This is illustrated by the time history results

from an inelastic dynamic analysis as shown on Figure 3.8.

Initially eccentric systems exhibit constantly varying

ro~ations (even when loaded statically), but this rotation is

again significantly amplified while the system has only one

element yielded. Monotonically increasing loading produces

trends similar to the ones mentioned for the initially

symmetric systems. Unfortunately, the torsional contribution

~o dynamic response does not necessarily decrease with

increasing strain hardening. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b

illustrate two cases: an increase in s~rain hardening reduces

the maximum response (translational as well as rotational) in

one case, but increases it in another. Nevertheless, the

final displacement offset is

hardening values in both cases.

reduced for larger strain

It is obvious that very
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minor di££erences in the early response of comparable systems

vith di£ferent strain hardening have major effects on the

overall behavior, especially under large ductility demands.

It is understood that a£ter an initial yield excursion, the

bi-linear model vill make the element vith the largest strain

hardening yield at a lover stress during load reversal; this

may account £or the striking di££erences in behavior.

The above observations illustrate the strong element

model dependency o£ the torsionally coupled problem in the

inelastic range vhich vill be the subject of £urther studies

in the £olloving chapters.

3.7 E£fect of the Rotational Inertia

Although the radius o£ gyration r (around the center

o£ mass) is not a non-dimensional parameter, something

fundamental about torsional response can be detected by

simply varying this parameter. Practically speaking, varying

r alone is synonymous to varying the floor plan, vhich is not

possible usually in practice. Nonetheless, the study of the

e££ects of variation in radius of gyration on response is o£

interest.

A reduction in the radius o£ gyration r vill increase

the value the normalized eccentricity (elr), but vill not
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change the true eccentricity. More importantly. it will

reduce the mass moment of inertia mr a (therefore increasing

n= [K. I (ra K. ) ] ) • If the mass moment of inertia is very small.

it is easy to produce a rotational movement as there is

little inertial resistance to the induction of angular

motion. In the opposite fashion. if the mass moment of

inertia is very large. considerable inertial resistance to

angular motion exists and very little of it may develop.

Figures 3.10a and 3.10b demonstrate this phenomenon for

an initially symmetric system of uncoupled frequency T.=O.l

seconds. bi-linear elements with 0.5% strain hardening (one

of them yielding at 80% F v , the other one at F v ). 2% damping

and values of n of 0.4. 1.0 and 1.6. under the N-S component

of the 1940 El Centro earthquake record scaled to a level

such that a single degree of freedom system of 0.1 second

period would reach a ductility of 4. Obviously from these

figures, the systems with lower radii of gyration

produce a larger angular motion.

3.8 Effect of Different Earthquake Intensities

(higher n)

It has been noted in previous research (Kan and Chopra

(1979) [31] ) • while comparing the inelastic and elastic

response of torsionally coupled single story systems

subjected to a given earthquake. that the translation
\

at the
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center o~ mass is usually larger

Without undertaking a complete parametric study, it is

interesting to brie~ly investigate the e£~ect o~ increased

earthquake intensity on some typical structures for the two

types o~ inelastic systems discussed previously.

3.8.1 Initially Symmetric System

For this study, a two-element system with period of 0.4

seconds, 2r. viscous damping, d/r=1.6, r=31.25, fi=1.6 and with

bi-linear element models with 0.5% strain hardening, was

subjected to the N-S component of the 1940 El Centro

earthquake record. Inelastic torsional coupling was produced

by the unequal yield stress o~ the two elements: one element

would yield at 0.8 Fy, the other at Fy. For these examples,

an earthquake level o~ unity is defined as producing a

maximum displacement equal to the yield displacement ~or the

elastic symmetric system (yielding at Fy>. Any other level

is simply a direct scaling o~ the earthquake by that value

(for example, for a yield displacement o~ 6 v =0.12 inch, a

earthquake level o~ 5 will produce an elastic symmetric

system response o~ 0.6 inch>.

The results ~or this initially symmetric system under

earthquake levels £rom 1 to 12 are presented in Figures 3.11

through 3.13. Response o£ symmetric elastic and inelastic
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systems without torsional coupling are represented by solid

lines, whereas the element response o£ the two-element system

with unequal yield stress are shown by dotted lines. Despite

the ~act that the center o~ mass is equidistant ~rom each

element in the model, the maximum displacement at the center

o~ mass is not necessarily equal to the mean value of the

maximum response 01 both elements <although this is often a

good approximation}. From Figure 3.11, it can be said that

the mean value of the maximum response of each element <in

the system with unequal yielding} is approximately equal to

the maximum response of the uncoupled inelastic systems.

However, at some times the coupled systems have a slightly

larger response. For all levels, the uncoupled inelastic

response curve is between the ones ~or the coupled system;

the element with smaller yield stress having the largest

ductility demand at all times. The cyclic ductility, de1ined

as the sum of the absolute values of the maximum displacement

in each direction divided by the yield displacement, has also

been calculated and results are presented in Figure 3.12.

with the exception

Conclusions are similar to

definition case,

demands are larger.

those for the standard ductility

that the ductility

It is of great interest to see how the earthquake level

affects the maximum rotations recorded during the response.

As expected, the maximum attained angles increase somewhat
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propor~ionally wi~h ~he ear~hquake level in a well behaved

manner as indica~ed in Figure 3.13.

Finally, some sample ~ime his~ories are presen~ed in

Figures 3.14a and 3.14b in order ~o emphasize ~he high degree

ox simili~ude be~ween ~he responses ox bo~h ~ypes ox sys~em.

However, general behavioral charac~eris~ics canno~ be

concluded xrom jus~ a xew examples.

will provide more in-depth studies.

3.8.2 Initially Eccentric Sys~em

The xollowing chap~ers

For ~his s~udy, a ~wo-elemen~ stixxness eccen~ric sys~em

wi~h uncoupled period Tx ox 0.1 seconds, 2Y. damping,

(elr)=O.3, r=33.3, n=1.5 and bi-linear elemen~ model wi~h

O.SY. s~rain hardening, was subjec~ed ~o ~he N-S component ox

~he 1940 £1 Cen~ro ear~hquake record. Similarly ~o ~he

previous examples, an ear~hquake is said ~o be ox level one

when i~ makes ~he xirs~ elemen~ yield. Duc~ili~ies and o~her

ear~hquake levels are dexined as in the preceding sec~ion.

The resul~s xor ~his ini~ially eccentric system under

ear~hquake levels xrom 1 to 12 are presen~ed in Figures 3.15

and 3.16. The weak and s~rong elemen~ responses are plotted

wi~h do~ted lines, ~he

larger duc~ili~y demand.

weaker element always having the

Al~hough, the true coupled system
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has periods of 0.1036 and 0.0657 seconds, i~ is in~eres~ing

~o compare i~s response wi~h ~he similar response ob~ained

from a symme~ric sys~em of period 0.1 second (some 0.1036

sec. symme~ric systems were also analyzed and ~hey compared

developing 15% less demand a~ low ear~hquake levels,

well with ~he 0.1 sec. case; ~he 0.1036 sec. system

and 4%

more demand at high levels). This symme~ric response, along

wi~h ~he coupled elas~ic response of ~he weak elemen~ (in

which case overs~ress is plot~ed ins~ead of duc~ili~y) are

~he solid lines on ~he same figure. No~e ~ha~ ~he duc~ili~y

demand is very severe for both the uncoupled and coupled

sys~ems, and tha~ ac~ual B~ructures are no~ expected ~o be

exci~ed ~o ~he ex~reme duc~ili~y values indica~ed on ~hese

plo~s.

Again, i~ can be said that the average between the

strong and weak elemen~ maximum response in ~he inelas~ic

~orsionally coupled sys~em is approxima~ely equal ~o ~he

uncoupled inelas~ic sys~em response, excep~ for large

ear~hquake levels where ~he symme~ric sys~em seems more

demanding (al~hough both systems have unreasonable duc~ility

demands a~ ~hat poin~).

The maximum ro~a~ions recorded during ~he responses

again increase propor~ionally wi~h ~he ear~hquake level

(Figure 3.16). In ~his case ~he ro~a~ions become huge, and
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some care must be taken in interpreting the results. Some

representative time histories are presented in Figure 3.17.

3.9 "ass Eccentricity vs Sti~~ness Eccentricity

elastic domain, not necessary toIn the

distinguish between mass

it is

eccentricity and sti~~ness

eccentricity.

sharing the

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, all systems

same response parameters Wx, w. and (efr) will

have similar response (Vt (t) and rVa(t» around their center

o~ mass. Nevertheless, it is understood that an individual

element response is not only a~~ected by its distance ~rom

the center o~ mass, but also by the global distribution of

the resisting elements.

In the inelastic domain, the response at the center of

mass is not guaranteed to be the same anymore unless the

global distribution of the resisting elements is also the

same. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 have already described the

differences between mass eccentric and stiffness eccentric

systems and addressed the necessary conditions to insure

similar response between two inelastic systems. This section

briefly studies mass and stiffness eccentric systems which

would be equivalent in the elastic domain. Observations

regarding differences in their response are made.
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Tvo sets o£ ·elast~cally equ~valent· mass and st~££ness

systems are ~nvest~gated here, correspond~ng to cases o£

large and small actual eccentricity. Both sets have an

uncoupled translational period o£ 0.1 seconds, 2Y. damp~ng, SY.

strain harden~ng (h~gher than the O.SY. value used ~n most

previous sections), and were subjected to the same N-S

component 1940 El Centro earthquake record arb~trar~ly scaled

to produce reasonable overstress

all elements.

(measured elast~cally) ~n

The £~rst set had a ratio o£ uncoupled £requenc~es Q=1.5

and a normal~zed eccentr~city (elr)=0.3. For elements a

distance o£ 100 inches apart, this translates into a true

eccentricity o£ 10.2 inches £or the mass eccentric system and

10 inches £or the sti££ness eccentr~c system. The true

periods vere calculated to be 0.1036 and 0.0657 seconds. The

second set has a ratio o£ uncoupled £requencies Q=0.5 and a

normalized eccentricity <e/r)=0.3. For elements 100 inches

apart, this translates into true eccentricities o£ 37.5

~nches and 30 inches £or the mass and st~££ness eccentric

systems, respect~vely. The true per~ods vere calculated to

be 0.2628 and 0.0951 seconds.

Results £rom elastic and inelastic step-by-step analyses

are presented in F~gures 3.18 and 3.19 (all plotted at the

same scale to provide a.better perspective). As predicted,

the elastic response at the center o£ mass is sim~lar in each
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but the element responses are di~~erent, a~~ected by

their relative position with respect to the global system.

Furthermore, the inelastic systems responded di~~erently,

even at their centers o~ mass. The set with the larger

eccentricities presented more signi~icant di~~erences. The

actual time histories are presented in Figure 3.19 to better

illustrate the di~~erences in behavior.

It appears that the more severe element ductility demand

was produced in the weak element ~or the sti~~ness eccentric

system. That is logical, as the distance ~rom the weak

element to the center o~ mass is greater in the case o~

sti~~ness eccentric system. The sti~~ness eccentricity is,

there~ore, believed to be more conservative (~or the same

earthquake intensity). I~ this is ~he case, conclusions

obtained ~rom sti~~ness eccentric systems may be

conservatively used ~or mass eccentric systems.

Also, i~ it is desired to set the elastic response o~

the ~ront element to be similar ~or the mass and sti~~ness

eccentric systems, it would be necessary to scale each system

to di~~erent earthquake levels. In such a case, the mass

eccentric system may need to be subjected to a much larger

earthquake, and consequently, the inelastic response o~ the

mass eccentric system may largely exceed that o~ the

sti~~ness eccentric system.
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3.10 Plastic Centroid --- Inter-Element Model Relations

As mentioned earlier, the inelastic response of systems

with plan eccentricities strongly depends on the element

model chosen. Furthermore, for a given model, the relative

yielding levels between different elements will also affect

the global behavior. For a bi-linear strain-hardening two-

element model <and a given set of Q, <e/r} and Tx , 0%

course}, the respective yield displacements (and thus yield

stresses for the spring model) between the two elements will

completely define this inter-element model relation.

By analogy with rein£orced concrete theory, a plastic

centroid can be de%ined: this is the point where a static

lateral load must be applied in order to produce a purely

translational displacement when all elasto-perfectly plastic

~lements are yielded. The plastic centroid distance from the

center of mass can be used yet as another indicator of the

severity o£ the system inelastic eccentric behavior. A

plastic centroid distance of zero would produce simultaneous

yielding of both elements under a monotonically increasing

static loading, although under dynamic excitation it is not

necessarily the case

here).

(as two modes are actually excited
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In order to gain some insight into the e££ect o£ the

plastic centroid distance on the global system response, the

two sti£~ness eccentric systems used previously (Q=0.5 & 1.5

~or e/r=0.3 and Tx =O.l) were reanalyzed using various yield

stress levels £or the stronger element (thus changing the

plastic centroid distance). Figure 3.20 summarizes the cases

studied and the maximum displacements obtained are listed in

Table 3.2. As the yield strengths and stresses are uniquely

related ~or the spring model used, it is more expedient to

present the results in terms o~ stresses, the lower values in

Table 3.2 corresponding to Rt in Figure 3.20. Figure 3.21

displays the complete displacement and rotation time

histories. These should be compared with the ones obtained

£or the case o~ equal element yield stresses presented in a

preceding section (Figure 3.19).

Interestingly, changes in plastic centroid distance have

a serious e~~ect on the element whose yielding stress is

varied, and relatively little e~~ect on the -weak- element

whose yield stress is kept constant throughout the parametric

stUdy. From Table 3.2, the maximum response variation o~ the

weak element is not more than 16Y. whereas the strong element

response variation exceeds 500Y. when comparing the results

£rom the smallest and largest plastic centroid distance

analyzed. Actually, i~ the maximum response o~ the weak

element is o£ concern, it appears adequate to adopt a model

with equal yield stresses (and yield displacements), as has
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been done ~or mos~ o~ ~his chap~er. I~ ~he s~rong elemen~'s

response is also o~ in~eres~, i~s high sensi~ivi~y ~o ~he

plas~ic cen~roid dis~ance makes ~he in~er-element model

rela~ion a more impor~an~ issue (despi~e ~he £ac~ ~ha~ ~or

~his example, ~he maximum measured ro~ations were no~ as

considerably a£~ected by ~he plas~ic cen~roid dis~ance as ~he

maximum measured displacemen~). Never~helesB, only ~wo

examples (e/r, Tx , ~=cons~an~) are B~udied here, and ~oo many

generaliza~ionB should be avoided.

3.11 Additional

Sys~ems

ObBerva~ionB on SYmme~ric VB Ecoen~ric

It is in~eres~ing to observe how ~he inelas~ic eccen~ric

response compares wi~h ~he inelas~ic symme~ric response o~

similar ~rue period (i.e. ~he symme~ric sys~em ~ransla~ional

period equal ~o the ~rue ~irs~ period o~ ~he eccen~ric

sys~em). For this purpose, B 0.263 seconds period system was

scaled such ~hBt i~B elas~ic response would be ~he same as

~he weak edge elemen~ elas~ic response ~or ~he s~iffness

eccen~ric system wi~h parameters Tx =O.l, ~=0.5 and e/r=0.3

and equal element yield stresses (which also has a £irs~ ~rue

period o~ 0.263). This symme~ric sys~em was ~hen analyzed

inelas~ically and compared with ~he eccen~ric sys~em

inelas~ic behavior: resul~s are presen~ed in Figure 3.22. It

is shown ~ha~ ~he symme~ric system response ~ends ~o follow
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rather closely the ¥eak edge element response. No general

conclusions should however be drawn ~rom this observation at

this stage.

3.12 Concluding Remarks

Structural systems with two lateral load resisting

elements in each principal direction constitute a signi~icant

portion o~ construction in seismically active regions

(Section 3.1.1). When concerned with inelastic torsional

coupling. it is use~ul to consider the e)cistence o£ initially

symmetric systems and initially eccentric systems, this last

category ~urther divided into mass eccentric and sti~~ness

eccentric systems.

Results presented clearly indicate that the inelastic

response o£ torsionally coupled systems may not be accurately

predicted by equivalent static or dynamic elastic analyses.

Thus, the ability to predict and control the severity o£ the

resulting inelastic de~ormations is a major concern. To

achieve this goal, a simple bi-linear hysteretic model is

selected ~or study along with an appropriate inter-element

relationship. An initially eccentric system model with

resisting elements having identical yield displacements is

adequate when concerned with the ·weak· element response.
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for geometry-independence in the

inelastic response of two element systems is far more

restrictive than in the elastic case, but the establishment

of an equivalent geometric pattern is made possible by the

introduction of proportional geometric configuration ratios

Increases in strain hardening tend to reduce the maximum

angle reached during the response of initially symmetric

systems. In the case of initially eccentric systems, the

effect of strain hardening seems inconsistent irom case to

case, although the final displacement offset decreased with

increased strain hardening in all cases studied. These

observations outline the high sensitivity of the response to

the hysteretic model characteristics.

The mass moment of inertia influences the torsional

response by oifering

This parameter wasintroduction of

an

angular

inertial

motion.

resistance to the

demonstrated to directly affect the response of initially

symmetric systems where torsional response is a Wtransient W

state. For initially eccentric systems, variations of the

mass moment of inertia alter the fundamental parameters to a

larger extent and a more complete treatment is presented in

Chapter 5.
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Stiffness eooentrio systems have more severe element

duotility demand than their corresponding mass eocentric

systems. It is believed that study of these systems will

provide oonservative oonclusions.

The effect of the traditional torsionally ooupled

response parameters (namely n, (elr) and TI) on the inelastic

response of initially symmetric and eccentrio systems remains

to be determined. This more comprehensive investigation will

be accomplished in the following chapters.
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4. INITIALLY SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS: PARAMETRIC STUDY

The concepts underlying the study of initially symmetric

systems have been discussed extensively in the previous

chapters. Once it is realized that the initial coincidence

of the centers of mass and rigidity vill not insure a

torsion-free response, it becomes imperative to investigate

in more detail the influ~nce o£ the system·s other basic

parameters. This is the intent o£ this chapter. The effect

01 period, ratio o£ uncoupled £requencies, and ductility

levels vill be studied on tvo element systems vith different

combinations of yield levels; the results will be compared

with those for equivalent single-degree-of-ireedom systems.

Furthermore, it will be assessed how these observations will

impact the design of structures.

4.1 Choice o~ Pa~.meters

The bi-linear hysteretic element with strain-hardening

was again chosen ~or this study. Its simplicity is warranted

here in order to discover the trends in response. Strain-

hardening was chosen as O.SY. <i.e. E. w = 0.005 E), making the

element model nearly elasto-per£ectly plastic.

Since a time history approach (step-by-step analyses> is

adopted in this study. it is essential to use many earthquake

records; this is to insure that the observed trends will not
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be a££ected by special characteristics o~ a particular

earthquake. On the other hand, as there is already a

substantial quantity o£ parameter combinations to b~

considered, using a large number o~ earthquake records could

very quiCkly require unreasonable amounts o£ computer time.

As a compromise, ~ive earthquake records were used: El-Centro

1940, Olympia 1949, Taft 1952, Park£ield 1966 and Pacoima Dam

1971 (more detailed descriptions o~ the components used are

presented in Table 4.1). These earthquakes represent a wide

variety o~ earthquake types and magnitudes as well as sit~

conditions. All these earthquakes were truncated a£ter 15

seconds; this facilitates the parametric study and is deemed

earthquakes records used ar~ shown in

acceptable in

accelerograms.

Figure 4.1.

light

The

o£ the apparent duration of th~

The main system parameters that were varied during this

investigation were: the uncoupled period Tx , the ratio o£

uncoupled £requencies fi, the ductility levels and the element

Ten valuesyield level combinations.

were used (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,

of uncoupled periods

1.0, 1.2, 1.6 and

2.0 seconds), as vere six ratios of uncoupled frequencies

(0.4, o.e, 1.0, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0), tvo ductility levels (4 and

8) and £our element yield combinations (0.8 Fy and Fy, Fy and

1.2 Fy, Fy and 1.5 Fy, Fy and 2 Fy).
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The ten uncoupled period values are believed to be

representative o~ most structures potentially a~~ected by

torsional response. It should be noted that the 1.6 and 2.0

seconds cases will undergo very ~ew cycles o~ structural

response when only 15 seconds o~ earthquake excitation is

considered, and there~ore, some caution must be taken here in

interpreting these results. However, these are also probably

tall structures, wherein extensive redundancy tends to induce

an apparent strain hardening.

The six ratios of uncoupled ~requencies were chosen to

allow a good distribution of valu~s around the case with Q=l

(traditionally quoted as the un~avorable situation), The

case Q=2 was added to extend ~urther the possibility of

studying the e~fect of the radius of gyration (and mass

moment of inertia) as explained in the previous chapters.

The four chosen yield level di~ferences are thought to

bracket most of the possible situations. It should be noted

that further increasing the difference between the strong and

weak elements could lead to permanent elastic response of the

strong element, and past that threshold, all greater yield

differences would produce no change in element response. The

difference in yield levels is not intended to represent a

statistical variation on the yield level at a given material

(although it can be part ot it), but rather the difference in

yield levels as a direct result tram the difficulty
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cases) in achieving similar

sti££nesses and yield levels. This is especially true when

the structural systems used to resist the lateral excitation

in a given direction di££er among themselves. This

di££erence also implicitly considers the dix£iculty in

accurately predicting the yield level oX some structural

systems. The cases ox -0.8 FY and Fy~, and -Fy and 1.2 Fyw

are representative ox a small mismatch in yield level. where

the error alternatively consists ox an understrength and an

overstrength. The cases ~Fy and 1.5 Fy" and "Fy and 2 Fy"

represent larger di££erences (the possibility ox crossing the

threshold where the stronger element would remain elastic vas

not explicitly considered). All of these cases will be

compared to the response o£ the equivalent symmetric case

with yields levels "Fy and Fy-.

systems ox similar strengths,

The intent is not to compare

but rather to assess how

signixicant would be an over or under-estimation ox the yield

level o£ one element.

The systems studied in this section consisted ox two

elements equidistant to the center ox mass. Therexore, xor a

unique set ox parameters Tx , Q and elr, a unique d/r ratio is

produced which allows non-dimensionality ox the structure.

Nevertheless, in this modeling, d vas arbitrarily chosen as

50 units. Therexore, £or the systems under study, there is a

direct relation between r, d and Q which simpli£ies to~

Q = d/r = 50/r (speci£ic case) or r = 50/Q
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In order to better illustrate the eIfect OI torsional

coupling, it was decided that the response of these systems

should be compared with that OI their equivalent symmetric

(SDOF> single degree of freedom systems. Also, to insure a

fair comparison at different period values, it was decided to

help isolate the influence of the period response by using

uniform ductility levels. Hot having any variations in the

ductility levels of the diIferent SDOF systems would insure

that any changes in the response of the torsionally coupled

systems with the period could not be attributed to an

underlying modification in the equivalent SDOF system's

inelastic response. This disassociation of the period from

the SDOF's response allows observation of how the period as a

parameter in itselI afIects inelastic torsional response.

Ductility levels of 4 and 8 were chosen. The ductility level

of four represents the traditional ductility value that has

long been used by the profession. The ductility of eight

represents an upper bound that might be considered for some

types of structural systems. Also using a ductility of eight

Ior this study will alloy one to see how the torsionally

coupled response OI initially symmetric systems is BIfected

by varying levels of excitation.

Since the systems are initially symmetric (efr = 0>, the

relation between the uncoupled frequencies and the true

frequencies is rather simple. By simplifying the expression
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in Chapter 2, the true frequencies are found to be equal to

the uncoupled translational ~requency and Q times the

uncoupled translational frequency, or in term of periods:

T , = Til = T.

when Q < 1.0

when fl > L 0

when Q = 1.0

with T. the uncoupled translational period.

In all cases, the only period of system excited before

initialization of yielding is T., which is also the period

chosen for the equivalent SDOF systems.

The damping was chosen to be of the Rayleigh type,

arbitrarily set to 2X of the critical damping at each of the

true frequencies of any given system analyzed. That is, the

mass proportional and stiffness proportional coefficients

were recalculated for each set of parameters.

The inelastic step-by-step time hi.story analyses were

performed using the program AHSR (Powell and Hondkar (1975)

(39J & [40J). ANSR was chosen mainly for its ease of
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incorporating three dimensional models, which will be useful

in the later stages of this study. The time step used in

each time h1story analysis was chosen to be smaller than

T/40, where T is the smallest of the two true periods (the

only e~ception being for T.=O.l seconds when Q=1.6 and 2.0

where T/30 and T/25 were used, respectively).

4.2 Procedure Followed

In order to be able to compare the results from the

parametric study described above, ~he following procedure was

adopted:

1) The single-degree-of-freedom systems with the eqUivalent

periods T. and yielding at the stress Fy were analyzed

inelastically. The task was to find the proper strength

factors for which the attained target ductilities would

be 4 and 8. The program NOSPEC (Khatib & Mahin [34] and

Mahin & Lin (1983) [33]) was used, and for every

combination of parameters, the strength factor,

T) = Ry I m aM" x ,

was estimated (where aM". is the maximum acceleration

for a given earthquake record). Since in the two

element system the element dimensions are unique for a
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given set o~ uncoupled translational and rotational

~requencies <and e/r, but here it is always zero},

either the yield stress or the earthquake maximum

acceleration could have been changed to get the proper

strength ~actor in any given case. For simplicity, it

was decided to scale the earthquake as necessary ~or

each parametric case.

2) Once, the strength tactors were determined (and the

earthquake levels calibrated as predicted by NOSPEC),

the SDOF systems were analyzed using ANSR to obtain an

accurate estimate ot the ductility demand. All tinal

ductilities tor the SDOF systems analyzed were between

3.8 and 4.2 when the target ductility was 4, and between

7.7 and 8.3 when the target ductility was 8. This

represents a deviation ot 5Y. or less trom the targeted

ductilities.

3} The same systems were analyzed (using the Wtine tuned w

earthquake levels>, but now the unequal element yield

strengths were taken into account. For each individual

analysis, the maximum element displacements and the

maximum angular response attained during the whole time

history were calculated.

4) For each analysis with unequal yield levels, the new

ductility demands were calculated. One must recall
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Figure 3.5 and realize that the elements were modeled

such that the yield displacement ov would always be

directly proportional to the yield stress (more

precisely, the model was such that ~or a given geometry,

modulus o~ elasticity and yield stress,

displacement would always be the same).

the yield

Although the

yield displacement di~~ers ~or unequal element yield

stresses, it is still easy to obtain them back £rom the

ductilities as they are proportional to the yield stress

Fy . For example, in the case "Fv and 2 F v ", the strang

element would be said to have a ductility o£ 1.0 when

its displacement would reach 2xoy, since Oy is the same

£or all elements having a yield stress o£ F v • As this

study is more concerned with damage issues, the

ductilities will be the basis o~ comparison, but one

must not £orget the serious implications o£ larger

displacement on ather issues like nan-structural damage,

stability (~or P-delta e~~ects), or other parameters

more sensitive to the relative displacements.

5) The ductilities calculated ~or each individual case

analyzed above are then divided by their respective

target ductility obtained in the equal yield stress

cases. I~ all the SDOF ductilities would have been

exactly calculated as 4 and 8, there wouldn't really be

a need ~or this stage o~ data manipulation, but as the

targeted ductilities were imper~ectly matched, this
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~scaling~ will insure a proper perspec~ive

while in~erpre~ing ~he da~a. For example, a SOOF sys~em

could have reached a duc~ili~y ~ac~or o~ 3.8, and ~he

weak elemen~ could have only increased ~o a duc~ili~y o~

3.95 in ~he case of unequal yield s~resses. The ra~io

of duc~ili~y fac~ors would ~hen be 1.04. AI~hough ~he

varia~ion migh~ no~ be significan~, i~ would clearly

indica~e an increase in demand. I~ could have been

o~herwise believed ~ha~ ~he ~unequal yield case~

response was less ~han ~he equ1valen~ ~equal yield

case". Therefore, ~he resul~s are plo~~ed in ~erms of

duc~ili~y ra~ios, mean~ng ~he ~unequal yielding case"

elemen~ duc~ili~y fac~or divided by ~he ~equal yielding

case" elemen~ duc~ili~y ~ac~or.

6) Finally, the mean and mean-plus-one-s~andard-devia~ion

are calculated for all response values over the five

ear~hquakes ~o provide resul~s less sensi~ive ~o ~he

par~icular charac~eris~ics o~ single ear~hquakes.

To provide an example of how to in~erpret the resul~s,

le~#s assume ~ha~ for a given period and n value, and for the

"Fv and 2 Fv " case, ~he duc~ili~y ra~io is calcula~ed as 2.5

for ~he weak element and 0.75 ~or the strong element (the

strong element being defined as the one with the higher yield

stress) when the targe~ duc~ility was 8. Interpreta~ion of

these results must be done as ~ollow: The ~arge~ ductili~y
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being 8, the ductility in the case with unequal yielding must

then be 2.5 x 8 = 20 £or the weak element, and 0.75 x 8 = 6

£or the strong element. Since the yield displacement is ov

£or the weak element and 20 v £or the strong element, the weak

element absolute displacement is 20o v ,

element absolute displacement is 12 ov.

and the strong

Another indicator o£ the occurrence o£ torsional motion

would be the maximum angular response. This response

parameter (calculated in radians) not only indicates the

Traditionally, the radius of

existence o£ angular motion,

severity £or a given Case.

but also illustrates its

gyration times the maximum angular motion has been used to

quanti£y the sensitivity o£ the systems (as it is the

response value used in the derivation o£ the

nondimensionalized elastic equations). Although it is an

indicator o£ how serious the torsional motion is with respect

with the center o£ mass, it does not directly re£lect the

magnitude o£ torsional e££ects on the elements. Furthermore,

as n increases, the radius o£ gyration times the maximum

angular motion will reduce along with r, making its

significance more di£ficult to perceive. In the present case

o~ a system with both elements haVing equal stiffnesses and

located at a distance d from the center o£ mass, the maximum

possible contribution o~ the angular response to the

displacement at the element level can be estimated as the
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ratio OI d times the maximum angular response divided by the

yield displacement:

For the particular model used in these examples, d is

equal to 50 units and ov is equal to 0.12 units. II this

calculated value is large, it can be assumed that the angular

motion is large, although it is not necessarily in-phase with

the maximum translational motion. There is no attempt made

at this stage to estimate the phase between the angular

motion and the translational motion. It should also be

obvious Irom Figure 3.10b (in the previous chapter) that Ior

initially symmetric systems, the torsional motion is a

secondary eIIect triggered by Iirst yielding and Iurther

excited by each yield excursions OI the system. The

inelastic deIormations are not a consequence OI large angular

motion in the case OI initially symmetric systems.

Accordingly, large angular motion here merely reIlects the

large inelastic deIormations OI the system, which the

measured element ductility ratios does equally well, iI not

better. It should also be emphasized that the maximum

angular response, may not necessarily coincide with the

maximum element response, and in that respect must not be

misinterpreted or given disproportionate importance. It is

merely an indicator OI the severity of the angular motion and

nothing else. Better indicators can be developed to gauge
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the proportions o£ predominantly torsional and predominantly

rotational motions, but as these become more complicated,

their estimation

research.

is not appropriate in this stage o£

It is believed that the ductility ratios o£ the demands

on each element of the two-element systems provide the best

quantitative measure of the damage sensitivity of the

systems. Some results of maximum angular response, and

radius of gyration times the maximum angular response, will

be presented, but the emphasis should remain on the ductility

ratio calculations.

4.3 Presentation of the results

Since the influence of many parameters on the element

response are being studied, a three dimensional presentation

of the results is thought to transmit a better conceptual

understanding along with a stronger visual impact. This is

especially true when a large number o£ curves are to be

plotted simultaneously.

The advantage of a two-dimensional plot mainly lies in

the ability to better read a value o£i the graph. On the

other hand, a three-dimensional presentation of the results

allows simplicity in labelling, and ease in visualizing the

fluctuations in response along with parametric variations.
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The major disadvant~ge lies in the di££iculty in reading

accurate values o£f the graph. Figures 4.2 and 4.3

illustrate the above discussion. Figure 4.2 consists o£ a

tvo-dimensional plot o£ part of Figure 4.3, vith the

equivalent three-dimensional plot as an ~nsert.

Since the trends in the response are o£ primary interest

£or this part o£ the study, the best combination viII be to

use three-dimensional graphics in parallE?l vith access to the

exact values of the data. There£ore, the values plotted on

all three-dimensional graph in this repc)rt are available on

£loppy disk (5.25- double density PC/MS-DOS £ormat) £or

consultation. Table 4.2 links the data £iles to the proper

graphs along with short descriptions of how the results are

presented, file formats, and detailed column descriptions.

Finally, the results of the statistical compilations will be

printed here as they are the most important values for this

study.

Figures 4.3 to 4.7 present weak element ductility ratios

vhen the target SOOF system ductility is 4, and for each of

the five earthquake used in this study of initially symmetric

systems. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 illustrate some o£ the strong

element responses £or the same cases described above.

Similarly, Figures 4.10 to 4.14 present veak element.

ductility ratios vhen the target ductility is 8. Hote that

all graphs in the figure set 4.3 to 4.14 are plotted to the
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same scale vith the exception o~ the ~ollowing cases: "0.8 Fy

and Fy" ~or Park~ield and Ta~t earthquakes (in the case of

target ductility of 4 only). It vas not judged necessary to

reduce the magni~ication of all the other graphs just to

insure an uni~orm scale. The inadequacy of the present scale

~or only two isolated cases is more acceptable than the

overall loss of readability/accuracy that could result from a

scale change.

The previous results could also be rearranged in a

different format in order to include mOre information on a

single graph. A direct comparisbn is better achieved by

grouping the results by their type of unequal yield case, or

by their type of ratios of uncoupled frequencies. Figures

4.15 to 4.27 vill present such "global graphs". To allow the

reader to develop familiarity vith the new perspective,

results previously presented in Figure 4.10 and 4.13 are

rearranged into Figures 4.15 and 4.16.

Finally, statistical calculations are performed on all

the system response indicators over the five earthquakes

used. Mean and mean-plus-one-standard-deviation results are

presented in Figures 4.17 to 4.24.

the same scale.

These graphs are all to

(Some effect of angular motion (for the £1 Centro

earthquake) can be seen from graphs in Figures 4.25 to 4.27.
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The maximum angular response (£or target ductility o£ 4) is

presented in Figure 4.25, and the radius o£ gyration times

the maximum angular response is presented in Figures 2.26 and

2.27 (£or target ductility level o£ 4 and 8, respectively).

Numerical values resulting o£ the statistical analysis

are presented in Table 4.3. These tabulated values are

important £or this part ox the study, and having prompt

access to those will compensate xor the slight dixxiculty in

reading them xrom the three dimensional graphics.

4.4 Discussion

Since systems ox dixxerent ultimate strengths were

compared, the case "0.8 Fy and Fy" (being weaker than the

rexerence system) was expected to have the more severe weak

element ductility ratios ox all the yield combinations

analyzed. Nevertheless, it remains impressive to observe the

rather large magni£ication ox weak element ductilities

obtained (e.g., Figure 4.3), in some instances almost

reaching a value ox six (Figure 4.6). This translates into a

weak element ductility o£ almost 24 £or the target ductility

of 4. This is hardly a reasonable design ductility. It is

also more than what might intuitively be expected for a 20ro

underestimation in the yield level o£ one structural element.

But one must nevertheless realize that the equivalent SDOF
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system vith yield level o£ 0.8 Fy (but using the same

earthquakes scaling as determined zor the Fy yield level>

vould also produce large ductilities, sometimes up to near 17

(in the case o£ target ductilities o£ 4) or 25 (in the case

oz target ductilities o£ 8). See Table 4.4.

In the cases where the strength was superior to the

equivalent SDOF system, the ductility ratios were nowhere as

severe as zor the under-strength cases (e. g., Figure 4.3).

Still some large ampli£ications occurred, ozten up to 2.5

(e. g. , Figures 4.4 and 4.11), meaning a veak element

ductility o£ 10 or 20 zor the respective target ductilities

o£ 4 and 8.

Also, in the cases vith over-strength elements, vhen

n ~ 1. 0, the weak element ductility ratios were increasing

with increasing di£zerences in unequal yield levels, despite

the increased ultimate strength oz the systems (e.g., Figure

4.4 or Table 4.3 A). This is surprising as it implies that

the added torsional behavior induced by the increase in yield

level dizzerential more than overcomes the benezit one might

associate with the increase in strength (or balances it in

the best case). Thus, there is no guarantee that increased

strength in a symmetric system decreases ductility. It

should be noted that at some point £urther increase in yield

level di££erential would produce no additional change in
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response £or either elements. This would occur when the

strong element reaches permanently elastic behavior.

A special consideration must be given £or the element

yielding at Fy (i.e. the strong one in the case wO.8 Fy and

FyW, and the weak one in the other cases). This element will

always have the same inelastic response as the

yielding at Fy when n=1.0, and therefore

SDOF system

the element

ductility ratios will always be 1.0 (e. g. , Figure 4. 14).

This rather interesting phenomenon is explained in Chapter 5

in great detail by specializing the equations derived in

Appendix (£rom the incremental analysis of one step).

For the moment, it will be just mentioned that this £act can

be accurately predicted by theory.

The results clearly illustrate that larger Q values

produce larger ductility demands on the weak element (e.g.,

Figure 4.3) (and accordingly an also lower ductility demand

on the strong element (e.g., Figure 4. 8) ) • This can be

explained by the lower resistance to angular motion provided

by systems with larger n values, as discussed previously in

Section 3.7. Obviously, this increase in weak element

ductility ratios with n is not observed £or all periods when

looking at the response under a given earthquake excitation.

Because o£ the particular characteristics o£ any single

earthquake, the response may have odd localized behavior.

For example, when only looking at the results from the E1
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Centro earthquake (Figure 4.3), the trend broke 3 times (out

of 50 possible break points) between Q=1.6 & 2.0, and once

between Q=1.2 & 1.6 for the ·0.8 & 1.0 Fy· case. For other

yield combinations (but the same earthquake), 31 reductions

in response were noticed with increases in Q (as compared

with 119 increases in response), but most of those reductions

mentioned above create non-significant changes in ductility.

The general increase in response is also not as important for

these yield combinations as for the ·0.8 & 1.0 Fy· case.

Many more breaks in the trend can be observed taking all

the other responses for individu~l earthquakes one by one.

Nevertheless, one should be more concerned about the general

trend as revealed by the mean responses for the five

earthquakes used in this study. Tables 4.3 A-F can be

referred to for the following discussion. Note that because

of the relatively small number of earthquake records used,

the mean values should be considered the most significant of

the results provided by this study (the mean plus one

standard deviation being mainly provided as an indicator of

the scatter and for completeness; also note that the standard

deviation is highly irregular for different Q values, being

always zero for the element yielding at Fy when 0=1).

Now, there is obviously more consistency in the trend as

a clear increase in the weak element ductility ratios follows

the increases in 0 (Tables 4.3 A and 4.3 E or Figures 4.17
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There are a ~ew decreases ~rom point to point,

but most o£ them are negligible (less than 0.05 £or the

means, and 0.10 £or the mean plus one standard deviations).

Only eight changes on Table 4.3A are o£ higher magnitude

(maximum di££erences o£ 0.20 and all occurring when going

~rom Q=0.4 to 0.8 or £rom Q= 0.8 to 1.0, :for cases

"1.0 & 1.5 Fy~ and "1.0 & 2.0 Fy"), and no such cases occur

in Table 4.3£. As expected, more -exceptions" are :found in

the cases o£ mean-plus-one-standard-deviations (Tables 4.3 B

and 4.3 F or Figures 4.17 and 4.21), but the trend is in no

way jeopardized.

The strong element ductility ratios basically :follow the

reverse trend. That is element response decreases with

increasing Q (Tables 4.3 C and 4.3 G or Figures 4.18 and

4.22) .

In order to evaluate the e£:fect o:f torsional response on

the initially symmetric systems with unequal yield levels,

one must ~irst de~ine what is a signi~icant change. In that

respect, an element ductility ratio o:f 1.25 or less will be

neglected in view o£ the general uncertainty and assumptions

associated with these analyses. ftoreover, the e:f:fect on

design o:f such a change in ductility (i.e. £rom 4 to 5 or 8

to 10) is not believed meaning~ul in a practical sense.

There is then a -grey zone- where the importance o:f a change

in ductility can be debated to be significant or not. For
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the purpose o£ this study, changes o£ 25X to 50X are

considered o£ moderate importance, and changes o£ more than

50X are judged to be o£ major importance. The reader is in

no way limited by this interpretation as the tabulated

results are readily available.

With the emphasis placed on the means o£ the £ive

earthquakes (di££erences with the mean plus one standard

deviation case will also be brie£ly described>, one can

observe the £ollowing:

A) The weak element ductility ratios for the case

~0.8 & 1.0 Fy" are always at least o£ moderate

importance, and often o£ major importance (Tables 4.3 A

end 4.3 E or Figures 4.17 and 21). Special attention

should be given to cases with small periods or l~rge n

values, and most signi£icantly a combination o£ both,

where ductility values can be 2 to 4 times their target

values (Table 4.3 A or Figure 4.17). (The same is true

£or the case o£ mean plus one standard deviation with

the di£ference that the vorst measured ductility values

were up to 5 times their target ductility (Table 4.3 B

or Figure 4.17».

B) When the yield level of one element is superior to that

estimated, the week element ductility ratios are mostly

non-affected until n becomes 1.6 or more (1.2 or more in
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the case o£ mean plus one standard deviation). In that

case, there is also a slight ~ncrease in response

occurring along with the yield stresses di££erentials.

Increases o£ 100Y. are to be expected for large Q and

large yield level di££erences (Tables 4.3 A and 4.3 E or

Figures 4.17 and 4.21).

C) The strong element ductility ratios are all less than

1.0, except in the 0.8 & 1.0 Fy case where the systems

ultimate strengths are less than that of the equivalent

SDOF systems, thus making larger inelastic deformations

also possible in the stronger element (Tables 4.3 C and

4.3 G or Figures 4.18 and 4.22).

Note that the decrease in strong element ductility

ratios occurring with the increase in the ultimate

strength of the system is partly a consequence o£ the

increase of the yield level of the strong element. As

equivalent increase

explained be£ore,

corresponds to an

the increase in yield level

in the yield

displacement, and thus for an equal displacement, a

reduction in the ductility. A value below 1.0 on the

graph simply re£lects that situation; it does not mean

that the strong element remains elastic, but simply that

it yields less than does the corresponding SDOF system

which yields at Fy <which is really no surprise).
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Despite all of this, the displacements recorded

were sometimes large enough to produce increases in

ductility (e. g. , Table 4.3 C). Amplification of the

ductility demand ox moderate importance can be noticed

in the case ox low periods (T ~ 0.2) and low Q values (Q ~

0.8) . For the case of mean plus one standard deviation,

the increases are of moderate importance when T $ 0.6

and Q S 0.8, and of major importance when T ~ 0.2 and

Q ~ 0.4 <e.g., Table 4.3 D).

For the other yield cases, the strong element

ductility ratios reduce in proportion to the increase in

yield differential. There appears still to be e

tendency toward reduction of ratios when Q is

increasing, but all changes are of minimal significance

(e.g., Table 4.3 C).

D) The eXfect of different target ductility levels is of

practically no effect. Although the large element

ductility ratios are mostly higher for the case of the

target ductility of 4, the difference is often not

signixicant. The ratios for the target ductility .of 8

are seen to exceed those for the target ductility of 4

mainly for moderate levels of ductility increases

(Tables 4.3 A and 4.3 E).
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E) Tables 4.3 I-L and Figures 4.26 and 4.27 present the

statistical results (on :five earthquakes) o:f the

traditional response parameter: radius o:f gyration times

maximum angular response. Because o:f the reduction in

the radius o:f gyration with the increase in n, this

response parameter can be very misleading. As explained

previously, multiplying these values by n would give a

better indicator o:f the severity o:f the torsional

response. This can be per:formed visually :from the

results in Tables 4.3 I-L. The trends noticed would

then be practically similar as the ones described in the

case o:f element ductility ratios. (The increase in

angular response along with Q can also be noticed in

Figure 4.25, although this plot relates only to a single

earthquake record).

Weak element ductility ratios are also generally higher

:for systems with small periods in the case o:f wO.8 and 1 Fyw

(e.g., Figure 4.17). This is expected as the ductilities o:f

the equivalent SDOF systems have been set uni:form when

yielding occurs at Fy. The case wO.8 and 1.0 Fyw being

weaker that the equivalent SDOF system, the natural tendency

o:f short period systems to have larger response than more

:flexible systems (:for earthquakes typical o:f the West Coast

o:f the United States) resur:faces. For comparison, presented

in Table 4.4 are the ductilities o:f the SDOF systems yielding
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a~ 0.8 Fy but subjec~ed ~o the same scaled earthquakes used

~o calibrate ~he ductilities of SDOF systems yielding at Fy.

It can be seen how a 20Y. reduction in yield level can bring

back the apparent period dependency, despite the £act i~ had

been removed £or ~he SOOF systems yielding a~ Fy. This alone

is eu££icient ~o explain ~he large e££ect o£ period noticed

in ~he case o£ systems with weaker ~han estima~ed yield

levels. Finally, the period has no signi£icant in£luence on

the response o£ systems with yield levels larger than ~heir

equivalent SOOFs.

4.5 Conclusions on the Study of Initially Symmetric Systems

The unequal yield levels o£ initially symmetric systems

will create torsional coupling as a secondary response

ini~iated by ~he occurrence o£ inelastic behavior.

The ductilities predicted by equivalent single degree o£

£reedom systems can be dangerously exceeded ix the equivalent

SDOF system#s yield level match the yield level o£ the

stronger o£ the element in the two-element system. Large

ampli£ications can also be expected when the SOOF system#s

yield level matches the yield level o£ the weaker element in

the two-element system and i£ the ratio o£ uncoupled

£requencies (0) is large (typically 0 2 1.2).
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In the case o~ Q=1.0, the equivalent SDOF system

response will perfectly match the response o~ the element (in

the two element system) with the same yield level as that

SDOF system.

The observed behavior has not been found to be dependant

on the level of earthquake excitation (target ductilities).

Also, the period of the systems does not a~~ect signi~icantly

the magnitude o~ the torsional response, except when the

equivalent SDOF system's yield level matches the larger yield

level of the two element system.

The ~ollowing design recommendation could be formulated

based on the results of this chapter:

For structural systems with ela8to-per~ectly plastic

hysteretic behavior (other type o~ systems will be studied in

Chapter 6) where only two structural elements are used in

each lateral resisting direction, and where the exact yield

levels cannot be accurately predicted or matched, the

ductility o~ the element yielding sooner is expected to

exceed by approximately 50Y. the one predicted for a SDOF with

yield level equal to the lower yield level of the two element

system, if the ratio of the uncoupled frequencies (Q) is

larger than 1.2. The designer expecting to limit the

ductility demand on structural members in those cases should

reduce its target ductility demand by 30~ (1/1.5 = 0.67).
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5. INITIALLY ECCENTRIC SYSTEMS

Although torsional movements are thought to be

responsible £or the £ailure o£ many structures during major

earthquakes, a simple method to estimate the inelastic

response o£ torsionally coupled systems does not yet exist.

A major reason £or this void is the lack o£ £undamental

understanding o£ how inelastic response o£ initially

eccentric systems is a££ected by various parameters.

Other researchers have speculated that the uncoupled

period, the normalized eccentricities and the ratio o£

uncoupled £requencies (Q) strongly a££ect response (re£er to

Section 2.2 £or details), but it seems that these

observations may be strongly dependant on the way the

analyses were per£ormed in each study. The major di££iculty

related to the study o£ initially eccentric systems seems to

comparative wbenchmark w

lie partly in the di££iculty

(that is

in £inding a reliable

an equivalent torsion-£ree

system whose response would not be sensitive to any o£ the

parameters thought to in£luence the inelastic torsional

response), and on the di£ficulty of setting a meaningful

liaison between the true system and its -benchmark w (as the

liaison itself may be responsible in generating parameter

dependency, independently of the sensitivity of the system to

potential torsional motion).
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It is highly desirable for design purposes to find an

appropriate -benchmark- and liaison procedure such that the

prediction of the inelastic response of initially eccentric

systems could be safely achieved from elastic dynamic

analysis and other readily available analysis tools, without

explicitly performing any inelastic analysis.

In this chapter, efforts will be made to develop an

improved understanding of the fundamental inelastic behavior

of torsionally coupled systems. Then, it will be attempted

to solve these design difficulties by providing a new

benchmark system and liaison procedure. The validity of

these will be assessed by performing studies on simple two

element initially eccentric systems.

5.1 Exact Prediction of Response by Equivalent SDOF for Q=l

Before going into the details of how the parametric

study will be conducted, it is important to demonstrate how

the inelastic response of the weak element can be exactly

predicted by an equivalent SDOF system when the ratio of

uncoupled frequencies equals unity <Q=1.0).

The whole proof derives mainly from a specialization of

the equations derived in Appendix A.
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We recall that the £undamental step-by-step incremental

equation,

K" (t) * 6v(t) = 6p" (t)

when specialized £or torsionally coupled systems as £ollows,

and,

I
I te x '

I Kx ' e'
l-

K x ' e'
K. '

--,
of- B 3 I
of- c.. I

--'

6p" (t)

where,

r- --,
= 1 6p, (t) I

1 6p3 (t) I
L --'

I --,
1 m C.(t.) I
I mr2 <4 (t) I
l- --'

II Kx C, 0

I K. C 1 ,

l-

--,
(t) I
(t) I

--'

C 1 = _..:::1:--_
tH6t)1l

(constants dependant on the Newmark method used)

and where,

= (C t

= (C t

= b C.

... a

... a
te x

C.) m of- b Ca
CQ ) m ... b Ca
e

B..
BlI

= 1 I eAt
= 1 I 2e

B. = ya I e
B, = yb I e

B. = At[(y/2e)-1)a
B~ = 6t(Cy/2e)-1)b

C. (t) = (B.. +B. )v, (t) + (Bs +B, )v, Ct)
<4 (t) = (B.. +B. )va (t) + CBs +B, )va (t)

C, 0 (t)= B. (v, (t)+eva (t) J + B 9 (v, (t)+eva (t) J
C" (t)= B.(KxelKe)ev, (t)+va(t)J + B.[(KxelKe)v, (t)+va(t)J

produced the £ollowing result:
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-,
[Wx a' +- C1 J [B. rVa (t) + Bs rVa (t) J I

I
-wxa'(e'/r) (Av.(t) + B.v,(t) + Bsv,(t)J I

I
I

Wx a , We fl' + C 1 (1Dx II , +We fl , J + C 1 II - Wx" (e' Ir) a 1
......J

when damping is neglect.ed (wit.hout. loss ox generalit.y).

For complet.eness, t.he AV1 response can also be

calculat.ed, and is:

AVl =
r
I

I
I
L-

(We fl '+ C1 J [Avg (t) + B. V1 (t) + Bs V1 (t) J

J

-,

l
I

I
I
I

......J

Now, when set.t.ing t.he rat.io ox uncoupled xrequencies t.o

unit.y (Q=l.O), one implies:

Ulx 2 :: We a

Furthermore, in the stifxness eccent.ric situation ox

interest. here,

result.s in:

KK'd·, which direct.ly
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Therexore, replacing all ~.A' by ~xa' in ~he equa~ions

above, one is lex~ with:

AVt (e) = C~)lSl '+ C t ] C6vg(e) + B" (t)Vt (t) + B~ (t)Vt (t)]

- ~x A' (e '/r) [B.. rv!Ol (t) + B,s rv2(e) J

(Wx St' + Ct]St - l.!)x" '( e ' /r) 2

r6v:a (e) = twx St '+ C t ] [B.. rV:a (t) + B s rv2(t)]

- wx A ' (e'/r) CAvg(t) + B .. (t)"t (t) + B s (t)Vt (t)]

[Wx A ' + C t JSt - wx" '(e'/r)SI

Now, in ~he case where e < 0 , ~he weak elemen~ response can

be caloulated by:

6v. b G. (t) = AVt (t) + r6va (t) as d=r when Q=l

(Note that the £ollowing deriva~ion could be done equally

well xor e > 0 wi~hout any di£xicul~y and would lead ~o ~he

same conclusions with respect ~o the weak element then

located on ~he o~her side o~ the structure. Here, since

e < 0 "ill be used, e is implicitly negative unless ~orced

posi~ive by ~he use o£ absolute values. )

Expanding each

simpli~ications:

terms, one ob~ains a~~er some
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AVa ~ • a (t) = r Avg (t) + B. Va ~ • a (t) + Bs Va ~ • a (t) J

II)x 2' [: 1 + (e' /1") J + C1

where the real sign of e' must be used.

Furthermore, the equation presented in Chapter 2 to

calculate the two true frequencies of monosymmetric systems,

which was:

uh ,a 2 = wx 2
r"
{ (Q2 +1) ±
I

I
L-.

2

can be greatly simplified for the case n=l; and becomes:

Wi II = Wll II r 1 - ( I e I /1" ) J

lI)a II = 11)11 2 ( 1 + ( I e I /1" ) J

(Note that leI is used only to insure that the first mode is

properly identi£ied,

system chosen)

independently ox the re£erence axis

Now looking at these equations, it appears a good idea

to de£ine an equivalent SDOF system such that:

(a). 11 0 p It = (a)l It = (&)x It ( 1 - ( I e I /1" ) J
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That is further justified vhen looking at the equation

for 6v, (tl for a SDOF system (i.e. efr = 0), vhich is:

CW. Il Ct P II I + C. J

Obviously, vhen n=l, an equivalent SOOF system elastic

response vould be similar to the veak element response

provided that the SOOF system frequency vould be defined as

above.

When the weak element is tuned to yield simultaneously

with the equivalent SOOF system, the inelastic response can

also be matched (assuming both systems share the damping

ratio and same element model, i.e. same strain hardening and

yield displacements in the case of the bi-linear element

model) .

Formally, in Qrder to insure the match one must prove:

Wa Il 0 p II I = t.I)x Il I C 1 + (e I Ir ) ]

(Recall the prime ( ) implies instantaneous properties. )

To perform the complete proof, one must check the four

situations possible for a tvo-element system:
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1) Both element remains elastic.

2)

3)

The strong element alone yields p

remaining elastic.

The weak element alone yields,

remaining elastic.

the weak element

the strong element

4) Both elements yield.

Note that the equivalent SDOF system's yield state is in

phase with the one ~or the weak element at all times.

Case 1 is directly proven by the above derivation, as this is

how the equivalent SDOF system concept has been de~ined.

Case 2 can be easily proven as follow:

WI(
2 , [ 1 + ( e'/r ) J = E Ks ... Kw C... (Kw - E Ks)

~Jm (Kw ... E Ks)

= Kw ... E Ks + Kw - E Ks
m

= 2 Kw = Kw ... Kw ... Ks - Ks
m m

= (Ky ... Ks) [ (Ky ... Ks) + (Kw - Ks) ]
m (Kw ... Ks)

= tox It [ 1 + elr J

= to. DOl' It = 1.0.» 0 I' It ,

(that is both weak element and equivalent SDOF system remain

elastic, as expected)
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where Kw i.s t.he st.i.:f:fness o:f t.he weak element.
Ks i.s t.he st.i.:f:fness o:f t.he st.rong element.
E i.s t.he st.rai.n hardening rat.io
e' is t.aken here as posit.i.ve, so Kw > Ks
(e' negat.ive would also give t.he same result.s)

Case 3 can be proven in a similar manner:

w. tl , [ 1 + ( e'/r J = E Kw + Ks C+ (E Kw - Ks)

~Jm (E Kw + Ks)

= E Kw + Ks + E Kw - Ks
m

=

and direct.ly :from above =

2 E Kw
m

E w. It

= E Kw + Kw .. Ks - Ks
m

[ 1 + e/r J

= =

Case 4 is st.rai.ght :forward t.oo:

C 1 .. e/r J

wx 1:' [ 1 + ( e' /r ) J =

=

=

E (Kw + Ks)
m

=

E (Kw - Ks)
E (Kw + Ks) ~J

As sai.d previously, all o:f t.he above is t.rue provided

t.hat. t.he equivalent. single degree o:f :freedom syst.em yields

si.mult.aneously wi.t.h t.he weak element., which i.s easily

achi.eved here as t.he SDOF syst.em i.s relat.ed t.o t.he weak

element. by:

WAil 0 J' a = Kw / (m/2)
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The SDOF system can be directly defined by keeping the

same stiffness, tributary mass and yield displacement as for

the weak element.

assured.

Model similarity will then be easily

Therefore, when Q = 1.0, the weak element displacement

in the torsionally coupled system isc EXACTLY EQUAL to the

displacement of a single degree of freedom system with a

period equal to the first period of the torsionally coupled

system, as long as they share the same element model in the

inelastic range.

The whole approach, despite not being tremendously

elegant, will prove very useful in helping define what should

be considered an equivalent SDOF system for the study of

inelastic response of torsionally coupled systems.

5.2 Procedure for Determining the Eguivalent SDOF System

The difficulty in investigating the effect of various

parameters on torsional coupled systems has already been

mentioned. What would be a reliable benchmark for comparison

purposes? In particular, is there an equivalent torsion-free

system whose response would not be sensitive to any of the
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parameters thought to in£luence the inelastic torsional

response?

It is judged appropriate to compare torsionally coupled

systems with equivalent SDOF systems having a period equal to

the predominantly translational period of the torsionally

coupled system. Therefore, an equivalent SDOF system#s

period will be set equal to the £irst period of the

torsionally coupled systems £or Q 2

second period otherwise.

1.0, and equal to the

The work of Section 5.1 presented some evidence to

support that decision, although it alone is not sufficient to

justi£y the approach £or all Q values.

Additional support £or this decision is provided by some

observations on how modal analysis takes into account the

participation of each mode in an elastic torsionally coupled

system.

We recall that the modal displacement is calculated as:

V .. ,IIA. = (2.. L .. / MN > Sd(l;.. ,T.. >

where (2.. L.. / M.. > is the participation £actor for mode N,
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N = 1,2 (i.e. mode 1 and mode 2).

One must not iorget that the corresponding degree oi

ireedoms ior torsionally coupled systems are (as speciiied in

Chapter 2):

By expanding, one obtains an expression ior the

participation iactore:

I 11.) = / r 1 ~ (2.,/2,,>· J
1 [ (2, t 12at) .,. (2at 12"

1 [ 1 ~ (2a a 12, a ) a J
1 [(2,./2•• )"· (2.e/2,.)

Finally, the edge displacement modal participation

iactor at a distance r from the center of mass can be

calculated (for mode N) by:

and, similarly, the edge displacemen~ modal participation

factor at a distance d from the center of mass can be

calculated (for mode N) by:
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Using the mode shape quantities expressed as a £unction

o£ nand efr (as developed in Chapter 2), all the above

quantities can be easily calculated. The e££ect o£ n on

these modal participation £actors is presented in Figures 5.1

to 5.4. Figure 5.1 illustrates the modal participation

£actor's £irst component only (this is the one corresponding

to vx) with respect to n. The second component's e££ect

(corresponding to rv.) is plotted in Figure 5.2. The edge

displacement modal participation £actor (as de£ined above) is

plotted in Figure 5.3

distance d).

(at distance r) and Figure 5.4 (at

Obviously, the £inal response will be largely a££ected

by the respective valueso£ the pseudo-displacements Sd

appropriate £or each mode. Nevertheless, it is apparent £rom

the £our graphs presented above, that £or small and moderate

normalized eccentricities (say, efr £rom 0 to 0.5), unless Sd

£or one mode is signi£icantly larger than £or the other mode,

the response will be primarily a££ected by a single vibration

mode, except in the close neighborhood o£ n=1.0. Further,

the dominant mode always seems to be the primarily

translational one; that is, the £irst mode when n > 1.0 and

the second one when Q < 1.0.

All these observations lead to the decision to set the

equivalent SDOF system's period equal to the ~irst mode o£
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Bys~em when g > 1.0, and ~o ~he

The case n = 1.0 has already been

examined in the preceding section, and it has been

demonstrated, in that case, that the eqUivalent SOOF system's

period must be set to the ~irst mode o~ the torsionally

coupled system.

Finally, in order to assess the validity o~ this

decision, many time history analyses vere per~ormed and ~ully

plotted ~or various combinations o~ periods, n values and

normalized eccentricities (these numerous plots are not

presented here ~or brevity). In those analyses, the

torsionally coupled displacement histories vere compared with

the histories for the equivalent SDOF system in accordance

vith a scaling method to be described in the iollowing

sections. It wasiound that this decision on the choice of

period tor the equivalent soap system vas appropriate, most

ot the time providing a response history response curve for

the equivalent SDap system vhich would closely resemble the

one ~or the elements in the torsionally coupled system.

5.3 Choice ot Parameters

For reasons explained in previous chapters, the bi

linear element vith strain-hardening vas chosen for this

study. Again, strain-hardening vas set to O.SY. (E. w = 0.005
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E}, making the element model practically elasto-per£ectly

plastic. The inter-element relationship is illustrated in

Figure 3.5. The reasons £or this selection are explained in

Chapter 3.

Five earthquakes (again truncated in duration to 15

seconds) were used to insure that £inal observations will not

be peculiar to a single ground motion. The acceleration

records used are listed in Table 4.1 (i.e., the same ones as

used in Chapter 4).

investigation were: the uncoupled period Tx ,

The main system parameters varied during this

the rat.io of

uncoupled £requencies fi, the target ductility levels and the

normalized eccentricities e/r. The same values of uncoupled

period, uncoupled £requencies and ductility levels as in the

case of initially symmetric systems were used; Tx was taken

0.6, 0.8,equal to 0.1, 0.2,

2.0; fi was equal

0.3,

to 0.4,

0.4,

0.8, 1.0, 1. 2,

1.0,

1.6

1.2, 1. 6, and

and 2.0; and

ductility levels of 4 and 8 were employed. The

justi£ications for choosing these values are presented in

Section 4.1 and will not be repeated here.

The normalized eccentricities e/r were chosen as 0.1 and

0.3, as these values were judged representative o£ real-li£e

structures; they are also o£ the same magnitude as those

commonly used in previous studies, allowing· some level of
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~he o~her s~udies. Because stiffness

eccen~ric tvo-element systems are studied (i. e. center o:f

mass at distance d £rom each elemeni~), a better physical

interpre~ation o:f the normalized eccentrici~ies e/r is

provided by calculation o£ the equivaleni~ eld values for each

system analyzed; results are presented in Table 5.1. It can

be seen that a vide range of physical eccentricities is

actually covered by the study. Interestingly, the true

eccentricity becomes the largest £or the combined case o:f

large e/r and lov Q. In £act, £or the two elements sti:ffness

eccentric systems analyzed, e/d = (e/r)/Q.

As be£or'e, the damping vas chosen to be of the Rayleigh

type, arbitrarily set to be 2Y. o£ criticEll damping at each o:f

the true £requencies o:f any given system analyzed. The mass

proportional and stiffness proportional coefficients vere

thus recalcula~ed :for each individual analysis.

The relation between the uncoupled frequencies and the

true frequencies (derived in Section 2.1.3 and graphically

demonstrated in Figure 2.1) is used here to calculate the

actual period corresponding to each mode of the initially

eccentric tvo-degree-of-£reedom systems under consideration.

The time step used in the time history analyses (using

ANSR again) vas chosen to be at least less than T/30 of the
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smallest o~ the two true periods o£ each system, but never

smaller than 0.002 seconds or larger than 0.02 seconds.

5.4 Procedure Followed in this Analytical Study

The intent o£ this parametric study is to establish the

relationship between the equivalent SDOF system ductility and

the torsionally coupled element ductilities, more

speci£ically to investigate the ef£ect o~ various parameters

on the torsionally coupled element response when the

equivalent SDOF system are calibrated to target ductilities.

The way the liaison between the true systems and the

benchmark systems was accomplished is described below.

1) The single-degree-o£-£reedom systems was defined to have

a period equal to the £irst period o£ the torsionally

coupled system when n 2 1.0, and equal to the second

period o£ the torsionally coupled system when 0 < 1.0.

Furthermore, the SDOF system was designed to yield at

the same yield displacement

torsionally coupled systems.

6y as the elements o£ the

Then, in a manner similar to the one described in

Section 4.2, the proper strength £actors were calculated

£or each SDOF system in order to attain target

ductilities o£ 4 and 8 <using the program NOSPEC), and
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aga~n, £or s~mplicity, the earthquake levels were scaled

as necessary £or each parametric case. These steps

insured that the SOOF systems were insensitive to

variations in ground motion intensity,

earlier.

as explained

2) Once the strength £actors were determined, the SDOF

systems were analyzed using ANSR to obtain a more

accurate estimate o£ the ductility demand. strength

corrections were made i£ needed to improve the ductility

demands. All Iinal ductilities £or the SDOF systems

an~lyzed were between 3.6 and 4.4 when the target

ductility was 4, and between 7.2 and 8.8 when the target

ductility was 8. This represents a deviation OI lOr. or

less Irom the targeted ductilities, a more liberal

tolerance than the one adopted in the case OI initially

symmetric systems. It was made necessary to £acilitate

consideration o£ the much larger number OI SOOF systems

analyzed in the case o£ initially eccentric systems.

3) The same equivalent SOOF systems were then re-analyzed

elastically, using the earthquake levels needed to

obtain the target ductilities in the previous part OI

the work.

4) The torsionally coupled systems were also analyzed

elastically. Then, £or each individual parametric case,
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earthquake scaling to be applied to the

torsionally coupled systems was calculated such that the

torsionally coupled system#s weak (£lexible) element

elastic response would match the equivalent SDOF system

elastic response.

S} Using the new earthquake sea lings £ound in the previous

step, the inelastic response o£ the torsionally coupled

systems were calculated.

6) For each analysis o£ torsionally coupled systems, the

new ductility demands were calculated. Recall that the

model chosen had equal yield displacement £or both

elements. There£ore, £or this study, similar

ductilities implied similar absolute displacements, both

£or the weak and strong element (the strong element

being de£ined as the sti££er element).

7} The ductilities £actors calculated £or each individual

case analyzed above were then divided by the ductility

£actors obtained £rom their respective equivalent SDOF

system. Calculation o£ the ratio o£ these ductility

£actors (the ductility ratio) was intended to remove the

variations dues to the inaccuracies in calculating the

target ductilities o£ the equivalent SDOF systems.

There£ore, all element results will be presented in

terms o£ those -ductility ratios-.
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mean-plus-one-s~andard-devia~ion were

all response values over ~he five

ear~hquakes ~o provide resul~s mos~ly independent of ~he

particular characteristics of single earthquakes.

This procedure is basically ~he reverse of a design

logistic; it is never~heless adequa~e as ~he in~ent is to

reveal the parame~ric ~rends inherent with ~hese systems.

This procedure will further allow one ~o verify whether the

equivalent SDOP system method accura~ely predic~s ~he

ductility demand on the torsionally coupled sys~em.

Finally, ~he maximum angular responses were also

calculated, along with the wmaximum possible contribution of

angUlar response ~o ~he displacement at the element level" as

expressed by ~he ratio of d ~imes ~he maximum angular

response divided by the yield displacement:

for s~iffness eccen~ric sys~ems wi~h resis~ing elemen~s

equidistant to ~he center of mass. For ~he specific model

analyzed, by is equal to 0.12 uni~s and d equals 50 uni~s.

Never~heless, i~ is still believed ~ha~ the ductility

ratios for each elemen~ of ~he ~wo-elemen~ systems provide
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the best quantitative measure o£ the damage sensitivity o£

the systems. There£ore, the detailed results o£ the maximum

angular response and the Nmaximum possible contribution o£

angular response to element displacement N will be only

included on the £loppy disk containing the results £iles (see

Table 5.6), but will not be explicitly presented in this

report. Furthermore, only the results £rom the statistical

analysis £rom £ive earthquakes will be tabulated herein £or

re£erence.

5.5 Presentation o£ the Results

Again, three dimensional graphics are used, and the

£iles used to produce the graphics are available £or

consultation on £loppy disk. Table 5.6 relates the data

£iles to the proper graphs along with short descriptions o£

how the results are presented.

one-standard-deviation results

Tables 5.2 to 5.5.

Also, the mean and mean-plus-

are readily available in

Figures 5.5 to 5.9 present the weak (£lexible) and

strong (sti££) element ductility ratios for equivalent SDOF

system with a target ductility of 4, and £or each of the £ive

earthquakes used in this study o£ initially eccentric

systems. Similarly, Figures 5.10 to 5.14 present the same

response indicators when the target ductility is 8.
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analysis result.s are present.ed in

All graphs are ~ormat.t.ed t.o share t.he

same scale. When individual values are larger t.han t.he

maximum scale o~ t.he graph, a numerical value is provided t.o

indicat.e up t.o where t.he given peak should reach. This was

t.hought. t.o be more appropriat.e in t.his case, as t.he ~ew

ext.remely high peaks not.iced would have severely dist.ort.ed

t.he graphs should t.he scale have been adjust.ed t.o include

t.hem.

5.6 Discussion o~ t.he Result.s

By observat.ion o~ t.he duct.ilit.y rat.io result.s, one may

direct.ly not.ice t.hat. ~or t.he Q=1.0 case, t.he numerically

obt.ained values corroborat.e t.he predict.ed t.heoret.ical values,

as all weak element. duct.ilit.y rat.ios are generally equal t.o

1.0 (i. e. weak element. duct.ilit.y demands are equal t.o t.he

equivalent SDOF system ductility demands (e.g., Table 5.2».

Nevert.heless, one can observe some inaccuracies at.

t.imes, as not. all weak element ductility ratios are per~ectly

equal t.o unit.y when Q=l. The reason ~or t.hese imper~ect

result.s has been ~ound t.o be a consequence o~ small

inaccuracies in t.he predict.ion o£ t.he equivalent. SDOF syst.em

response: t.he use o~ a t.ime step o~ T/30 in the calculation
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o£ the SDOF time histories vas £ound to produce errors o£ up

to 3X when compared with histories per£ormed with smaller

time steps. A maximum possible error of 3X was thought to be

insigni£icant (especially when dealing with ductilities>, but

because o£ the way this study progressed, it also meant a

maximum increase o£ 3X in the earthquake level used in the

time history analyses o£ the torsionally coupled systems. In

a £ew critical cases, it was found that a 3X increase in the

earthquake level used could increase the element response by

up to 16X (e££ects on the mean response being much less as

seen in Figures 5.2 and 5.4>. Because this response

sensitivity was not encountered o£ten, and because a 16X

variation o£ ductility is still thought to be relatively

insigni£icant from the perspective o£ this study, it was not

judged worthwhile to repeat the analysis with smaller time

steps. There£ore, the results are left unaltered.

In order to evaluate qualitatively the importance of the

ductility ratios, the same convention as in the previous

chapter will be maintained to indicate vhat is a signi£icant

ductility ratio: an element ductility ratio of 1.25 or less

vill be simply neglected in view of the general uncertainty

in the structure and the excitation; ductility ratios £rom

1.25 to 1.5 are considered increases of moderate importance;

ratios above 1.5 are judged to be of major importance.
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Because response based on individual earthquake records

tends to be highly varying as the system parameters change,

it is more appropriate to rely mainly on the mean response,

from all earthquake records used when looking for trends in

the behavior of the torsionally coupled systems. It is

apparent from Tables 5.2 and 5.4. and Figures 5.15 and 5.17,

that the element ductility ratios are independent of the

uncoupled periods ( T. ~)~t_....:;n...o::.:r~m:.::a:.:l=-=i.:z...e~d=--...::e::.c==c::.:e:..:n:.:..:t""r...:i::,;c=i:...;t::.:i=e-=s,---,(..::e::..;/:...::..r...:}....I,:'"

target ductility. and ratios o£ uncoupled frequencies (Q).

This is very interesting as it means that the method provided

here is rather unsensitive to variations in these parameters.

contrary to what other researchers have indicated. The

method is mainly stable in providing a reliable estimate o£

the torsionally coupled system's element ductilities based on

the concept o£ an eqUivalent SDOF system.

It should be noted briefly that the maximum angular

response (and maximum angular response possible contribution

to element displacement) statistical results from five

earthquakes are also in agreement with this parameter

independence. These results are not presented here as they

are deemed less meaningful than the element ductility ratios.

The ductility ratios calculated for individual

earthquake records are o£ course a lot more variable than the

one measured for the mean response for £ive earthquakes. The

ductility ratios can become very large :for indiVidual
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combina~ions ox parame~ers (e.g. Figures 5.7 and 5.12). The

sensi~ive combina~ions also change xor dixxeren~ ear~hquakes,

and no ~rends have been ~hus xar iden~ixied in ~he occurrence

ox ~hose sensi~ive combina~ions. This illus~ra~es ~hat any

design based on ~he mean response ~o £ive ear~hquakes may

s~ill encoun~er a much larger ductili~y demand ~han planned

xor when exci~ed by a par~icular ear~hquake; ~his is in no

way dixxeren~ than problems rela~ed ~o ~he ear~hquake

resis~an~ design ox symmetric s~ruc~ures in general.

Never~heless, ~he mean response xrom xive ear~hquake

exci~a~ions should be ~aken as ~he meaning xu 1 response

en~ity, as i~ provides a more 'unixorm indica~or ox ~he

severi~y ox ~he s~ruc~ural response.

The duc~ili~y ra~ios, as measured by ~he mean ox

response xor xive ear~hquakes, remain mainly close to unity,

only exceeding a value ox 2.0 xor ~he weak elemen~ when T. =

0.4, Q=O.B and (e/r)=O.3 (Tables 5.2 and 5.4 or Figures 5.15

and 5. 17). This is a direc~ consequence ox the unique

extreme duc~ility ratio ~hat occurred xor ~he Pacoima Dam

ear~hquake xor ~his same set ox parameters (Figures 5.7 and

5.12). Should the Pacoima Dam con~ribu~ion a~ this

par~icular poin~ be removed, the mean £or ~he weak elemen~

response would drop to 1.39 xor target ductility o£ 4, and

1.05 xor target ductility ox B. Other than this particular

point o£ unusually high sensitivi~y, the mean weak element

response exceeds 1.5 only in £ive occasions (~he maximum
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This is extremely satis£ying as it shows

the predicted increase in ductility £rom this method to be

mostly o£ moderate importance. A conservative strategy would

be to plan £or a weak element ductility ratio o£ 1.5, and a

strong element ductility ratio o£ 1.0 (although when Q=1, a

weak element ductility o£ 1 can be used, o£ course).

At times,

conservative.

the method can also be seen to be rather

1£ one defines ductility ratios o£ 0.75 and

less to be moderately conservative, then one can notice that

these points occur for the weak element £or (e/r)=O.3 when

Q=0.4 and T.$O.3, and when Q=0.8 and T.=O.l, £or both target

ductilities (Tables 5.2 and 5.4), as well as £or the strong

element on a regular basis (Figures 5.16 and 5.18) (except

maybe for long periods and low e/r values). This

conservatism in weak element response, besides being

in£requent, is by no means excessive, and surely does not

invalidate the equivalent SDOF system method. In £act, £or

comparison purposes in those particular cases, if the

initially eccentric system had been excited to the same

earthquake level needed to produce a ductility of 4 for the

equivalent SDOF system (instead of scaling the earthquake to

match the inelastic response as explained be£ore), the

resulting responses would have been excessively

unconservative. For example, £or the N-S component o£ the

1940 El Centro record, the case Tx =0.1, Q=0.4 and elr=0.3

which resulted in a conservative ductility o£ 2 for target
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would reach a ductility o£ 13.5, i£ the

motion was not scaled to match the elastic response. Some

ductility ratios obtained vith and without the proposed

scaling methods are brie£ly compared in Table 5.7 to

illustrate the advantage in per£orming the appropriate

matching o£ the elastic response.

Although no particular trend can be observed £or the

strong element, it is notable that some ductility ratios are

extremely conservative, especially £or systems with short

periods and high e/r ratio (Figures 5.16 end 5.18).

Nevertheless, the main concern here being the weak element's

behavior, conservatism in the strong element response is not

regarded negatively.

Mean-plus-one-standerd-deviation results have been

provided mainly £or the purpose o£ completeness, and to

illustrate the o£ten large dispersion o£ the results (Tables

5.3 and 5.5 or Figures 5.15 to 5.18 Bottom). A conservative

strategy based on the mean-plus-one-standard-deviation would

indicate to be more appropriate a weak element ductility

ratio o£ 2.0 (except £or the special case o£ Q=l where a

ratio of 1 is acceptable), and a strong element ductility

ratio o£ 1.0 when Q~1.0, and 1.5 otherwise. Nevertheless,

one should be careful in using the results £or mean-plus-one

standard-deviation values obtained £rom only five earthquake

records.
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5.7 Suggested Method to Use the Eguivalent SOOF System

Concept

Obviously, the concept of an equivalent SDOF system can

be potentially very useful in design. Although there

apparently is no easy way to obtain an EXACT match of the

weak element displacement with a meaningful equivalent SDOF

system for all values of Q, it has been shown in the

preceding section that the proposed method can provide a

relatively accurate prediction of the initially eccentric

system's element ductility factor.

It will now be illustrated how the eqUivalent SnOF

system procedure can be used, in a design approach, to

predict the inelastic response of torsionally coupled system

A design engineer using dynamic elastic analysis tools

(like elastic

analysis) may

response spectrum method or time history

easily calculate the elastically predicted

response for the weak element. It is supposed for simplicity

(for the time being) that the calculation is performed for a

single ground motion; let this calculated elastic response be

called Rw •
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The elastic response o~ the equivalent SDOF system can

be read ~rom an SDOF elastic response spectrum <readily

available ~or most earthquake records); let this SDOF

response be called R~DOF'

In order to match the elastic response o~ the weak

element and of the equivalent SDOF system, the earthquake

applied to the equivalent SDOF system should be scaled by

It is now possible to obtain a prediction of the

ductility demand on the equivalent SDOF system subjected to

this corrected earthquake level by consulting inelastic

response spectra. Some of these spectra are presented by

Mahin & Lin [33] . It is relatively straight ~orward to

calculate such spectra for particular records using standard

numerical analysis procedures. Moreover, where conditions

permit, simplified methods ~or deriving smoothed inelastic

design response spectra may be appropriate <Newmark-Hall

[42] ) . It is understood that like elastic response spectra,

inelastic response spectra need only be constructed once ~or

each combination of earthquake, damping and element model.

Single earthquake or multiple earthquake spectra can also be

constructed.

Of course, the element model ~or the single degree of

freedom must match the one for the weak element of the
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torsionally coupled system <which would herein imply a bi-

linear model with same yield displacement and strain

hardening) . One must not forget that so far, the findings

are limited to the type of inter-element relationship studied

herein.

It is then straight forward to calculate the strength

ratio, defined as:

rr = R y I m a .. A x where a"AX is the maximum earthquake

ground acceleration,

and read the ductility demand for this equivalent SDOF system

off the inelastic response spectrum. If Q=l, this equivalent

SDOF system1s ductility demand can be assumed equal to both

the weak and strong element ductilities of the torsionally

coupled system; otherwise, a conservative weak element

ductility should be estimated as being possibly 50Y. larger.

To provide a concrete illustration ox the above

procedure, an initially eccentric tva-element structure is

analyzed having the set of response parameters Tx =O.2, Q=l

and e/r=O.1. For this system, the two true periods are

T1 =O.211 and Ta =O.191. The element model is bi-linear with

O.5Y. strain hardening, and damping is 2Y. ox critical. The.

yield displacement of this system is 6y=O.12 inch. The 1940

£1 Centro earthquake (N-S component) was scaled to a peak
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acceleration o£ 0.4g and an elastic dynamic time-history

analysis was per£ormed; the resulting edge displacement for

the weak element was 0.43 inches.

Then using an elastic response spectrum for this

earthquake component (Figure 5.19) with an actual peak

acceleration of 0.348g, the pseudo-displacement for the

equivalent SDOF system (with period T8DDF =0.211) was found to

be Sd=0.35 inch (of course, that much accuracy cannot be read

from the spectrum itself, but is easily obtained by

interpolation from the tabulated values of the pseudo-

displacement, which is equally accessible).

In order to match the weak element elastic displacement

with the equivalent SDOF system, the earthquake used in the

equivalent SDOF concept must be scaled as:

Weak element displacement =
Sd from equivalent SDOF

~ = 1.23
0.35

There£ore,

SDOF becomes:

the peak acceleration for this equivalent

1.23 x 0.348g = 0.428g = 165 ints·

Then, using the same yield displacement of 0.12 inch for

the equivalent SDOF system,

estimated by:

the strength level can be

~ = Ry
m aMAI

= K 6y = W8DOF a ~ = 886 <0.12) = 0.63
aMAI 165
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Finally, reading £rom the constant ductility response

spectra o£ Figure 5.20 (which has been derived £or two

ductility levels, 2Y. damping and b~-linear model with 0.5r.

strain hardening), one can see that £or a period o£ 0.211 and

a strength ratio o£ 0.63, the ductility demand on the

equivalent SDOF system is approximately 4. Since n=l, it can

be assumed that the eccentric system's weak element inelastic

response will also be 4, and the strong element's response

shouldn't exceed 4 either. This is correct, as the true

calculated inelastic weak element response is 3.9, and strong

element response is 3.7.

Especially in the case where n#1, it would not be

adequate to use only a single earthquake record for design

Centro earthquake record will be considered.

purposes. Nevertheless, for expediency here, only the El

Following the

same steps as above (element modeling, damping ratio, yield

displacement are also the same), the inelastic element

response can be predicted £or the system with parameters

Tx =0.2, n=2 and e/r=0.1 (true periods T t =0.20 and Ta =0.10),

where the 1940 N-S £1 Centro peak acceleration is nov

arbitrarily scaled to 0.46g. The weak element elastic

dynamic response is calculated as 0.50 inch.

displacement from Figure 5.19 is Sd=0.36.

The pseudo

The earthquake

is

systemscaling £or

inch/sec. R •

the

The

equivalent SOOF

strength ratio now

becomes

0.64, and

186

the
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Figure 5.20) is again 4.

Nevertheless, since Q is not equal to unity anymore, it has

been shown to be conservative to increase by 50Y. the

predicted weak element value. The estimated weak element

ductility is then 6,

ductility remains 4.

and the estimated strong element

This is adequate, as the calculated

strong and weak element ductilities for

eccentric system are respectively 5.2 and 3.0.

the initially

In order to illustrate the methodology, only one

earthquake excitation has been used. In a true design

procedure, it is essential that many earthquake records be

included.

For design purposes, the steps in the above process can

be interchanged to produce the required strength for a

desired ductility level. Thus, the earthquake scaling factor

would be determined as before. Nonlinear response spectrum

would be used to determine ~ for a target weak element

ductility. For conservatism a value 1/1.5 to 1/2 times

smaller than the desired ductility should be used. With the

scaled earthquake peak acceleration and ~ value, the required

yield displacement can be obtained directly.
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5.8 Conclusions o£ the Study o~ Initially Eccentric Systems

In order to investigate the e£fect of different

parameters on the torsional response o£ initially eccentric

systems, many cases of initially eccentric systems were

analyzed and compared with equivalent SOOF systems. The

equivalent SOOF systems were de£ined in a way that was

thought to be useful in the perspective of elastic dynamic

analysis. A methodology has been proposed to perform a

meaningful liaison between the equivalent SOOF system and

corresponding initially eccentric system.

For elasto-perfectly plastic hysteretic element models,

it was found that the equivalent SOOF system provided a

reliable way to predict the inelastic response of structural

elements in a two-element system. Contrary to what has been

found by other researchers who studied this problem from

other approaches, the proposed method is not affected by the

level of excitation (target ductility level), ratio of

uncoupled frequencies n, uncoupled period T l , and normalized

eccentricities (e/r).

In the case of Q=1.0, the equivalent SDOF response will

perfectly match the weak element response of the initially

eccentric system (provided the yield displacements are

similar). A £ormal proo£ has been developed.
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For other values o£ Q, it was shown that the ductility

ratios obtained by the proposed equivalent SDOF method

(methodology explained in Section 5.4) are o£ten close to

unity in the case o£ mean response £rom £ive earthquake

excitations, with a conservative design value to be taken as

1. 5. It is understood that response under a single

earthquake excitation may strongly di££er £rom the one

predicted using the mean response £rom £ive earthquake, the

same way this can also be expected in the case o£ symmetric

structures.

A proposed design procedure, relying mainly on elastic

analysis and readily available simple design tools, has been

proposed.
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6. EXTENSION OF INVESTIGATION TO MORE ELABORATE CASE STUDIES

Using relatively simple structural and element models,

several basic conclusions were developed in Chapters 4 and 5.

In this chapter some more complex structures will be

investigated. In particular, results will be obtained to

verify whether those previous findings remain valid. Rather

than performing a comprehensive investigation of all the

possible variables (number of stories, number of elements,

element model, structural configuration, etc. ), it was

decided to approach the problem in a case-study manner by

studying those variations individually using a common

reference case as a benchmark.

6.1 Single Story Multi-Element Systems

In all of the prior analyses only tvo lateral load

resisting elements were considered. The reasons for this

were discussed in Chapter 3 as were some of the problems with

generalizing results obtained with multi-element models. In

this section, selected analyses of the types performed

previously viII be run nov considering systems with up to

eight lateral load resisting elements. For all of the multi-

element cases considered here, the hysteretic bi-linear model

with O.5Y. strain hardening vas adopted and the slab vas

constrained to be rigid in-plane to insure two dynamic
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Damping was again oi the Rayleigh type

set at 2Y. oi critical ior each systems#s two vibration

periods.

6.1.1 Initially Symmetric Systems

The reierence cases used ior the initially symmetric

multi-element systems had uncoupled translational periods oi

Tx =O.4 (no eccentricity oi course), and were subjected to the

N-S component oi the 1940 El Centro earthquake scaled to

produce a target ductility of '4 on the equivalent SOOP

system.

The initially symmetric two element systems revealed a

trend for the weak element response to increase along with

the ratio of uncoupled irequencies Q. So, the chosen

reierence system was the -1.0 Py and 1.5 Fy· case with Q

values oi 0.4, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0. For these cases,

the weak element ductility ratios were 0.84, 0.90, 1.0, 1.25,

1.80 and 1.94, respectively. These results are compared with

those for multi-element systems having various juxtapositions

oi element yielding at these two levels.

The combinations investigated are shown in Table 6.1 and

consist mainly oi a single transition irom a group oi

·strong- elements to a group oi adjacent
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The primary variables were the total number o£ elements and

number o£ elements in each group. Combinations with

increased number o£ transitions £rom strong to weak elements

were not studied. Despite the £act that some o£ the examples

explored were improbable, the chosen set covers a wide

spectrum o£ multi-element initially symmetric systems.

All multi-element initially symmetric systems studied

were symmetric with respect to the center o£ mass, meaning

that each element on one side o£ the center o£ mass had a

equidistant counterpart o£ same sti££ness on the other side

o£ this center. Within this limitation, systems with equally

spaced elements o£ equal sti££ness were studied, as well as

more general systems with unequally spaced elements o£

unequal sti££ness.

The weak element ductility ratios £or the multi-element

system with equally spaced elements with equal stiffness are

presented in Table 6.1. The weak element considered here o£

course is the edge weak element. The results £or the

equivalent two-element systems are inserted in the upper

right corner o£ the Table for comparison purposes. The

strong edge element ductility ratios are similarly presented

in Table 6.2.

As expected, the weak element ductility ratio is not

unity anymore when Q=l; even though the multi-element
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system's response would be the same elastically. Following

the Iirst yield excursion, the inelastically initiated

rotational motion will Iorce the various elements along

different hysteresis loops, thereby violating the conditions

Ior the responses to be identical.

It can be observed Irom Table 6.1 that the weak element

ductility ratios obtained Ior two-element systems are very

similar to the ones for multi-element systems with equally

spaced elements of equal stiIfnesses. For low Q values, the

results are very similar, and Ior high Q values, the two-

element systems's results are conservative in many instances.

For most multi-element combinations, the difIerences between

ductility ratios Ior multi-element and two-element systems

are not signiIicant.

multi-element systems

The response variations from equivalent

(4, 6 and B elements) were even less

noticeable than when going from a two-element system to a

four-element system. For all combinations, the trend of

increasing weak element ductility ratios with increases in Q

remained visible.

Investigation of multi-element systems with non-equally

spaced elements and/or dissimilar stiffnesses vas performed

on four-element systems only (in light of the mostly

invariable response from equivalent multi-element systems

with different number of elements). The element distribution

(location and stiffness) was constrained to be symmetric
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around the center o~ mass, and all elements yielded at 1.0 Fy

on one side o~ that center (weak side), and at 1.5 Fy on the

other side (strong side). Therefore, an outside sti~fness K.

and distance D. as well as an inside sti~~ness Ka and

distance De could be defined. A unique combination o~ K./Ke

and D./De (along with T. and 0 of course) corresponds to a

unique system (geometrically non-dimensionalized as explained

in Chapter 3).

For all six values o~ 0, three dif~erent spacing were

investigated along with seven dif~erent stif~ness ratios.

The resulting weak element ductility ratios are tabulated in

Table 6.3 (outside (i.e. edge) weak element) and Table 6.4

(inside weak element). The resulting strong element

ductility ratios are not presented here. It must be realized

that D1 IDe =3 is an equally spaced element system, and K./Ke =l

is an equal stiffness distribution system. Systems with

D./De =4 have the two inside elements closer near the center,

while D./De =2 systems have their inside elements more toward

the edges. Large K./K e values represent systems with stiffer

element on the edges, where small KalKe values produce just

the opposite.

From Tables 6.3 and 6.4, it is clear that systems with

stiffer elements on the edge are rather insensitive to the

ratios, with the outside weak element's

results being practically similar to what was obtained in the
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case of equally spaced elements o~ equal stiffnesses. On the

other hand, systems with more flexible elements on the edge

increase in outside and

are greatly a~fected by the stiffness

ratios of 1/16 produce the largest

ratio Xl /X~; very low

inside weak element ductility ratios, especially for large Q

values (although the inside weak element seems practically

unaffected by X,/X. for g less than unity). The D,/D. ratio

mainly af~ects the inside weak element's response when Q is

large, although the maximum effect is less than 40r. in the

worst $ituation. The D,/Da ratio is seen to produce even

less significant response variations on the outside weak

element., at most slightly affecting the zone of combined

When

rati.os,

compared with

the i.nside

the

weak

two-element system ductility

element results are mainly

conservative, where as the outside weak element results grow

from conservative <for high Xl/X.} to slightly unconservative

(for low Xl/X.). Magnifications of more than 2Sr. from the

two-element reference cases start to occur from K,/Ka =1/8 and

rat.iosamplifications

instances.

were

Since the ductility

large a. additional

could eventually become

:forhigh

in some

already

in those

to 60r.

ratios

reaches up

seriously detrimental to the behavior of those edge elements,

and in that respect, excessively small XlIX. ratios should be

avoided.
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6.1.2 Initially Eccentric Systems

The reference cases selected to investigate initially

eccentric systems had an uncoupled translational period of

Tx =0.4 and a normalized eccentricity of 0.3. These were

subjected to the N-S component of the 1940 El Centro

earthquake scaled to produce a target ductility of 4 on the

equivalent SDOP systems. Again, for consistency, six Q

values (0.4, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0) were used for every

system studied.

6.5 and 6.6).

A wide

considered

variety

(Tables

of stiffness distributions were

A linear stiffness

variation is first studied with three different regular

geometric configurations for four-element systems, and one

configuration for six-element systems. All of these have

equally spaced elements. Then, single-step and double-step

stiffness variations were studied on four element systems; a

single-step variation implies that all elements on a given

side of the center of mass have the same stiffness (the value

differs from side to side), whereas a double-step change

means that one outside element has a high stiffness value,

the other one has a low stiffness value, and both inside

elements have the same median value. Finally, a single four-

element case of totally irregular stiffness and geometric

distribution was analyzed; the configuration chosen is
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(~t represents an odd structure

where the mass and st~££ness var~ations along the length

would be opposed, creat~ng a rather severe case of

eccentr~c~ty). All mult~-element ~n~t~ally eccentr~c systems

stud~ed were geometr~cally symmetr~c v~th respect to the

center of mass, such that each element on one s~de o£ the

center of mass had an equ~d~stant counterpart (of different

st~ffness) on the other s~de o£ th~s center (except for the

totally ~rregular case, of course).

were expected

structures.

to cover a w~de

These mult~ple analyses

range of conce~vable

The method described in Chapter 5 was used (i.e.

match~ng of the maximum elastic displacement of both the

equ~valent SDOF system and the eccentr~c system's edge weak

element ~n order to prov~de appropr~ate SDOF strength rat~os)

and the

computed.

result~ng edge element ductility ratios were

The equivalent SDOF element model vas intended to

match the one of the edge weak element.

Element duct~l~ty ratios thus obta~ned are summarized in

Tables 6.5 and 6.6. Variat~ons from one type of stif£ness

distribution to the other do not produce significant changes

in the ductility ratios (one must remember that it is not

implied that all those systems have the same edge response,

but only that, vhen compared to an

based on the previously explained

equivalent SDOF system

method, the ductility
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predictions seem to have a consistent level of accuracy>.

Further, when compared to the reference two-element systems,

it is observed that the number of elements does not

significantly affect the magnitude of the ductility ratios.

An increase of ductility ratio of approximately 25~ is the

highest amplification observed for regularly spaced elements.

For the totally irregular four-element system,

discrepancy with the reference system is somewhat larger, but

is by no means exceptional in itself.

Therefore, it appears that the conclusions of Chapter 5

may be equally applicable to single story multiple-element

systems.

6.2 Various Element Models for Single Story Systems

Up to this point, all analyses conducted have relied on

a bi-linear hysteretic model (with 0.5Y. deformation

hardening>. It is therefore appropriate to investigate the

effect of different element model on torsional coupling. To

do this, two different brace models were chosen: 1) A simple

brace model that allows yielding in tension and elastic

buckling in compression (See Figure 6.1 and Mondkar & Powell

(39]); 2) A more complex physical brace model that is capable

of better representation of the true behavior of braces (See

Figure 6.2 and Ikeda & Mahin [35). All structural elements
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cons1dered cons1sted o~ pa1rs o~ oppos1ng models represent1ng

X-braced ~rames

po1nt).

(w1th braces not connected 1n their mid-

The re~erence set ~or the case study is again Tx=O.4

(e/r=O.3 ~or initially eccentric case), 2Y.damping, a target

duct11ity o~ 4 ~or the equ1valent SDOF systems,

component o~ the 1940 El Centro earthquake.

values o~ Q are cons1dered in each situation.

6.2.1 Initially Symmetric Systems

6.2.1.1 Elastic Buckling Brace Element

and the N-S

The usual six

For the -elastic buckl1ng- type o~ braced ~rame, the X-

braced ~rame model's hysteretic relat10n becomes more

The yield displacement was taken

complex. Typ1cal

Wakabayashi (1986)

hysteret1c

[68J.

loops are presented

as

the value at the onset o~ ~irst yielding o~ the brace 1n

tens10n under a monoton1cally increas1ng load1ng. Frames

were cons1dered o~ equivalent strength, i~ the sum of the

strengths o~ their compression and tension braces were equal,

with the implicat10n that thus defined equivalent £rames

would not necessarily have the same yield and buckling

displacements. Consequently, tors1onal coupling could be

introduced in an in1tially symmetric system with two £rames
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Nevertheless, it was decided to

combine elements to produce systems having one frame 50%

stronger than the other in order to allow some level o£

comparison with the two-element -1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy- case.

Three weak element combinations, representing di£ferent

levels o£ slenderness, were investigated: 1 ) Yield and

Fy; 2) Yield at 1.25 Fy and buckling at 0.75 Fy;buckling at

3) Yield at 1.50 Fy and buckling at 0.5 Fy (the yield

stresses are use£ul as strength indicators here since the

geometry and areas are the same £or all braces studied). To

each of these -weak element- combinations were matched three

di££erent -strong element- combinations whose yield and

buckling levels are presented in Table 6.7.

Ductility ratios are calculated by comparing the ·weak w

and ~strong- element ductility demands with the respective

eqUivalent braced £rame SOOF ductility demand. Note that the

earthquake levels £ound in the case o£ the bi-linear

hysteretic element were not applicable (these produced

ductilities exceeding the target ductility by factors o£ up

to 3 or more. Scaling to the proper target ductility of 4

had to be redone £or this new type o£ element. It must also

be well understood that each ductility ratio involved a

comparison between an initially symmetric two element braced

£rame of the type described above and an equivalent SDOF
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braced ~rame with yielding and buckling levels identical to

the weak element in the initially symmetric system.

From the results in Table 6.7, it is di~Iicult to

perceive a clear trend, although larger ~ values produce

larger ductility ratios in general. There is apparently a

very slight tendency of the weak element to have a larger

response when the strong brace is more slender (i.e. yields

in tension at higher stress along with earlier buckling).

However, because of the way the equivalent braced ~rames were

defined, one should refrain from any attempt to identify

which sets produce the mast sensitive combinations. Rather,

the emphasis here is placed in demonstrating the relatively

minor sensitivity of the initially symmetric systems to

various strong element constructions.

In line with the terminology de~ined in Chapter 4, the

ductility ratios can be said to be of moderate importance,

except for an occasional value here and there (always when ~

is above unity). Notably, the weak element ductility ratios

are all unity when fi=l, as already demonstrated ~or two

element systems sharing similar element models with their

equivalent SDOF system <which is the case here).
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6.2.1.2 Physical Brace Element

In the case oi the physical brace model, the element

model relation ior the X-Braced irame is again very comple~

and largely dependent on the slenderness ratio oi the braces.

There is a great number oi diiierences between the physical

brace model and the more simplistic model presented beiore.

It is beyond the scope of this study to provide detailed

e~planations regarding the X-braced behavior. For more

iniormation, the reader unfamiliar with this material should

consult Wakabayashi <1986> C68J or Mahin & Ikeda (1984) C35J.

It should be noted that even under monotonically

increasing loads, the capacity of the compression brace

deteriorates so that it carries much less load than its

buckling load when yielding occurs in the tension brace.

Therefore, the concept of frames with equivalent strength

used in the preceding section is not applicable here. It was

therefore decided to simply investigate one simple case of a

two-element sy~tem with dissimilar braces. Structures haVing

dissimilar braces are often created when the design engineer

uses a single strong X-braced irame at one end oi a building

and two smaller X-braced irames at the other end. Although

it is possible using elastic analysis methods to calibrate

the brace stiifnesses such that the structure is symmetric,

the inelastic action starting to occur with brace buckling

will induce torsional motion in this structure.
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Here, the veak element is de~ined as yielding at 1.25 Fy

and buckling at 0.75 Fy, vhereas the strong element vas set

as yielding at 1.5 Fyand buckling at 0.5 Fy. The post-

buckling loss in compression capacity being ~ound to be

rather rapid, the ~rame vith braces yielding at 1.25 Fy vas

indeed found to have a lover ultimate strength for a given

displacement. Nevertheless, this example points to the

di~~iculty in de~ining the veak element in some instances,

and to some of the problems associated vith torsion in

strength deteriorating systems.

To use the physical brace model, the slenderness ratios

vere calculated to produce the desired buckling stresses

<KL/r o~ 103 ~or the weak element, 128 for the strong

element), and other brace properties vere determined to model

buckling along the weak axis of a typical wide-~lange

section.

The level o~·earthquake excitation is adjusted such that

an equivalent X-braced frame SDOF system (made o~ physical

brace element yielding at 1.25 Fy and buckling at 0.75 Fy)

reaches a target ductility o~ 4. Therea~ter, the initially

symmetric system described above is subjected to the same

earthquake excitation.

presented in Table 6.8.

The resulting ductility ratios are

It must be emphasized again that the

level of excitation needed to reach the target ductility of 4
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is much lower £or the physical brace element than £or the bi

linear hysteretic element.

As observed in Table 6.8, the sensitivity o£ the

ductility ratios £or this type o£ element model is very

similar to that noted in Chapter 4. However, in this

particular case no trend with n can be noticed. O£ course,

generalization should not be made £rom this single set o£

analysis.

Here again, the peak weak element ductility ratios are

mostly representative o£ magni£ications o£ moderate

importance. There£ore, the element model seems to have no

major in£luence in the predicted ductility demand o£

initially symmetric systems as long as the comparison is

per£ormed with the proper equivalent SDOF element model.

6.2.2 Initially Eccentric Systems

As £or all other initially eccentric systems, the

torsionally coupled results are compared with an equivalent

SDOF system with an identical element model. This is

important as braced £rames can o£ten be more sensitive than

bi-linear hysteretic systems (in some cases, the physical

brace element reached ductilities more than 10 times the ones

attained £or the bi-linear hysteretic model under the same
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level of earthquake excitation}. Clearly, the intent here is

to compare a torsionally coupled system with it's equivalent

SDOF system such that the true contribution of the coupling

can be extracted. Recall that an initially eccentric

system's equivalent snOF system has a period equal to the

predominantly translational period.of the torsionally coupled

system, a force-displacement relationship identical to the

one for the weak element in the coupled system, and is

subjected to a different earthquake level such that its

elastic displacement will match the one for the weak element

in the coupled system.

Inelastic response spectra for X-braced frames (as well

as for other complex models} are not commonly available.

They are also sensitive to modeling uncertainties.

Therefore, use of the proposed method in a preliminary design

stage will require considerably more effort and judgement on

the part of the engineer.

6.2.2.1 Elastic Buckling Brace Element

In the case of initially eccentric systems with elastic

buckling brace element models (corresponding to X-braced

frames) the same three yield combinations described in

Section 6.2.1 were used with the exception that now both weak
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and strong elements yield and buckle at similar levels (again

interpreted in terms o~ stresses).

From Table 6.9, it is apparent that the scaling method

applied to the new element model preserves the parametric

insensitivity ~irst observed in Chapter 5. Results even tend

to be more clustered around the ductility ratio o~ 1 than ~OT

the re~erence two-element hysteretic system, although one

single set o~ parametric variation is insu~~icient to

generalize this observation.

The conclusions of Chapter 5 seems equally applicable to

the case of two-element systems with X-braces modeled with

elastic buckling members.

6.2.2.2 Physical Brace Element

For initially eccentric systems with physical brace

models used ~or the X-braced £rames, only two yield

combinations were investigated: intermediate (KL/r = 103) and

large (KL/r = 128) slenderness. O£ course, here, both

elements share the same slenderness in any given case. These

respectively correspond to the ·Yield = 1.25 Fy, Buckling =

0.75 Fy case-, and ·Yield = 1.5 Fy, Buckling = 0.5 Fy case-,

as previously explained.
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Results are presented in Table 6.9 t and again, when

ductilities o~ comparable eccentric and soap systems are

related, the conclusions o~ Chapter 5 seem equally valid.

6.3 Multi-Story Systems

One o~ the major problems ~ssociated with multi-story

systems is the de~inition and determination o~ the centers o~

rigidity. A good treatment o~ this topic can be ~ound in

Cheung and Tso <198£} [12]. Nevertheless t ~or the purpose o~

this study, the centers o~ rigidity were not essential to

per~orm the ensuing examples and thus were not identi~ied.

Par the following case studies, all elements were

modelled as being bi-linear hysteretic With O.5X strain

hardening. Rayleigh damping o~ 2X was chosen at the first

and last period of the multi-story system, which implies than

the intermediate periods had a somewhat lower damping.

Exceptionally here t no target ductility was fixed for

the equivalent SDOF systems. Because of the various

ductility definitions that will be used thereafter, it was

judged more appropriate to simply apply the N-5 component o£

the 1940 E1 Centro earthquake (with peak acceleration scaled

torsionally coupled systems

to 0.5g) to the multi-story

event, the ductility ratios ot

systems of interest. In any
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were demonstrated in previous chapters to be independent ox

the target level ox excitation.

The response ox multi-story torsionally coupled systems

and equivalent snop systems will be compared in hope ox

extending the validity ox the concepts derived xor the

single-story systems. The main concern evidently lies in the

proper identixication ox the eqUivalent snOF system.

Therexore, in parallel with the dexinition ox Chapter 5, the

equivalent SnOF system's period was dexined as that ox the

xirst dominantly translational mode o£ the multi-story

system. Unxartunately, £or many multi-story systems, it may

be particularly dixxicult to visually recognize this mode.

The xollowing equations allow a £ormal determination ox the

mode shape identixication xactor (percentage ox torsional or

rotational) in each direction (some programs, like SAPBO

(70), provide this in£ormation automatically when perxorming

modal analysis):

For a system with normalized mode shapes such that:

where m is the mass matrix, I is the identity matri~, 2M is

NTU mode shape, and MM is the generalized mass o£ the NTH

normal mode, the expression £or the -e££ective modal

participation £actors W can be expanded into:
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is the modal earthquake-excitation ~actor and r* is

the pseudostatic in~luence-coe~~icient vector. Using the

equations derived around the center o~ mass (mt being the

terms o~ the diagonal mass matrix), the mode shape

identi~ication ~actors can be obtained by summing the

diagonal elements o~ the (2. 2N T m) matrix, such that:

where the translational masses terms are grouped separately

~rom the mass moment o~ inertia terms. The highest period

~or which the grouped translational terms equals or exceeds

sox o~ the sum is defined as the equivalent period (an exact

SOY. split is typical of systems with Q=l).

An additional problem comes from the impossibility of

finding a SDOF model which would perfectly match at all times

the behavior of the weak side of an initially eccentric

multi-story system. Even if 0'1 is set to each level

interstory's yield displacement, these are not necessarily

reached simultaneously during dynamic response of this

system. Nevertheless, it was decided to model the SOOF

system as a bi-linear system with yield displacement equal to

the sum of the multi-story system's interstory yield
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In l~ght o£ the general goals pursued ~n th~s

chapter, that s~mplification was thought to be acceptable.

Three types of two-story systems were used in this part

of the study.

sections.

Each will be described in the £ollowing

6.3.1 Initially Eccentric Systems - Regular Con£iguration

Systems with regular con£iguration are simply de£ined

here as systems £or which the floor plan remains the same at

each story (equal mass and mass moment o£ inertia) and where

the reduction in stif£ness £rom story to story remains

proportional for each structural element resisting lateral

£orces.

Since the location o£ the center of sti£fness has not

been identi£ied, it is equally logical not to attempt to

define a ratio of uncoupled £requencies Q £or multi-story

systems. Nevertheless, it was decided to conserve the same

strong-to-weak element sti££ness ratio as £or the cases o£

two-element systems studied. For e/r=0.3 and Q=0.4, 0.8,

1.0, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0, the sti££ness ratios were 7.0, 2.2,

1.86, 1.67, 1.46 and 1.35, respect~vely. Of course, these

ratios were kept constant £rom story to story.
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Two different stiffness variations from the first to the

second story were investigated. In one case, the ratio of

second story over first story stiffnesses was 2/3, and in the

other case 1/3. The corresponding two uncoupled

translational periods were 0.28 and 0.12 seconds for the

£irst case, and 0.34 and 0.14 seconds £or the second case.

Because there was a need to equate elastic displacements

in order to perform the proper ductility comparison, it was

judged consistent with the equivalent SDaF model approach to

match the maximum elastic displacement with the maximum roof

displacement on the weak side o£ the multi-story system.

Maximum interstory dri£ts and their corresponding

interstory displacement ductilities were also calculated £or

each element. The roof displacement ductilities as well as

each interstory displacement ductilities have been divided by

the ductility of the equivalent SDOF system, providing three

di£ferent ductility ratio indicators. These are tabulated in

Table 6.10 for the weak and strong elements. Note that in a

manner similar to that done for the equivalent SDOF systems,

the roof yield displacement has simply been taken as the sum

of each story#s element yield displacement.

It can be observed from Table 6.10 that the roo£

ductility ratios, although different to what has generally

been obtained for tva-element systems, are not necessarily
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most results are conservat~ve or

slightly above unity with a few occasionally larger values).

This is remarkable considering the approximations in the

equivalent SDOF model used as well

uniformity of damping in all modes.

as the slight non-

Unfortunately, the interstory duct~l~ty ratios do not

fare as well. For the case when the ratio of second story

over first story stiffnesses ~s 2/3, the lower story's

interstory ductility ratios tend to be rather large whereas

the upper story's ones are all conservative. For the case

where th~ second to first story ratio of st~ffnesses is 1/3,

the situation is reversed as it ~s now the top story

ductility ratios that are considerably high.

eqUivalent SDOFClearly,

formulated is

the

not su~table ~n

method as presently

predict~ng interstory

ductilit~es, although it may still reasonably predict roof

displacement ductilities. As noted in the above examples,

the equivalent SDOF system analogy is somewhat impaired when

inelastic action tends to concentrate in a g~ven story. This

same phenomenon also occurs when comparing inelastic response

of planar multi-story frames

with inelastic SDOF systems.

(without torsional coupling)

More research on th~s top~c

should help circumvent this difficulty.
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6.3.2 In~t~ally Symmetric Systems - Regular Conf~guration

In this section, the definition of regular configuration

is the same as in the pr~ceding s~ct~on. Here, only cases

were considered where the top story over bottom story

stiffn~ss ratio was 2/3. Both elements on a given story had

the same stiffness, and elements on one s~de vere y~elding at

a strength 50Y. larger than on the other side (thus defining a

veak and a strong side). As before, the uncoupled

translational periods were 0.28 and 0.12 seconds, and the

radius of gyration used <st~ll the same at each story) were

identical to those of two-element systems having the same

edge distance d (recall Q was equal to d/r).

In this section, each initially symmetric system is

compared to a similar twa-story system where elements an a

given story always yield simultaneously (that is an

equivalent uncoupled two-degree-of-freedom system and not an

two-story two-degrees-ox-freedom system ~s

equivalent SDOF).

of the regular

Here, the force-displacement relationsh~p

~dent~cal to the one of the weak s~de of the ~n~tially

symmetric system (week side being the one with elements of

lower yield strength element). This approach is ~n

agreement with the one followed for all other in~t~ally

symmetric systems studied up to this point.
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The rooI displacement duct~lities as well as each OI the

interstory displacement ductilities have been calculated Ior

both systems (i.e. the One with unequal story yield

strengths, and the equal story yield strength one), and the

corresponding ratios Ior each element were directly obtained.

The results are tabulated in Table 6.11. Again, the roof

yield displacement has simply been taken as the sum of each

story~s element yield displacement.

As expected, all weak element ductility ratios are unity

when (d/r)=1, since the weak side model is identical to the

uncoupled two-story re~erence system~s one. Otherwise, the

weak elements ductility ratios tend to become generally

larger with a decrease in radius of gyration (as originally

noted in the two-element systems), The largest ductility

ratio measured was 1.36~ which is relatively low.

Therefore, the conclusions of Chapter 4 may be equally

applicable for multi-story systems with regular

configuration, as long as the initially symmetric systems are

compared with their equivalent uncoupled multi-story systems.

6.3.3 Multi-Story Systems with Irregular Configuration

In order to obtain a severely irregular configuration, a

single two-story structure with a set-back was analyzed. The
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top slab had hal£ the £loor area (and mass) o£ the lower

slab, and consequently, the mass moment o£ inertia was 5

times less (rB being 2.5 times less).

assumed in£initely rigid in their plan.

Both Iloors were

Severe sti£Iness variations were chosen to accentuate

the coupling. The structure, still monosymmetric, is

schematically illustrated above Table 6.12. The lateral

resisting elements are located on three equally spaced design

lines on the lower £loor, and two on the top £loor. The

sti££ness on the £irst design line (the common edge to both

story) was set to be the larges~ and uni£orm along height.

II the interstory sti££ness along the Iirst design line is

re£erred as K, then the sti££ness along the second design

line is taken to be 1\/2 on the lower story, and K/6 on the

top story, and again K/6 on the third design line. St.ill,

all element.s have similar yield displacement (and thus yield

stresses o£ Fy) in accordance with the model previously

defined £or the initially eccentric systems in this study.

The £irst two periods (0.6 and 0.4 sec.) are dominantly

rotational, and the last two (0.18 and 0.082 sec.) are

dominantly translational. The equivalent SDOF systems period

is thus taken as 0.18 seconds.

The real problem with such an irregular system is to

determine which maximum elastic displacement should be made
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to match the maximum elastic displacement o£ the SDOF system.

Here, a weaker side can £ortunately be identi£ied, but £or

other structural configurations, this may not be possible.

Generally, some judgement is needed, especially since it may

be possible to encounter some unusual set-back structures

where the largest elastic edge displacement could occur on

the lower story. In this current example, it vas judged

appropriate to use the roo£ weak side maximum displacement

for the comparison. Other steps were executed as before, and

the results are presented in Table 6.12.

Of ~ourse, since only one case is analyzed, there is no

intent to draw general conclusions. Still, it is interesting

to notice in this case that although the roo£ displacement

ductility ratios were conservative to good, the interstory

ductility ratios were definitely worse. Nevertheless,

considering the severe irregularity of this sample structure,

the resulting ductility ratios remain reasonably well

behaved, the maximum value being 1.76.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

These examples do not entirely demonstrate that the

equivalent SDOF system concept can lead to adequate ductility

predictions in the case o£ severely irregular structures or

ones having complex lateral load behavior. They do however

indicate that the method is promising £or the cases studied
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and that it deserves additional consideration in future

research.
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7. SUftftARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary

The basic inherent in the response of

torsionally coupled systems have been reviewed in Chapter 2.

The equations of motion around the center of mass have been

derived as well as expressions xor the xundamental parameters

globally describing the elastic response. Additional

relationships have been presented xor the special case of

monosymmetric systems. A literature review with respect to

the inelastic response of torsionally coupled systems has

also been presented in that chapter. The lack of agreement

between different researchers on how variations in the

fundamental parameters influence the response was emphasized.

Some preliminary observations related to the response of

torsionally coupled systems were identixied in Chapter 3. A

tentative classification scheme for various types of

inelastic torsionally coupled systems vas proposed. A series

of relatively isolated analyses supported the decision to

xocus the attention on: tvo-element single-story stixxness

eccentric systems; bi-linear hysteretic element models; and

equal yield displacement for both elements in any given case.

The concept ox equivelent non-linear systems was

obtained xrom the expansion of the incremental equations of
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The requirements for geometry-

independence were enunciated in Chapter 3.

A parametric study o£ initially symmetric systems was

per£ormed in Chapter 4.

uncoupled frequency n.

The e££ects of the ratio of

the uncoupled period Tx • ductility

levels and various yield combinations were investigated.

This parametric study was repeated for five different

earthquake records and the mean responses were calculated.

The seismic per£ormance of every initially symmetric system

was compared with th~ performance of its equivalent SDOF

system: ratios of ductility £actors were thus obtained and

judged the best indicator o£ the severity o£ the torsional

response induced by the unequal yield strengths. The effect

of the various parameters on the system#s behavior were

assessed.

A similar parametric study was conducted for the

initially eccentric systems.

presented in Chapter 5.

The corresponding £indings are

The effect of Q. T•• ductility

levels, and normalized eccentricities (e/r) were again

investigated under five earthquake excitations, and mean

responses were again calculated. The procedure for

determining an equivalent SDOF system was formulated. The

special case of Q=l produced a more predictable weak element

response and this phenomenon was clearly explained by

specializing the equations of Appendix A. A method was
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~ormulated to provide a ~air comparison between the coupled

system and an equivalent. SDOF system, simultaneously

providing a capability to predict element ductilities in the

coupled system ~rom readily available design tools.

Consequently, some examples o~ preliminary design were

presented making use o~ the knowledge acquired in that

chapter.

Finally, Chapter 6 investigated to what extent the

~indings of the two previous chapters (obtained on two-

element single-story systems) could be extended sa~ely to

other si~uations, namely: mult.i-element single-story systems;

other types of element models; regular multi-story systems;

and systems with totally irregular configurations.

Individual case studies were per~ormed in allot those

situations, the intent being not to provide a comprehensive

st.udy o~ all possibilities, but. rather investigate whether

the previously obtained results might be extended to other

less restrictive situations.

7.2 Suggested Future Research

Although di~~erent element models, multi-element systems

and multi-story systems were analyzed, t.his part o~ the

investigat.ion was ~ar ~rom being comprehensive. Fut.ure

research should clearly at.tempt t.o provide addit.ional insight
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on those topics especially in the case ox multi-story

systems. The equivalent SDOP system concept could probably

be extended or modixied to account xor higher order efxects

and the occurrence ox soxt stories. The case ox irregular

systems should be given particular attention.

Despite the xact that the element model was xound to be

a non-inxluential xactor on the ductility predictions

obtained through

a possibility

the equivalent SDOP concept,

ox identixying other types

there is still

ox stiixness

degrading systems which could lead to unacceptably unstable

response under coupled behavior. The importance ox

parameters controlling the basic sensitivity ox torsional

response to various models should be explored too.

Realistic three dimensional models should also be

investigated in order to acquire an understanding ox how the

excitation contribute to the resistance.

elements along lines perpendicular to the earthquake

In that case, it

would appear desirable to concurrently study hi-directional

seismic input.

The study ox actual structures that have sustained

serious damage as a consequence of inelastic torsional

coupling, as well as shaking table analysis ox prototype

structures, would also he greatly beneficial.
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Finally, some additional guidance should be provided on

hov to integrate into current seismic codes the nev knowledge

about the inelastic response of systems with mass and/or

stiffness eccentricities.

7.3 Conclusions

Preliminary vork indicates that both static and dynamic

elastic analysis methods may be unable to predict how

torsionally coupled systems viII respond when excited by rare

and unusually intense earthquakes. The damage concentration

that may occur in the weaker element of such systems is

revealed by inelastic analysis methods.

In the case of initially symmetric systems, the

torsional response is created by the desynchronizing

inelastic element response, despite the existence of symmetry

in the elastic domain. It has been demonstrated that the

that is, having

element ductility levels will remain within reasonable bounds

(when compared to the ductility levels obtained with an

identical system free of torsional coupling,

synchronized element yielding) as long as:

1) The ratio of uncoupled frequencies Q is not excessively

large (preferably 1.2 and lower); large Q produces

larger element ductilities since the reduced mass moment
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o£ iner~ia provides a lower resis~ance ~o angular

mo~ion.

2> The yield level o£ ~he weaker elemen~ in ~he ini~ially

symme~ric sys~em is no~ less ~han the yield level o£ the

system with synchronized yielding; £urthermore, as long

as this condi~ion is satisfied, the system's period does

na~ af£ect ~his conclusion.

Finally, the ratios o£ elemen~ ductili~y fac~ors £or ~he

~orsionally coupled system to those of equivalent SDOF

sys~ems are insensitive ~o the levels of earthquake

exci~ation.

In ~he case o£ initially eccen~ric sys~ems, an

equivalen~ SDOF sys~em was defined and related to the

torsionally coupled system in a manner such that the weak

element response

parameters n, e/r T~

is now unaffected by the traditional

and level of earthquake excitation; a

conservative approach would suggest that the weak element's

ductili~y in ~he coupled situation is generally SOY. higher

than for its equivalent SDOF system.

For all types of two-element systems studied, the weak

element ductilities are always equal to their equivalent SDOF

ductilities when Q=1.0.
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It app&ars that the ~indings in relation to both

initially symmetric and eccentric systems may be equally

applied to equivalent multi-element single-story systems and

syst&ms with various types o~ element models. However,

initially symmetric systems with excessively small Kl/K~

should be gen&rally avoided. The extension of those same

results to the case of simple mUlti-story syst&ms seems

adequate in terms o~ roof displacement ductility, but o~ten

~ails to provide a good interstory ductility prediction.

General multi-story systems with severe configuration and

stiffness distribution irregularities are less appropriately

treated by this equivalent SDOP concept.
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t II (Weak edge sti:f:f. = k) Maximum displacement. (inch) I
1 Weak Center St.rong 1
I I
jlnelastic Analysis I
Strong edge st.i:!:f. = k 0.486 0.486 0.486 I

t f
I I

I 1. 5k 0.748 0.423 O.llB I
1 1
I 2.0k 0.681 0.36B 0.073 I
I -i
lElastic Analysis 1
IStrong edge sti:f:f. = k 0.265 0.265 0.265 I
I I
I 1. 5k 0.205 0.181 0.157 I
t- i
I Yield displacement = 0.12 (inch) (:for st.i:f:f. = k) I
« I

Table 3.1 Displacement :for a Two Resist.ing Element Structure
with Various Strong Element. St.i:f:fnesses as Calculat.ed by
Elastic and Inelast.ic St.ep-by-st.ep Dynamic Analysis (H-S
Component o:f 1940 El-Cent.ro Eart.hquake Record Scaled to
Obt.ain a Ductility o:f 4 in t.he Symmetric Inelastic Case, 2X
Damping, T.=O.l sec., Q=1.6, Bi-linear Hysteretic Model
Element.s Yielding at 36 ksi, and St.rain Hardening Equal t.o
0.005 E).
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Max. Angle
Positive Negative

0.0116 -0.0217

0.0108 -0.0216

0.0102 -0.0192

(rad. ) (rad. )

0.0093 -0.0135

0.0053 -0.0071-1.997
-1.352

-2.150
-0.294 i
-2.215 I

~:::~: I
-0.149 I

I

-2.054
-0.754

I
Max. Displacement I

!
Posit.ive Negat.ivel
Weak edge (inCh)l
Strong edge (inch)

1.062
0.555

1.199
0.216

1.232
0.204

1.153
0.212

1. 110
0.287

I
IPlastic I
fCent.roidl
IDistancej
I (inch) I
I I

36

30

42

24

48

(ksi)

II Yield
f St.ress

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
L

Above Table ~or Sti~~ness Eccentric Syst.ems wit.h Q=1.5,
(elr)=0.3, T.=O.l sec., d=50 inches.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

0.0264 -0.0306

Max. Angle
Positive Negat.ive

0.0261 -0.0322

0.0251 -0.0341

0.0206 -0.0287

0.0213 -0.0333

(rad. ) (rad. )

-2.953
-0.175

-2.608
-0.512

-2.898
-0.132

I
Max. Displacement. !
Posi.ti.ve Negat.i.vej
Weak edge (inch)!
St.rong edge (inch>1

2.394 -2.569 i
2.085 -2.941 I

I
2.571 -2.863
1.133 -1.705

2.541
0.978

2.577
0.371

2.566
0.651

I
IPlast.ic !
jCent.roi.dl
IDi.st.anceI
I (inch) I,
I 0.0 I
I I

1-2
1.4 I

I -30.

II -34.6

II -37.5

36

49.5

63

22.5

1 Yield
I St.ressI 'ksi l

Above Table ~or Sti~~ness Eccentric Systems with Q=0.5,
(elr)=0.3, T.=0.1 sec., d=50 inches.

Table 3.2: £~~ect o~ Various Plastic Centroid Distances on
Re.-sponse o~ St.i~~ne.-I!ll!l Eccentric Syst..mB (0=1.5 & 0.5,
(elr)=O.3, T.=O.l, d=50 inches, 2X Damping, 5X St.rain
Hardening, H-S Component o~ 1940 El Centro Earthquake Record
Arbitrarily Scaled (Bee Section 3.9).
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El Centro, May 18 1940, Compo SOOE
El Centro Site Imperial Valley Irrigation District
Max. Acceleration: 0.348 g at 2.12 sec.

Olympia, April 13 1949, Compo N04W
Washington Hvy Test Lab
Max. Acceleration: 0.165 g at 10.94 sec.

Ta~t, July 21 1952, Compo N21E
(Kern County) Ta£t Lincoln School Tunnel
Max. Acceleration: 0.156 g at 9.1 sec.

Park£ield, June 27 1966, Compo N65E
Cholame, Shandon, Cali£ornia Array Ho. 2
Max. Acceleration: 0.489 g at 3.74 sec.

Pacoima Dam, February 9 1971, Compo S16E
(San Fernando Earthquake) Pacoima Dam, Cal.
Max. Acceleration: 1.17 9 at 7.74 sec.

Table 4.1 Expanded description o£ the £ive earthquake
records used in this study (From Caltech
Strong Motion Database Volume II).
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Table 4.2:

1) Initially Symmetric Systems Results Diskettes:

File Hame

ductrat.ec
ductrat.ol
ductrat.pd
ductrat.pk
ductrat.t:f

ductrat.ecB
ductrat.olB
ductrat.pdB
ductrat.pkB
ductrat..t:fB

veak-ec.dat
veak-ol.dat
veak-pd.dat
veak-pk.dat
veak-t:f.dat

veak-ecB.dat
veak-olB.dat
veak-pdB.dat
veak-pkB.dat
veak-t:fB.dat

strg-ec.dat
st.rg-ol.dat.
strg-pd.dat
st.rg-pk.dat
strg-t.:f.dat

strg-ecB.dat.
strg-olB.dat
st.rg-pdB.dat.
strg-pk8.dat
st.rg-t:fB.dat

omvk-ec.dat
omvk-ol. dat.
omvk-pd.dat
omvk-pk.dat.
omvk-t.:f.dat

omvk-ecB.dat.
omvk-olB.dat
omvk-pdB.dat.
omvk-pk8.dat
omvk-t:fB.dat.

Location
A:
\ratios\.

\rat.ios\.

\omega\.

\omega\.

\omega\.

\omega\.

\yield\.

\yield\.

Description Format

Duct.ilit.y o:f 4 1
Ratios o:f
duct.ilit.ies :for
bot.h element.s.

Same as above but 1
Ductilit.y o:f 8

Bloc Comparisons 2
o:f Omega values
For veak element.s
Duct.ilit.y o:f 4

Bloc Comparisons 2
o:f Omega values
For veak element.s
Ductility o:f 8

Bloc Comparisons 2
o:f Omega values
For St.rong element.s
Duct.ilit.y o:f 4

Bloc Comparisons 2
o:f Omega values
For St.rong element.s
Duct.ilit.y of 8

Bloc Comparisons 3
o:f Yield levels
For Weak element.s
Ductility o:f 4

Bloc Comparisons 3
o:f Yield levels
For Weak element.s
Ductility o:f 8
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Table 4.2 (continued):

File Name

omsg-ec.dat
omsg-ol. dat.
omsg-pd.dat
omsg-pk.dat.
omsg-tf.dat

omsg-ec8.dat.
ornsg-olB.dat.
omsg-pdB.dat.
omsg-pk8.dat.
omsg-t.:f8.dat.

allangle.ec4
allangle.o14
allangle.pd4
allangle.pd4
allangle.t.f4

allangle.ecB
allangle.o18
allangle.pdB
allangle.pd8
allangle.t.f8

Locat.ion
A:
'yield' •

\yield\ .

\angle\.

\angle'.

Description Format

Bloc Comparisons 3
0:£ Yield levels
For Strong elements
Ductilit.y 0:£ 4

Bloc Comparisons 3
of Yield levels
For St.rong elements
Duct.ilit.y 0:£ 8

Angles and angles 4
time radius 0:£
gyrat.ion (r)
Duct.ilit.y of 4

Angles and angles 4
time radius of
gyrat.ion (r)
Duct.ilit.y of B

Where t.he labels ec, 01, pd, pk and tf relat.e the each
individual eart.hquake records used t.o generat.e those result.s,
t.hat. is:

ec
01
pd
pk
t.:£

£1 Cent.ro 1940
Olympia 1949
Pacoima Dam 1971
Parkfield 1966
Taft. 1952
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Table 4.2 (continued):

Furthermore t the files calculating
earthquake used (as well as the
deviation} are labeled as ~ollov:

the mean for the ~ive

mean plus one standard

For the means (all located in a:\stats):

File Name Mean of Ductilit.y o~ Format
meandurt."1 ductrat ~iles 4 1
meandurt~B ductrat :files B 1
meanang .4 allangle files 4 4
meanang • B allangle files B 4
weakmnd4.dat weak .••• ~iles 4 2
weakmndB.dat weak ..• ~iles 8 2
strgmnd4.dat strg ..• ~iles 4 2
strgmnd8.dat strg .•• ~iles 8 2
omwkmnd4.dat omwk ..• ~iles 4 3
omwkmndB.dat omwk .•• ~iles 8 3
omsgmnd4.dat omsg ..• ~iles 4 3
omsgmndB.dat omsg .•• files B 3

For the means-plus-one-standard-deviations (all located in
a: \stats) :

File Name
mp1sdvdr.4
mplsdvdr.a
mp1sang .4
mplsang .8
weakmp14.dat.
weakmplB.dat.
strgmp14.dat
st.rgmplB.dat
omwkmp14.dat.
omwkmplB.dat
omsgmp14.dat.
omsgmp18.dat

!'lean + 1 SDV
duct.rat. files
duct.rat. files
allangle ~iles

allangle files
weak •••• files
weak.•• files
st.rg.•• files
strg••• files
omwk ••• ~iles

omwk ••. ~iles

omsg ••• files
omsg ••• 1'iles

Ductility
4
8
4
8
4
8
4
B
4
8
4
8

o~ Format.
1
1
4
4
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

-warning: Some t.it.les were mixed up in t.he files relat.ing t.o
element. duct.ilit.y rat.ios only in the cases of
mean-plus-one-st.andard-deviat.ion 1'or t.arget.
duct.ilit.y of 4 and mean for target. duct.ility of 8.
This t.able is verified t.o be correct. and overrides
any minor mist.akes in ident.ificat.ion as herein
described.
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Table 4.2 <continued) - List of Formats:

To Read any file:

All files presented above are vide files (more than 80
columns wide; reter to format list for details). Therefore,
the usual DOS utilities are not adequate to allow easy
reading of the results. To compensate tor this problem, a
public domain utility (list. com) has been provided to view
the files. It is self explanatory (type ? for help>. To
view results from a file, just type "list filename w. The
program also accepts wild-card character (~). All files in
format type 2 and 4 can be read by spreadsheet programs that
can read ASCII tiles longer than 256 characters. The proper
amount of quotes is provided to allow proper column
positioning.

Format 1 & 4:

The files under format 1 & 4 are 132 columns vide. They
can therefore be printed on wide-carriage printers (or
printer that can emulate wide-printing) without undesirable
line folding. The columns are organized as tollow (after
some brief comment lines):

Columns 1 and
omega (Q) values
following 8 columns
cases studied: wO.8
and "1.0 & 2.0 Fyw.

2 respectively contain the period and
for that given set of analyses. The
are related (two-by-two) to the 4 yield
& 1. 0 Fy", W 1 • 0 & 1. 2 Fy It , It 1. 0 & 1. 5 Fy W

For format 1, the columns 3, 5, 7, and 9 always contains
the ductility ratios results for the elements yielding at Fy,
and columns 4, 6, 8 and 10 will hold the results for the
elements with different yields levels. Thus, the proper
heading could read: Period, Omega, Strong & Weak Case 1, Weak
& Strong Case 2, Weak & Strong Case 3, Weak & Strong Case 4
(note the reversal between strong & weak).

For format 4, the maximum angular value (in
the first column ot each group (columns 3, 5, 7
the radius ot gyration times the maximum angular
the second column of each group (columns 4, 6, 8

radians) in
and 9> where
value is in

and 10>.
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Table 4.2 (continued) - List of Formats:

Format 2 & 3:

These files are more than 256 characters long. These
files are formatted with current standards for ASCII file
reading by spreadsheet programs like LOTUS 1-2-3 version 2.1
(although a few spreadsheet programs may not be able to read
ASCII files of more than 256 characters wide, like earlier
versions of LOTUS). Actually only the second line of each
file is very wide. Using an editor to kill that line would
allow a spreadsheet without wide-ascii-lines capabilities to
read these files too. After a few heading lines, the first
column is always blank, and the second contains the periods.

The format 2 columns are grouped as follow: For each of
the 4 yield combinations studied, the columns represent the
omega values increasing from 0.4 to 2.0. A column of zeros
separates the four 10x6 wblocs w•

The format 3 columns are grouped as follow: Each omega
value studied, the different yield combinations are places
next to each other starting with w1 & 2 FyW to wO.S & 1 Fyw.
This is to allow easy comparison between the yield levels for
a given omega value. There is therefore 6 wblocs· of 10x4,
delimited by columns of zeros.
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Weak Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 2.130 2.550 2.765 3.201 3.390 3.829
0.2 1.976 2.203 2.643 2.701 3.200 3.245
0.3 1.583 1.580 1.638 1.757 2.098 2.500
0.4 1. 439 1.498 1.695 1.834 2.047 2.367
0.6 1.367 1.435 1.473 1. 595 1.901 2.026
0.8 1.300 1.362 1.426 1.434 1.495 1.688
1.0 1.362 1.467 1.585 1.568 1.656 1.814
1.2 1. 315 1.365 1.393 1.425 1.536 1.753
1.6 1.269 1. 319 1. 400 1.465 1.582 1.652
2.0 1.274 1.235 1.237 1.274 1. 345 1. 428

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Kean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.884 1.010 1.000 1.100 1. 243 1. 452
0.2 0.839 0.886 0.999 1.026 1.148 1.202
0.3 0.892 0.978 1.000 1.086 1.220 1.561
0.4 0.905 0.917 1.000 0.999 1. 349 1.408
0.6 0.905 0.940 0.998 1.055 1.293 1. 346
0.8 0.981 1.019 1.001 1.033 1.148 1.279
1.0 0.929 0.953 1.000 0.999 1.038 1.246
1.2 0.938 0.980 1.000 1.033 1.077 1.179
1.6 0.957 0.968 1.000 1.000 1.124 1.294
2.0 0.980 0.975 1.000 1.053 1.080 1. 107

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.834 0.984 1.000 1. 112 1. 412 1. 481
0.2 0.832 0.815 0.999 1.067 1. 283 1. 473
0.3 0.974 0.956 1.000 1.150 1.381 1.846
0.4 0.934 0.891 1.000 1.100 1. 515 1.927
0.6 0.900 0.891 0.998 1.069 1.405 1.590
0.8 1.102 1.061 1.001 1.076 1. 267 1.531
1.0 0.934 0.946 1.000 0.998 1.218 1.449
1.2 0.860 0.977 1.000 1.073 1.141 1.296
1.6 0.973 0.935 1.000 1.040 1.340 1.496
2.0 0.956 0.923 1.000 1.074 1.157 1.298

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Kean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.834 0.995 1.000 1.128 1. 437 1.468
0.2 0.763 0.904 0.999 1.130 1.370 1.595
0.3 1.094 0.896 1.000 1.156 1.397 1. 911
0.4 1.049 0.933 1.000 1.261 1.480 2.225
0.6 0.980 0.857 0.998 1.068 1.448 1.693
0.8 1. 210 1.197 1.001 1.096 1. 317 1.558
1.0 0.967 0.942 1.000 1.030 1.438 1.462
1.2 0.812 0.976 1.000 1. 132 1.374 1.397
1.6 1.102 0.992 1.000 1.090 1.529 1. 511
2.0 0.975 0.901 1.000 1.119 1.247 1.480

Table 4.3 A: Mean o£ Weak Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios
Target. Duct.ilit.y o£ 4
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Weak Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy Mean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 2.607 3.683 3.830 4.411 4.508 5.133
0.2 2.787 3.040 3.683 3.956 4.688 4.624
0.3 1.900 1.860 2.027 2.173 2.595 3.024
0.4 1.626 1.785 2.099 2.242 2.535 2.715
0.6 1. 451 1.673 1. 743 1.993 2.252 2.346
0.8 1.400 1. 487 1.555 1.604 1.848 2.164
1.0 1.429 1.601 1. 732 1.664 1.841 2.097
1.2 1. 435 1.524 1.596 1.706 1.808 2.007
1.6 1.322 1.379 1.528 1.644 1. 810 1.997
2.0 1.381 1.394 1. 391 1.418 1. 487 1.808

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Mean + 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 1. 013 1.136 1. 001 1. 219 1. 316 1. 615
0.2 1.091 1. 014 1.001 1.098 1.304 1.461
0.3 1.038 1.062 1. 001 1.195 1.433 1. 767
0.4 0.956 0.969 1.000 1. 114 1.527 1.697
0.6 1.034 1.038 1.002 1.235 1.518 1.640
0.8 1.035 1. 108 1. 002 1.083 1.326 1.485
1.0 1. 013 1. 012 1.000 1.032 1.174 1.439
1.2 0.963 1. 014 1.000 1.072 1.129 1.298
1.6 1.011 1.007 1.000 1.055 1.263 1. 474
2.0 1. 031 1. 014 1.000 1. 097 1. 126 1. 333

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 1.059 1. 107 1. 001 1.245 1.630 1. 616
0.2 1. 211 0.991 1.001 1.184 1.585 1. 843
0.3 1. 265 1.150 1.001 1. 253 1.635 2.320
0.4 1.087 1.040 1.000 1.239 1. 813 2.322
0.6 1. 117 0.994 1.002 1.373 1.648 2.015
0.8 1.235 1.235 1.002 1.187 1.526 1.979
1.0 1. 152 1.020 1.000 1.071 1.358 1.590
1.2 0.906 1. 021 1.000 1.187 1.201 1.500
1.6 1.055 1.024 1.000 1.074 1.645 1.692
2.0 1.033 1.003 1.000 1.166 1.264 1.521

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Mean + 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 1.082 1.107 1. 001 1.282 1.692 1.589
0.2 1.071 1.153 1.001 1.271 1.724 2.036
0.3 1.505 1.173 1.001 1.304 1.773 2.453
0.4 1.281 1.208 1.000 1. 491 1.864 2.888
0.6 1.228 0.970 1.002 1.377 1.583 2.133
0.8 1. 481 1. 412 1.002 1. 275 1.584 2.253
1.0 1.272 1.044 1.000 1.144 1.495 1.699
1.2 0.918 1.063 1.000 1. 367 1.679 1.727
1.6 1.352 1.234 1.000 1.126 1.970 1.633
2.0 1.009 0.984 1.000 1. 218 1. 458 1.725

Table 4.3 B: Mean plus on. St.andard Deviat.ion o£ Weak Element.
Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios, Target. Duct.ilit.y o£ 4
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St.rong E~ement. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 1. 439 1. 192 1.000 0.936 0.819 0.700
0.2 1.492 1.374 0.999 0.900 0.873 0.831
0.3 1. 147 1.096 1.000 0.902 0.756 0.758
0.4 1. 210 1.140 1.000 1.016 0.829 0.770
0.6 1. 093 1.100 0.998 0.971 0.729 0.611
0.8 1.093 1.072 1.001 1.036 1.054 0.783
1.0 1.127 1. 053 1.000 0.975 0.973 0.828
1.2 1.061 1.033 1.000 0.958 0.908 0.815
1.6 1. 045 1. 017 1.000 0.977 0.997 0.883
2.0 1.002 1.017 1.000 0.953 0.864 0.854

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Kean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.634 0.593 0.611 0.518 0.488 0.434
0.2 0.621 0.624 0.532 0.601 0.485 0.495
0.3 0.747 0.718 0.713 0.631 0.606 0.571
0.4 0.752 0.759 0.724 0.772 0.659 0.575
0.6 0.794 0.753 0.736 0.734 0.624 0.520
0.8 0.832 0.837 0.867 0.856 0.809 0.589
1.0 0.769 0.742 0.738 0.741 0.734 0.652
1.2 0.790 0.773 0.762 0.725 0.709 0.658
1.6 0.834 0.810 0.786 0.786 0.853 0.733
2.0 0.812 0.810 0.795 0.758 0.727 0.725

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.401 0.378 0.400 0.336 0.275 0.266
0.2 0.530 0.487 0.494 0.437 0.344 0.311
0.3 0.575 0.563 0.565 0.419 0.376 0.373
0.4 0.525 0.607 0.559 0.570 0.473 0.350
0.6 0.583 0.561 0.565 0.509 0.436 0.324
0.8 0.664 0.684 0.742 0.603 0.553 0.402
1.0 0.605 0.671 0.667 0.654 0.523 0.469
1.2 0.619 0.613 0.596 0.529 0.474 0.440
1.6 0.625 0.650 0.663 0.611 0.690 0.536
2.0 0.663 0.676 0.634 0.589 0.526 0.546

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Kean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.265 0.258 0.279 0.225 0.199 0.193
0.2 0.398 0.394 0.361 0.278 0.234 0.222
0.3 0.408 0.428 0.393 0.276 0.234 0.234
0.4 0.430 0.448 0.459 0.437 0.310 0.261
0.6 0.414 0.427 0.403 0.358 0.297 0.221
0.8 0.477 0.487 0.485 0.411 0.380 0.293
1.0 0.487 0.526 0.519 0.522 0.357 0.336
1.2 0.426 0.452 0.475 0.444 0.352 0.296
1.6 0.488 0.600 0.568 0.531 0.560 0.360
2.0 0.491 0.515 0.488 0.441 0.399 0.408

Table 4.3 C: Mean of St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios
Target. Duct.ilit.y of 4
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St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case~ 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy Mean + 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 1.847 1.389 1.001 1.075 1. 136 0.927
0.2 1. 717 1.596 1. 001 1.120 1.190 0.945
0.3 1. 337 1.231 1.001 1. 049 0.992 1.055
0.4 1.346 1.241 1.000 1.166 1.089 1.169
0.6 1.275 1.267 1.002 0.993 0.815 0.753
0.8 1.134 1.142 1.002 1.138 1.303 1. 014
1.0 1. 185 1. 101 1.000 1.008 1.054 1. 041
1.2 1.130 1.069 1.000 0.996 0.986 0.909
1.6 1.170 1.086 1.000 1.004 1. 115 1.027
2.0 1.060 1.045 1.000 0.989 0.967 0.965

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Kean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.708 0.769 0.784 0.673 0.637 0.578
0.2 0.820 0.807 0.690 0.843 0.587 0.600
0.3 0.906 0.849 0.878 0.791 0.816 0.679
0.4 0.816 0.851 0.786 0.880 0.790 0.706
0.6 0.838 0.892 0.841 0.897 0.698 0.598
0.8 0.880 0.910 0.920 0.957 0.930 0.698
1.0 0.797 0.797 0.811 0.842 0.843 0.755
1.2 0.845 0.849 0.840 0.820 0.796 0.754
1.6 0.894 0.887 0.857 0.862 0.984 0.832
2.0 0.872 0.886 0.877 0.862 0.826 0.862

, ....
Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean + 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.486 0.503 0.550 0.468 0.325 0.320
0.2 0.751 0.667 0.771 0.651 0.417 0.351
0.3 0.761 0.689 0.746 0.531 0.536 0.446
0.4 0.584 0.689 0.675 0.701 0.733 0.425
0.6 0.624 0.702 0.690 0.596 0.493 0.385
0.8 0.744 0.762 0.817 0.713 0.795 0.509
1.0 0.666 0.770 0.801 0.815 0.667 0.620
1.2 0.70B 0.693 0.692 0.661 0.572 0.581
1.6 0.682 0.738 0.772 0.733 0.935 0.735
2.0 0.723 0.755 0.703 0.658 0.609 0.672

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Kean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.327 0.329 0.367 0.279 0.226 0.224
0.2 0.651 0.560 0.517 0.382 0.262 0.243
0.3 0.505 0.558 0.527 0.330 0.288 0.254
0.4 0.494 0.503 0.561 0.569 0.431 0.311
0.6 0.472 0.500 0.495 0.422 0.334 0.240
0.8 0.574 0.552 0.567 0.501 0.511 0.343
1.0 0.597 0.694 0.699 0.636 0.420 0.489
1.2 0.539 0.604 0.673 0.624 0.442 0.369
1.6 0.566 0.752 0.687 0.636 0.835 0.481
2.0 0.545 0.569 0.542 0.486 0.485 0.482

Table 4.3 D: Kean pluB one St.andard Deviat.ion o~ St.rong
Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios, Target. Duct.ilit.y o~ 4
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Weak Element Ductility Ratios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy Kean - 5 Earthquakes

0.1 1. 701 2.160 2.378 2.693 2.684 3.193
0.2 1.709 1.785 2.089 2.211 2.373 2.607
0.3 1. 467 1. 627 1. 713 1. 812 2.089 2.339
0.4 1. 435 1.678 1.688 1.846 1.964 2.142
0.6 1. 297 1. 305 1.300 1.362 1.595 1. 819
0.8 1.301 1.304 1.354 1.428 1. 472 1.636
1.0 1. 348 1.400 1.462 1.524 1.543 1. 710
1.2 1.408 1.432 1.475 1. 481 1.480 1.569
1.6 1.325 1.329 1.343 1. 397 1.489 1. 515
2.0 1.308 1.284 1.279 1.288 1.322 1.403

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Kean - 5 Earthquakes

0.1 0.778 0.854 1. 001 1.124 1. 184 1.392
0.2 0.723 0.845 0.999 1. 031 1. 141 1. 192
0.3 0.879 0.953 1.000 1.025 1.264 1.356
0.4 0.845 0.963 1. 002 1. 069 1. 125 1.236
0.6 0.917 0.968 0.999 1.055 1. 111 1.293
0.8 0.930 0.971 0.999 1.024 1.060 1. 172
1.0 0.911 0.943 1.000 1. 016 1. 078 1.170
1.2 1.005 1. 017 1.026 1. 036 1.097 1.150
1.6 0.970 0.986 1. 015 1.071 1.143 1.129
2.0 1. 038 1. 017 1.016 1.028 1.048 1.120

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Kean - 5 Earthquakes

0.1 0.655 0.803 1.001 1. 027 1.362 1.488
0.2 0.592 0.802 0.999 1.028 1.223 1.320
0.3 0.815 0.929 1.000 1. 020 1. 571 1.770
0.4 0.759 0.847 1.002 1.064 1.237 1.560
0.6 0.798 0.937 0.999 1. 132 1.308 1. 330
0.8 0.845 0.956 0.999 1. 051 1.152 1. 424
1.0 0.824 0.879 1.000 1. 013 1.179 1.334
1.2 0.966 1. 017 1.026 1. 057 1.185 1. 317
1.6 0.917 0.971 1. 015 1. 125 1.284 1. 310
2.0 1.050 1. 012 1. 016 1.045 1.078 1.227

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Kean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.645 0.767 1.001 0.989 1.384 1. 521
0.2 0.606 0.751 0.999 1.060 1.229 1. 440
0.3 1.003 0.955 1.000 1.105 1.832 1.846
0.4 0.769 0.871 1.002 1. 033 1. 432 1.950
0.6 0.716 0.913 0.999 1.187 1.342 1.482
0.8 0.794 0.931 0.999 1. 078 1.301 1.632
1.0 0.769 0.845 1.000 1.061 1.329 1.388
1.2 0.919 1.004 1.026 1. 124 1.232 1.444
1.6 0.909 0.942 1. 015 1.180 1.394 1.534
2.0 1. 026 0.994 1. 016 1.066 1. 145 1. 392

Table 4.3 E: Kean of Weak Element Ductility Ratios
Target Ductility of 8
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Week Element. Duct.ilit.y Ret.ios

Omega 0.4 O.B 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy l'Iean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 2.079 2.862 3.153 3.599 3.497 4.166
0.2 2.115 2.276 2.586 2.777 3.142 3.331
0.3 1.658 2.022 2.097 2.224 2.577 2.969
0.4 1.660 2.006 1.964 2.058 2.192 2.457
0.6 1.424 1.490 1.547 1.701 1. 911 2.218
0.8 1.389 1. 419 1.492 1.548 1.679 1.832
1.0 1. 545 1.685 1.754 1.740 1.805 2.048
1.2 1.655 1. 718 1.776 1.704 1.620 1. 872
1.6 1.475 1.505 1. 537 1.641 1.795 1. 780
2.0 1.376 1. 416 1. 431 1.437 1.465 1. 472

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Mean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.952 . 1.023 1.002 1.318 1.424 1.452
0.2 0.850 0.983 1.001 1. 149 1.277 1. 310
0.3 0.926 1.030 1.000 1.102 1.424 1. 731
0.4 0.910 1.060 1.005 1.136 1.281 1.547
0.6 0.957 0.997 1. 001 1.133 1. 291 1.461
0.8 0.972 1.003 1.001 1.075 1.199 1.391
1.0 0.963 0.983 1.000 1.040 1.124 1.249
1.2 1.093 1.094 1.085 1.054 1.160 1.244
1.6 1.049 1. 043 1.080 1.190 1.326 1.348
2.0 1. 101 1. 051 1. 053 1.065 1. 117 1. 196

Case: 1.0 Fy end 1.5 Fy J'fean ... 1 St.end. Dev

O. 1 0.846 0.997 1.002 1. 121 1.554 1. 671
0.2 0.804 1.057 1.001 1. 116 1.354 1.499
0.3 0.940 1.186 1.000 1. 152 1.821 2.215
0.4 0.911 0.992 1.005 1.234 1.484 1.864
0.6 0.878 0.990 1.001 1.266 1.572 1.446
0.8 0.960 1.025 1. 001 1.160 1. 439 1.696
1.0 0.941 0.986 1.000 1. 083 1.358 1. 457
1.2 1.142 1.144 1.085 1. liB 1.288 1. 434
1.6 1.075 1.084 1.080 1.306 1. 576 1.687
2.0 1. 151 1.051 1.053 1.08B 1.164 1.386

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Mean ... 1 St.and. Dev..
0.1 0.860 0.932 1.002 1.096 1.675 1. 741
0.2 0.914 1.041 1. 001 1. 132 1. 417 1.698
0.3 1. 416 1. 414 1.000 1.360 2.507 2.406
0.4 0.901 1.079 1.005 1.225 1.6B7 2.472
0.6 0.875 1.010 1.001 1.338 1. 471 1.793
0.8 0.956 1. 042 1.001 1.255 1. 602 1.803
1.0 0.941 1.013 1.000 1.205 1. 573 1.540
1.2 1.187 1.210 1.085 1.192 1.363 1.641
1.6 1.052 1.101 1.080 1.433 1. 791 1.989
2.0 1.100 1.030 1.053 1. 122 1.254 1.5B8

Table 4.3 F: "ean pluB one St.andard Deviat.ion of Weak
Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios, Target. Duct.ilit.y of 8
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St.rong Eleoment. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy J'lean - 5 Eart.hquakes

O. 1 1.266 1.054 1.001 0.758 0.717 0.633
0.2 1.304 1.244 0.999 0.745 0.714 0.714
0.3 1. 221 1.085 1.000 0.925 1. 012 0.898
0.4 1.206 1.028 1.002 0.892 0.769 0.779
0.6 1. 057 1.041 0.999 0.908 0.688 0.510
0.8 1.068 1.045 0.999 0.972 0.936 0.860
1.0 1.097 1.044 1.000 0.937 0.915 0.792
1.2 1.099 1. 061 1.026 1.025 1.052 1.024
1.6 1. 052 1.050 1.015 0.999 1.027 1. 010
2.0 0.997 1.015 1.016 1.007 0.972 0.905

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy J'lean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.532 0.495 0.457 0.434 0.407 0.348
0.2 0.618 0.554 0.462 0.446 0.446 0.435
0.3 0.708 0.737 0.655 0.667 0.719 0.580
0.4 0.748 0.711 0.662 0.679 0.511 0.513
0.6 0.776 0.730 0.688 0.627 0.523 0.431
0.8 0.808 0.779 0.749 0.727 0.754 0.687
1.0 0.793 0.766 0.739 0.730 0.701 0.639
1.2 0.837 0.843 0.824 0.811 0.816 0.744
1.6 0.819 0.813 0.784 0.749 0.782 0.791
2.0 0.827 0.843 0.840 0.829 0.805 0.748

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

O. 1 0.299 0.272 0.273 0.241 0.178 0.170
0.2 0.382 0.351 0.295 0.297 0.231 0.220
0.3 0.496 0.503 0.540 0.557 0.444 0.312
0.4 0.535 0.533 0.477 0.438 0.403 0.313
0.6 0.581 0.500 0.440 0.432 0.313 0.286
0.8 0.620 0.611 0.592 0.582 0.584 0.413
1.0 0.589 0.551 0.536 0.509 0.522 0.427
1.2 0.672 0.671 0.627 0.607 0.572 0.531
1.6 0.672 0.684 0.643 0.605 0.621 0.579
2.0 0.632 0.633 0.621 0.604 0.571 0.512

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.180 0.155 0.171 0.133 0.115 0.109
0.2 0.294 0.272 0.219 0.180 0.144 0.128
0.3 0.378 0.435 0.445 0.391 0.234 0.166
0.4 0.331 0.411 0.340 0.322 0.250 0.194
0.6 0.374 0.326 0.326 0.300 0.215 0.186
0.8 0.455 0.505 0.473 0.471 0.357 0.248
1.0 0.406 0.390 0.380 0.329 0.311 0.275
1.2 0.490 0.522 0.442 0.447 0.394 0.339
1.6 0.511 0.476 0.445 0.442 0.470 0.396
2.0 0.468 0.471 0.465 0.433 0.388 0.384

Table 4.3 G: J'lean of St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios
Target. Duct.ilit.y of 8
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St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy Mean + 1 St.and. Dev.

O. 1 1. 490 1.192 1. 002 0.889 0.910 0.944
0.2 1. 439 1.377 1. 001 0.940 0.996 0.934
0.3 1.391 1. 114 1.000 1. 063 1. 712 1. 445
0.4 1.306 1.125 1.005 0.955 0.979 1. 272
0.6 1. 105 1.063 1.001 0.966 0.771 0.633
0.8 1. 118 1.086 1.001 1.034 1.102 1.083
1.0 1.204 1.062 1.000 1.030 1. 113 1.030
1.2 1. 213 1.126 1.085 1.162 1.364 1.248
1.6 1. 152 1. 151 1.080 1.088 1. 241 1.230
2.0 1.083 1.060 1.053 1.045 1.069 1.022

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Mean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.661 0.635 0.594 0.589 0.551 0.464
I0.2 0.810 0.748 0.671 0.651 0.679 0.590

0.3 0.775 0.842 0.744 0.885 1.164 0.802
0.4 0.836 0.776 0.769 0.769 0.617 0.779
0.6 0.829 0.781 0.751 0.697 0.568 0.540
0.8 0.874 0.850 0.805 0.794 0.893 0.824
1.0 0.846 0.841 0.812 0.799 0.831 0.808
1.2 0.908 0.950 0.941 0.950 0.996 0.885
1.6 0.929 0.954 0.930 0.899 0.984 0.980
2.0 0.873 0.913 0.905 0.883 0.865 0.812

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean + 1 St.and. Dev

0.1 0.372 0.361 0.383 0.315 0.211 0.215 I0.2 0.570 0.511 0.412 0.451 0.344 0.287
0.3 0.626 0.664 0.823 0.971 0.697 0.410
0.4 0.638 0.703 0.626 0.536 0.624 0.425
0.6 0.623 0.542 0.502 0.503 0.358 0.414
0.8 0.704 0.736 0.728 0.724 0.783 0.601
1.0 0.692 0.680 0.716 0.663 0.711 0.661
1.2 0.820 0.857 0.818 0.820 0.765 0.694
1.6 0.818 0.819 0.746 0.701 0.747 0.846
2.0 0.691 0.704 0.685 0.688 0.710 0.617

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Mean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.230 0.197 0.236 0.163 0.130 0.122
0.2 0.456 0.410 0.332 0.262 0.184 0.149
0.3 0.526 0.615 0.748 0.662 0.323 0.221
0.4 0.434 0.593 0.472 0.416 0.374 0.247
0.6 0.418 0.401 0.432 0.345 0.238 0.285
0.8 0.511 0.626 0.573 0.651 0.495 0.362
1.0 0.541 0.512 0.504 0.435 0.437 0.443
1.2 0.683 0.709 0.605 0.674 0.575 0.497
1.6 0.635 0.577 0.549 0.543 0.572 0.537
2.0 0.538 0.557 0.554 0.534 0.502 0.464

Table 4.3 H: Mean plus one St.andard Deviat.ion of St.rong
Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios, Target. Duct.ilit.y o£ 8
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Gyrat.ion Radius x Maximun Angular Response

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.304 0.345 0.347 0.393 0.333 0.307
0.2 0.329 0.247 0.333 0.327 0.298 0.246
0.3 0.244 0.125 0.145 0.187 0.209 0.221
0.4 0.154 0.133 0.150 0.163 0.178 0.184
0.6 0.157 0.115 0.105 0.152 0.163 0.155
0.8 0.149 0.099 0.082 0.096 0.130 0.132
1.0 0.109 0.114 0.125 0.115 0.115 0.115
1.2 0.131 0.091 0.089 0.114 0.104 0.109
1.6 0.108 0.084 0.104 0.119 0.125 0.098
2.0 0.101 0.056 0.053 0.072 0.079 0.088

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.156 0.164 0.144 0.133 0.134 0.138
0.2 0.244 0.128 0.137 0.143 0.121 0.102
0.3 0.211 0.094 0.099 0.131 0.148 0.150
0.4 0.121 0.091 0.101 0.108 0.155 0.137
0.6 0.174 0.088 0.087 0.126 0.140 0.127
0.8 0.133 0.088 0.069 0.095 0.118 0.117
1.0 0.093 0.083 0.081 0.082 0.107 0.110
1.2 0.102 0.072 0.073 0.091 0.090 0.090
1.6 0.086 0.059 0.075 0.084 0.101 0.091
2.0 0.101 0.057 0.061 0.078 0.064 0.073

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquake

O. 1 0.312 0.228 0.201 0.211 0.184 0.155
0.2 0.435 0.175 0.192 0.188 0.165 0.153
0.3 0.426 0.176 0.196 0.205 0.204 0.204
0.4 0.254 0.147 0.185 0.204 0.235 0.223
0.6 0.264 0.187 0.153 0.192 0.192 0.184
0.8 0.285 0.143 0.134 0.167 0.202 0.166
1.0 0.214 0.179 0.156 0.181 0.176 0.167
1.2 0.217 0.139 0.142 0.164 0.159 0.126
1.6 0.173 0.128 0.149 0.157 0.179 0.168
2.0 0.224 0.113 0.116 0.145 0.121 0.139

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.431 0.279 0.236 0.225 0.192 0.162
0.2 0.464 0.276 0.232 0.216 0.193 0.171
0.3 0.526 0.247 0.264 0.245 0.212 0.230
0.4 0.368 0.236 0.243 0.294 0.249 0.271
0.6 0.378 0.215 0.219 0.235 0.219 0.202
0.8 0.446 0.218 0.223 0.251 0.229 0.186
1.0 0.334 0.254 0.239 0.234 0.230 0.193
1.2 0.323 0.237 0.214 0.227 0.216 0.173
1.6 0.254 0.228 0.232 0.248 0.269 0.193
2.0 0.307 0.183 0.216 0.236 0.190 0.194

Table 4.3 I: Mean o~ Radius o~ Gyrat.ion x Maximum Angular
Response, Target. Duct.ilit.y o~ 4
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Gyrat.ion Radius x l'Jaximun Angular Response

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy l'Jean .. 1 St.and. Dev.

O. 1 0.411 0.589 0.537 0.610 0.479 0.447
0.2 0.495 0.403 0.514 0.503 0.497 0.393
0.3 0.296 0.167 0.212 0.257 0.282 0.284
0.4 0.179 0.186 0.237 0.217 0.243 0.220
0.6 0.222 0.181 0.147 0.199 0.211 0.191
0.8 0.173 0.129 0.115 0.132 0.164 0.172
1.0 0.142 0.161 0.156 0.138 0.145 0.147
1.2 0.201 0.138 0.134 0.159 0.139 0.137
1.6 0.189 0.149 0.190 0.204 0.171 0.137
2.0 0.130 0.076 0.075 0.094 0.116 0.120

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Kean ... 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.179 0.218 0.167 0.162 0.148 0.170
0.2 0.418 0.182 0.160 0.191 0.151 0.136
0.3 0.304 0.155 0.143 0.164 0.195 0.201
0.4 0.181 0.111 0.133 0.143 0.198 0.162
0.6 0.233 0.115 0.144 0.175 0.187 0.155
0.8 0.164 0.112 0.107 0.116 0.144 0.153
1.0 0.122 0.102 0.095 0.107 0.138 0.131
1.2 0.137 0.098 0.098 0.111 0.127 0.131
1.6 0.132 0.070 0.094 0.112 0.125 0.124
2.0 0.141 0.078 0.102 0.111 0.090 0.095

Case: 1. 0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean ... 1 St.and. Dev

0.1 0.409 0.298 0.224 0.260 0.214 0.171
0.2 0.849 0.241 0.239 0.242 0.220 0.203
0.3 0.642 0.271 0.290 0.231 0.251 0.259
0.4 0.305 0.169 0.220 0.258 0.303 0.278
0.6 0.370 0.238 0.208 0.245 0.239 0.237
0.8 0.409 0.197 0.185 O.UH 0.256 0.217
1.0 0.269 0.210 0.172 0.250 0.212 0.174
1.2 0.297 0.173 0.180 0.200 0.193 0.150
1.6 0.239 0.159 0.184 0.202 0.233 0.211
2.0 0.296 0.163 0.168 0.200 0.158 0.164

Case: 1. a Fy and 2.0 Fy Kean .. 1 St.and. Dev •

0.1 0.575 0.339 0.271 0.281 0.229 0.186
0.2 0.927 0.413 0.281 0.274 0.258 0.228
0.3 0.725 0.393 0.334 0.276 0.263 0.296
0.4 0.522 0.333 0.298 0.366 0.337 0.352
0.6 0.506 0.263 0.273 0.290 0.239 0.251
0.8 0.693 0.281 0.254 0.287 0.270 0.269
1.0 0.406 0.289 0.299 0.299 0.266 0.232
1.2 0.398 0.257 0.252 0.279 0.262 0.219
1.6 0.299 0.260 0.263 0.295 0.359 0.207

I2.0 0.408 0.231 0.274 0.285 0.228 0.222

Table 4.3 3: l'Jean plus one St.andard Deviat.ion o~ Radius
o~ Gyration x Maximum Angular Response, Target.
Duct.ility o~ 4
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Gyrat.ion Radius x Maximun Angular Response

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Caset 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.408 0.622 0.597 0.628 0.504 0.527
0.2 0.389 0.297 0.381 0.476 0.409 0.363
0.3 0.293 0.295 0.310 0.344 0.393 0.361
0.4 0.251 0.263 0.263 0.320 0.287 0.325
0.6 0.188 0.146 0.145 0.199 0.245 0.272
0.8 0.174 0.132 0.134 0.166 0.177 0.205
1.0 0.193 0.200 0.188 0.167 0.161 0.189
1.2 0.166 0.157 0.152 0.135 0.160 0.171
1.6 0.187 0.121 0.115 0.141 0.164 0.130
2.0 0.119 0.086 0.101 0.095 0.104 0.098

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Kean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.287 0.242 0.297 0.301 0.265 0.251
0.2 0.298 0.253 0.283 0.287 0.249 0.203
0.3 0.243 0.240 0.237 0.267 0.362 0.271
0.4 0.197 0.227 0.233 0.247 0.234 0.253
0.6 0.169 0.123 0.131 0.182 0.192 0.218
0.8 0.166 0.137 0.148 0.129 0.187 0.190
1.0 0.167 0.150 0.164 0.145 0.135 0.160
1.2 0.145 0.149 0.137 0.143 0.157 0.143
1.6 0.172 0.123 0.133 0.155 0.168 0.107
2.0 0.119 0.072 0.077 0.085 0.095 0.087

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquake

0.1 0.460 0.348 0.381 0.336 0.368 0.327
0.2 0.524 0.363 0.389 0.394 0.320 0.272
0.3 0.546 0.404 0.420 0.392 0.420 0.406
0.4 0.410 0.390 0.438 0.366 0.371 0.351
0.6 0.312 0.262 0.287 0.353 0.354 0.295
0.8 0.317 0.304 0.310 0.248 0.346 0.308
1.0 0.290 0.278 0.321 0.294 0.253 0.266
1.2 0.389 0.298 0.274 0.295 0.255 0.231
1.6 0.336 0.291 0.285 0.296 0.294 0.234
2.0 0.251 0.172 0.160 0.164 0.186 0.175

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Mean - 5 Eart.hquakes

0.1 0.617 0.433 0.434 0.383 0.397 0.356
0.2 0.777 0.453 0.463 0.425 0.354 0.330
0.3 0.801 0.523 0.538 0.466 0.529 0.454
0.4 0.567 0.532 0.531 0.384 0.441 0.483
0.6 0.609 0.422 0.422 0.484 0.405 0.363
0.8 0.483 0.475 0.403 0.372 0.413 0.365
1.0 0.464 0.425 0.470 0.414 0.380 0.321
1.2 0.660 0.464 0.409 0.451 0.363 0.335
1.6 0.425 0.365 0.406 0.392 0.410 0.357
2.0 0.394 0.328 0.318 0.308 0.252 0.310

Table 4.3 Kt Mean o~ Radius o~ Gyrat.ion x Maximum Angular
Response, Target. Duct.ilit.y o~ 8
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Gyration Radius x Plaximun Angular Response

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: 0.8 Fy and 1.0 Fy !'lean .. 1 Stand. Dev.

0.1 0.560 0.797 0.851 0.909 0.669 0.705
0.2 0.619 0.451 0.570 0.684 0.604 0.537
0.3 0.399 0.415 0.388 0.381 0.508 0.498
0.4 0.309 0.431 0.359 0.407 0.350 0.423
0.6 0.292 0.209 0.193 0.255 0.317 0.363
0.8 0.266 0.158 0.176 0.202 0.214 0.239
1.0 0.278 0.267 0.264 0.222 0.197 0.221
1.2 0.262 0.220 0.204 0.167 0.228 0.189
1.6 0.278 0.169 0.168 0.210 0.240 0.185
2.0 0.178 0.120 0.139 0.123 0.136 0.127

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.2 Fy Mean .. 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.404 0.341 0.394 0.441 0.345 0.288
0.2 0.410 0.388 0.409 0.365 0.322 0.273
0.3 0.295 0.343 0.324 0.315 0.461 0.321
0.4 0.277 0.357 0.330 0.312 0.279 0.308
0.6 0.248 0.178 0.173 0.229 0.250 0.275
0.8 0.206 O.lBl 0.224 0.182 0.207 0.221
1.0 0.252 0.lB8 0.210 0.178 0.155 0.192
1.2 0.267 0.194 0.183 0.192 0.220 0.16B
1.6 0.248 0.183 0.208 0.245 0.224 0.167
2.0 0.169 0.093 0.099 0.111 0.129 0.122

Case: 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy Plean .. 1 St.and. Dev

0.1 0.603 0.510 0.436 0.374 0.430 0.371
0.2 0.954 0.503 0.447 0.497 0.396 0.305
0.3 0.708 0.504 0.490 0.450 0.502 0.508
0.4 0.489 0.626 0.673 0.443 0.422 0.443
0.6 0.484 0.349 0.369 0.457 0.414 0.338
0.8 0.375 0.397 0.436 0.365 0.376 0.354
1.0 0.412 0.379 0.387 0.357 0.314 0.323
1.2 0.643 0.383 0.380 0.361 0.328 0.258
1.6 0.513 0.409 0.399 0.429 0.397 0.338
2.0 0.381 0.229 0.217 0.223 0.254 0.235

Case: 1.0 Fy and 2.0 Fy Mean .. 1 Stand. Dev.

0.1 0.825 0.566 0.486 0.434 0.491 0.421
0.2 1. 510 0.672 0.525 0.481 0.415 0.391
0.3 1.054 0.648 0.595 0.499 0.694 0.585
0.4 0.644 0.874 0.767 0.478 0.530 0.617
0.6 0.919 0.556 0.500 0.593 0.438 0.479
O.B 0.543 0.582 0.592 0.519 0.447 0.454
1.0 0.625 0.526 0.560 0.459 0.472 0.381
1.2 1.051 0.598 0.514 0.546 0.427 0.388
1.6 0.605 0.451 0.517 0.513 0.538 0.446
2.0 0.538 0.462 0.429 0.415 0.305 0.381

Table 4.3 L: "ean plus one Standard Deviation o~ Radius
o~ Gyration x Plaximum Angular Response, Target
Ductility o~ 8
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Ductility Level of SDOF at 0.8 Fy

o. 1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.6
2.0

Target ductility
01: 4 at Fy

11. 1
10.1
6.6
6.8
5.8
5.7
6.4
5.5
5.6
4.8

Target ductility
of 8 at Fy

19.0
16.4
13.6
13.5
10.4
10.8
11. 7
11. 3
10.4
10.0

Table 4.4: Mean of the ductilities (5 earthquakes) :for
SDOF systems yielding at 0.8 Fy and subjected
to the same scaled earthquakes that create
uni:form ductility demand on SDOFs yielding at
1. 0 Fy.
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£o/r
Omega (Q)

o. 1 0.3

0.4 0.25 0.75
0.8 0.125 0.375
1.0 0.1 0.3
1.2 0.0833 0.25
1.6 0.0625 0.1875
2.0 0.05 0.15

Table 5.1~ Value o£ £old as a function of g and e/r
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Weak Element. Duct.ilit.y Ratios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: e/r = 0.1 Mean o:f 5 Eart.hquake

0.1 0.899 1.380 1.001 0.956 1.143 1. 278
0.2 1.070 1.407 1.000 0.750 1.047 1.159
0.3 1.008 1.029 0.991 0.939 1. 118 1.383
0.4 1.032 1.536 1.000 0.934 1.202 1.256
0.6 0.998 1.586 0.977 0.875 1. 191 1.176
0.8 1.120 1. 012 1.000 0.897 1.105 1. 215
1.0 1.034 1.437 1.000 0.785 0.938 1.152
1.2 1.024 1. 401 1.000 0.858 0.985 1.052
1.6 1.060 1.254 1.000 0.803 1. 020 1. 140
2.0 1.042 1.165 1.000 0.926 1. 073 1. 018

Case: e/r = 0.3 Mean 0:[ 5 Eart.hquake

0.1 0.475 0.563 1.000 0.878 1. 044 1.309
0.2 0.666 1.098 1.000 0.916 1. 164 1.258
0.3 0.723 0.839 0.998 0.896 1.102 1.583
0.4 1.159 2.794 1.000 0.956 1. 105 1.692
0.6 0.925 1.194 0.992 0.785 1.159 1. 447
0.8 0.809 1.296 1.000 0.835 1.007 1.262
1.0 0.835 1.053 1.000 0.826 1.039 1. 143
1.2 1.154 1.170 1.000 0.868 0.953 1.085
1.6 1.164 1. 151 1.000 0.860 1.102 1.129
2.0 1. 424 1. 515 1.000 0.909 1. 029 1. 014

St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 O.B 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: ell' = 0.1 Mean o:f 5 Eart.hquake

0.1 0.678 0.890 0.536 0.392 0.537 0.566
0.2 0.941 0.938 0.584 0.478 0.504 0.592
0.3 0.899 0.941 0.639 0.514 0.620 0.658
0.4 1.142 1.232 0.730 0.645 0.680 0.647
0.6 1.034 1.096 0.740 0.578 0.651 0.635
0.8 1.060 1.027 1.002 0.769 0.868 0.687
1.0 1. 049 1.198 0.880 0.669 0.766 0.752
1.2 1.107 1.265 0.882 0.648 0.766 0.742
1.6 1.086 L 143 0.967 0.756 0.897 0.755
2.0 1.056 1.155 0.873 0.785 0.788 0.835

Case: e/r = 0.3 Hean 0:[ 5 Earthquake

0.1 0.098 0.209 0.211 0.204 0.269 0.283
0.2 0.315 0.368 0.335 0.233 0.275 0.338
0.3 0.376 0.528 0.628 0.367 0.413 0.407
0.4 0.792 1.932 0.705 0.488 0.406 0.410
0.6 0.774 0.817 0.573 0.384 0.390 0.431
0.8 0.998 0.835 0.727 0.493 0.493 0.438
1.0 1.002 1.061 0.744 0.593 0.448 0.472
.1.2 1.177 0.946 0.762 0.545 0.466 0.524
1.6 1.225 1. 018 1.004 0.762 0.734 0.544
2.0 1. 376 1.398 0.826 0.555 0.601 0.664

Table 5.2: Mean o:f Weak and St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios
Case o:f Target. Duct.ility o:f -4
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Weak Element Ductility Ratios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case~ e/r = 0.1 !'lean + 1 Stand. Dev.

0.1 1. 501 2.057 1.001 1.103 1.224 1.400
0.2 1.655 1.696 1.000 0.946 1.281 1.270
0.3 1.351 1.481 1.046 1.126 1.323 1.540
0.4 1.284 2.269 1.000 1.020 1.326 1.492
0.6 1.310 2.032 0.992 0.997 1. 393 1.409
0.8 1.343 1.299 1.000 1.093 1.311 1.397
1.0 1.187 1.704 1.000 0.879 1.051 1. 316
1.2 1.110 1.687 1.000 0.949 1.028 1.127
1.6 1.138 1.565 1.000 0.904 1.170 1.240
2.0 1.105 1.453 1.000 1.057 1.220 1.235

Case: e/r = 0.3 Mean + 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.607 0.661 1.001 1.064 1. 104 1. 471
0.2 1.030 1.739 1.000 1. 128 1.425 1.374
0.3 1.099 1.192 1. 010 1.164 1.256 2.061
0.4 1.752 6.077 1.000 1.076 1. 347 2.067
0.6 1.371 1.870 1.004 0.879 1.606 2.173
0.8 0.952 2.146 1.000 1.002 1.299 1.591
1.0 1. 040 1.489 1.000 0.891 1.108 1.263
1.2 1. 677 1.562 1.000 1. 051 1.093 1.335
1.6 .1.598 .1.749 .1.000 0.975 1. 378 1.329
2.0 1. 814 2.389 1.000 1.022 1.296 1. 186

St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 O.B 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: e/r = 0.1 !'lean + 1 St.and. Dev.
I

O. 1 1.064 1. 312 0.729 0.520 0.6B2 0.722
0.2 1.450 1.612 0.818 0.745 0.653 0.754
0.3 1.266 1.460 0.890 0.642 0.864 0.800
0.4 1.393 1.772 0.780 0.745 0.836 0.811
0.6 1.233 1.505 0.908 0.681 0.763 0.768
O.B 1.271 .1.136 1. 147 0.932 1.038 0.789
1.0 1.254 1.495 1. 031 0.765 0.890 0.883
1.2 1.139 .1.400 1.180 0.727 0.868 0.836
1.6 1. 133 1.335 1.099 0.884 1. 042 0.811
2.0 1.109 1.505 1.000 0.922 0.897 0.984

Case: e/r = 0.3 Mean + 1 St.and. Dev.

0.1 0.146 0.259 0.241 0.230 0.303 0.326
0.2 0.488 0.472 0.435 0.295 0.353 0.393
0.3 0.536 0.792 1.042 0.629 0.660 0.535
0.4 1.086 4.300 0.886 0.678 0.582 0.500
0.6 0.973 1.281 0.643 0.422 0.459 0.660
0.8 1.200 1.374 0.995 0.693 0.615 0.577
1.0 1.237 1.529 1.103 0.701 0.559 0.588
1.2 1. 459 1.291 1. 112 0.722 0.586 0.743
1.6 1.442 1.488 1.297 1.029 1.141 0.696
2.0 1. 619 2.151 0.902 0.646 0.757 0.853

Table 5.3: l'Iean-plus-one-st.andard-deviat.ion o£ Weak and
Strong Element. Duct.ility Rat.ios
Case of Target. Duct.ility of 4
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Weak Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: elI' = Q.l Mean 0:£ 5 Eart.hquake

0.1 0.751 1. 314 1.000 0.842 1.072 1. 169
0.2 Q.766 1.134 1.0QO 0.7Q5 1. 015 1. 146
0.3 1.041 0.892 0.975 0.813 1. 172 1.204
0.4 1.059 1.388 1.0QO Q.766 0.997 1. 119
0.6 0.945 1.253 0.990 0.844 1.017 1. 184
Q.8 1.045 1. 171 1.QOO 0.836 Q.993 1.Q79
1.0 0.964 1.300 1.000 0.770 0.961 1.080
1.2 1.065 1. 414 1.000 0.862 0.947 1. Q17
1.6 1. 114 1.209 1.000 0.824 0.981 0.996
2.0 1. 061 1. Q51 1.0QQ Q.884 0.969 1. Q14

Case: elI' = 0.3 Kean o:f 5 Eart.hquake

0.1 Q.273 Q.394 1.00Q Q.832 1. Q69 1.256
0.2 0.443 0.880 1.000 0.782 1.030 1. 192
0.3 0.509 0.772 1. 019 0.805 1. 148 1.370
0.4 Q.935 2.031 1.000 0.814 0.976 1. 317
0.6 0.725 I.Q62 0.989 Q.826 0.962 1.074
0.8 0.910 1. 203 1.000 0.775 0.993 1. 226
1.0 1.008 0.994 1.000 Q.728 0.887 1.093
1.2 1. 049 1.002 1.000 0.834 0.851 1.077
1.6 1. 318 1.193 1.000 0.794 0.914 1.004
2.0 1. 256 1. 343 1.000 0.791 0.862 1.009

St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: elI' = 0.1 Mean 0:£ 5 Eart.hquake

O. 1 0.698 0.690 0.501 0.331 0.472 0.503
0.2 0.665 0.892 0.414 0.350 0.482 0.614
0.3 0.987 0.837 0.747 0.698 0.765 0.711
0.4 1.082 1.100 0.692 0.564 0.557 0.609
0.6 1.048 1.139 0.683 0.513 0.564 0.524
0.8 1.079 1. 010 0.841 0.725 0.806 0.795
1.0 1.007 1.194 0.882 0.626 0.781 0.741
1.2 1.097 1.289 0.880 0.725 0.879 0.818
1.6 1. 083 1. 118 0.829 0.751 0.869 0.859
2.0 1.064 1.057 1.007 0.835 0.870 0.834

Case: elI' = 0.3 Mean o:f 5 Eart.hquake

0.1 0.055 0.125 0.136 0.133 0.157 0.199
0.2 0.218 0.320 0.297 0.168 0.188 0.270
0.3 0.338 Q.574 0.567 0.488 0.414 0.335
0.4 0.696 1. 031 0.481 0.401 0.365 0.353
0.6 0.713 0.791 0.649 Q.334 0.303 0.329
0.8 0.967 0.926 0.805 0.650 0.517 0.490
1.0 Q.969 0.890 Q.791 0.581 0.556 0.454
1.2 1.060 0.960 0.803 0.596 0.624 0.633
1.6 1.228 1.129 0.802 0.684 0.738 Q.623
2.0 1. 224 1. 111 0.923 0.678 0.618 0.628

Table 5.4: Mean o:f Weak and St.rong Element. Duct.ilit.y Rat.ios
Case 0:£ Target. Duct.ilit.y 0:£ 8
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Weak Element Ductility Ratios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: efr = 0.1 Mean ... 1 Stand. Dev.

0.1 1.326 2.437 1.001 0.969 1. 281 1.264
0.2 1. 138 1. 433 1.000 0.846 1. 112 1.300
0.3 1.480 1. 223 1.040 0.899 1.336 1.369

I0.4 1.288 1. 742 1.000 0.926 1.156 1.400
0.6 1.174 1. 595 1.000 0.930 1.144 1.284
0.8 1.207 1. 451 1.000 1.055 1.177 1. 251
1.0 1.080 1.590 1.000 0.910 1.045 1.140
1.2 1.153 1.775 1.000 0.932 1.005 1.070
1.6 1.201 1.403 1.000 0.958 1.108 1. 119
2.0 1.091 1.135 1.000 0.994 1.072 1.103

Case: e/r = 0.3 Mean ... 1 Stand. Dev.

0.1 0.363 0.533 1. 001 0.914 1. 148 1.362
0.2 0.677 1.255 1.000 0.869 1.202 1.309
0.3 Ci.763 1.186 1.040 0.949 1.307 1.592
0.4 1.218 4.323 1.000 0.964 1.199 1.628
0.6 0.961 1.654 0.993 0.984 1.192 1. 213
0.8 1.032 2.015 1.000 0.957 1. 285 1. 467
1.0 1.438 1.324 1.000 0.946 1.078 1.242
1.2 1.465 1.356 1.000 0.919 0.946 1.177
1.6 1.705 1.680 1.000 0.898 1.161 1. 119
2.0 1. 481 1.990 1.000 0.871 1.009 1. 193

Strong Element Ductility Ratios

Omega 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0

Period Case: efr = 0.1 Mean ... 1 Stand. Dev.

O. 1 1.227 1.054 0.700 0.432 0.603 0.650
0.2 1.023 1.628 0.637 0.511 0.753 0.830
0.3 1.490 1. 212 0.972 1. 134 1. 248 0.951
0.4 1.290 1.465 0.876 0.698 0.705 0.873
0.6 1. 236 1.408 0.822 0.619 0.627 0.654
0.8 1.237 1.193 0.981 0.895 0.967 0.909
1.0 1.148 1.440 1.012 0.738 0.974 0.895
1.2 1.140 1.408 1.061 0.897 1.004 0.945
1.6 1.140 1.304 1.044 0.917 1.072 0.945
2.0 1. 110 1.166 1.125 0.964 0.936 0.884

Case: e/r = 0.3 Mean ... 1 Stand. Dev.

0.1 0.082 0.162 0.160 0.163 0.185 0.260
0.2 0.327 0.539 0.475 0.236 0.258 0.372
0.3 0.490 0.914 0.979 0.837 0.587 0.432
0.4 0.999 2.063 0.626 0.555 0.587 0.513
0.6 0.934 1.248 0.848 0.404 0.315 0.513
0.8 1.142 1.581 1.204 1. 012 0.698 0.699
1.0 1.180 1.384 1.152 0.834 0.852 0.658
1.2 1.260 1. 361 0.994 0.877 0.837 0.876
1.6 1. 431 1.493 1.050 0.972 0.982 0.814
2.0 1.347 1.489 1. 110 0.792 0.805 0.731

Table 5.5: Mean-plus-one-standard-deviation of the Weak
and Strong Element Ductility Ratios
Case of Target Ductility of 8
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Table 5.6:

1) Initially Eccentric Systems Results Diskettes:

File Name Location
A:

Description Format

eccdraec.4
eccdraol.4
eccdrapd.4
eccdrapk.4
eccdratf.4

eccdraec.8
eccdraol.8
eccdrapd.8
eccdrapk.8
eccdratf.8

weakec4x.dat
weako104x.dat
weakpd4x.dat
weakpk4x.dat
weaktf4x.dat

weakecBx.dat
weako18x.dat
weakpd8x.dat
weakpk8x.dat
weaktfBx.dat

strgeco4x.dat
strgo14x.dat
strgpd4x.dat
strgpk4x.dat
strgtf4x.dat

strgec8x.dat
strgo18x.dat
strgpd8x.dat
strgpk8x.dat
strgtf8x.dat

\duct4ecc \.

\ductBecc \.

\ducto4ecc\.

\duct8ecc \.

\duct4ecc\.

\ duct8ecc \.

Ductility of 4 1
Ratios of
duct.ilities for
bot.h element.s.

Same as above but. 1
Duct.ility of 8

Bloc Comparisons 2
of Omega values
For weak element.s
Ductilit.y of 4

Bloc Comparisons 2
of Omega values
For weak elements
Duct.ilit.y of 8

Bloc Comparisons 2
of Omega values
For Strong element.s
Duct.ilit.y of 4

Bloc Comparisons 2
of Omega values
For St.rong element.s
Ductilit.y of 8

Where the labels ec, 01, pd, pk and tf relat.e t.he each
individual earthquake records used t.o generate t.hose result.s,
t.hat. is:

ec
01
pd
pk
t.f

El Cent.ro 1940
Olympia 1949
Pacoima Dam 1971
Parkfield 1966
Taft 1952
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Table 5.6 (continued):

Furthermore, the £iles calculating
earthquake used (as well as the
deviation) are labeled as £ollow:

the mean £or the £ive
mean plus one standard

For the means (all located in a:\eccstats, except £or the
£iles meanangx.all, mndv2yal.dat, mp1sangx.all and
mpdv2yal.dat, which are stored in a:\angleecc):

File Name Mean o£ Ductility o£ Format
meandecc.4 eccdra--.4 £iles 4 1
meandecc.B eccdra--.B £iles B 1
meanangx.all allangle £iles 4 & B 3
mndv2yal.dat d*angleloy £iles 4 & B 4
meanwk4x.dat weak ...• £iles 4 2
meanwkBx.dat weak .•• £iles B 2
meansg4x.dat strg .•. £iles 4 2
meansgBx.dat strg ..• £iles 8 2

For the means-plus-one-standard-deviations
a:\stats):

(all located in

File Name
mp1sdecc.4
mplsdecc.B
mplsangx.all
mpdv2yal. dat
mplswk4x.dat
mplswkBx.dat
mplssg4x.dat
mplssgBx.dat

Mean ... 1 SDV
eccdra--.4 £iles
eccdra--.8 £iles
allangle £iles
d*angle/6y £iles
weak .••• £iles
weak ... £iles
strg ..• £iles
strg .•. £iles

Ductility o£
4
8
4 & B
4 & 8
4
B
4
8

Format
1
1
3
4
2
2
2
2
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Table 5.6 (continued):

To Read any file:

All files presented above are wide files (more than 80
columns wide; refer to format list for details). Refer to
Table 4.2 for instructions on how to easily read these files.
Format 1 & 4:

List of Formats:

The files under format 1 and 3 are 132 columns wide.
They can therefore be printed on wide-carriage printers (or
printer that can emulate wide-printing) without undesirable
line folding. The columns are organized as follow (after
some brief comment lines):

Columns 1 and 2 respectively contain the period and
omega (Q) values for that given set of analyses. For format
1, the following 4 columns are related (two-by-two) to the 2
different levels of normalized eccentricity studied (i.e.
e/r=O.1 and e/r=0.3). The columns 3 and 5 contain the
ductility ratios results for the strong element (stiffer),
and columns 4 and 6 hold the results for the weak elements.
Thus, the proper heading could read~ Period, Omega, Strong &
Weak for e/r=O.I, Weak & Strong for e/r=0.3. For format 3,
the following 8 columns are also related (two-by-two) to the
two different levels of ductility and normalized eccentricity
studied. Columns 3, 5, 7 and 9 contain the maximum angular
responses (in radians), and columns 4, 6, 8 and 10 contain
the values in their respective previous column multiplied by
the edge distance and divided by the yield displacement
(let's call these normalized). Therefore, the proper heading
could read: Period, Omega, (Ductility = 4: Max. Angle and
Normalized Max. Angle for e/r=O.I, then for e/r=0.3),
(Ductility = 8: Max. Angle and Normalized Max. Angle for
e/r=0.1 and e/r=0.3).

The files under format 2 and 4 are more than 132
characters long (but less than 250). These files are
formatted with current standards for ASCII file-reading by
spreadsheet programs like LOTUS 1-2-3. After a few heading
lines, the first column is always blank, and the second
contains the periods. The format 2 columns are grouped as
follow: For each of the 2 normalized eccentricity
combinations studied, the columns represent the ductility
ratios for omega values increasing from 0.4 to 2.0. For
format 4, for each of the two ductility and normalized
eccentricity studied, the columns represent normalized
maximum angles for omega values increasing from 0.4 to 2.0,
in the following order: Ductility of 4: e/r=O.1 and e/r=0.3;
then ductility of 8: e/r=0.1 and e/r=O.3. Column of zeros
separates all the 10x6 wblocs·.
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I
Ductility RatiosI

I
Period Duct. Omega e/r I With Wit.hout.

I Proposed Proposed

I Scaling Scaling

0.1 4 0.4 0.3 I 0.48 3.46
0.1 4 0.8 0.3 I 0.62 2.32
O. 1 4 1.0 0.3 I 1.00 1.00
0.1 4 1.2 0.3 I 0.93 1. 65
0.1 4 1.6 0.3 I 1.10 2.38
O. 1 4 2.0 0.3 l 1. 40 2.55

0.480.2 4 0.4 0.3 I 1. 21
0.3 4 0.4 0.3 I 0.70 2.07

!

Table 5.7: Comparison o~ duct.ilit.y rat.ios obt.ained wit.h
and without t.he proposed scaling of t.he seismic
excit.at.ion t.o mat.ch t.he elast.ic responses.
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Four Element Systems

Six Element Systems

I Q

I 0.4
I 0.8

In
WSSSSS

0.88
0.75
0.89
1.13
1. 22
1. 26

WWSSSS

0.79
0.78
0.98
1. 27
1. 56
1. 54

WWWSSS

0.85
0.89
1.09
1. 39
1.71
1. 64

WWWWSS

0.87
1. 02
1.14
1. 43
1. 73
1. 76

WWWWWS

0.93
1. 04
1.10
1. 30
1. 58
1. 55

I Q

I

I
Eight Element Systems I

I I I I f I I I

I I I I I 1 I II I 0.81 I 0.81 I 0.84 I 0.87 0.88 I 0.96 I

I I !~;~ I ~~~ I ~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ I ~~~ I
1.46 I 1.61 I 1.67 1.75 1.73 I 1.49

Table 6.1: Weak Element Ductility Ratios for Initially Sym.etric
"ulti-Element Systems; Equaly spaced Ele.ents of Equal
Stiffness. Weak element (1.0 Fy) represented by Wand
Strong element (1.5 Fy) represented by S.
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I I
r--------------,ilI Reference Tva Element System I I
, Strong Element Ductility Ratiol I

II Case 1. 0 Fy and 1. 5 Fy 11

II I 'I

Six Element Systems

, n

I 0.4
, 0.8
I 1.0
I 1. 2

'11.62.0

WSSSSS

0.55
0.66
0.78
0.77
0.42
0.37

wwssss

0.57
0.55
0.68
0.80
0.37
0.46

wwwsss

0.61
0.60
0.57
0.71
0.36
0.48

wwwwss

0.64
0.63
0.53
0.61
0.38
0.45

wwwwws

0.67
0.64
0.58
0.47
0.45
0.76

, n
I

I0.4
0.8

, 1.0
I 1.2

I;:~

I
Eight Element Systems I

Table 6.2: Strong Element Ductility Ratios for Initially Symmetric
ftulti-Ele.ent SY8t~.S~ Equaly spaced Ele.ents of Equal
Stiffness. Weak element (1.0 Fy) represented by Wand
Strong ele.ent (1.5 Fy) represented by S.
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Reference Two Element System
Weak Element Ductility Ratio
Case 1.0 Fy and 1.5 Fy

a Weak El. Ratio

0.4 0.84
0.8 0.90
1.0 1.00
1. 2 1. 25
1.6 1.80
2.0 1.94

Outside (edge) Weak Element Ductility Ratio

Kl/K. Values from 1/16 to 4

1/16 1/B 1/4 I 1/2,
OliO. value of 2

1 2 4

OliO. value of 3

I 0.4
I 0.8
I 1. 0
I 1.2

I~:~

O.BB
1. 03
1. 23
1.65
2.22
2.43

0.88
1. 00
1.18
1. 57
1. 98
2.21

0.85
0.97
1.15
1.49
1.85
1. 95

0.84
0.92
1.10
1.41
1. 74
1.81

0.84
0.89
1. 06
1. 35
1.65
1. 80

0.84
O.BB
1.03
1.30
1.73
1.81

0.84
0.8B
1. 02
1.28
1. 75
1. B4

Table 6.3~

OliO. value of 4

0.95 0.85 0.84 0.B5 0.84 0.84
1.02 0.93 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.87
1.40 1.16 1.10 1.05 1.03 1.02
1.65 1.50 1. 40 1. 33 1. 29 1. 27
2.06 1.84 1.71 1.62 1.60 1.69
2.02 1.80 1.65 1. 57 1.66 1. 74

Outside (edge) Weak Element Ductility Ratios for
Initially Sy.metric "ulti-Element Systems; Various
Stiffness and geometric distribution.



Table 6.4: Inside (near C.".) Weak Eleaent Ductility Ratios for
Initially Sya..tric "ulti-Eleaent Systeas; Various
Stiffness and geoaetric distribution.
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Re£erence Two Element System
Element Ductility Ratio
Case elr=0.3 and Tx=0.4

Q Strong Weak

0.4 1. 06 0.B3
0.8 0.98 0.78
1.0 0.93 1.00
1.2 0.48 0.89
1.6 0.3B 1. 53
2.0 0.53 1.88

I
Four-Element Linear Stiffness Variation SystemsI

I
Edge Strong Element Edge Weak ElementI

I
I OlIO. value OlIO. value

I
I Q 2 3 4 2 3 4

I
1.09 0.74I 0.4

I 0.8 1.07 1.06 LOS 0.74 0.75 0.82

I 1.0 0.B7 0.82 0.85 1.07 1.15 1. 22

I 1.2 0.46 0.44 0.41 0.83 0.77 0.75

I 1.6 0.35 0.32 0.31 1.20 1.1B .1. 17

I 2.0 0.54 0.51 0.49 1.6B 1. 56 1. 53
I

I I
I Four-Element Step Stiffness Variation Systems I
I

Edge Weak Element
I

I Edge Strong Element I
I

Step Configuration
I

I Step Configuration I
I I

{
I f

I Q Single I Double Single I Double I
I

1 1
I

I 0.4 1.10 0.6B I

I0.8 1.06 I 1.06 0.72 I 0.76 f
1.0 0.B6 I 0.B9 1.05 1.10 I

I 1.2 0.47 I 0.45 0.83 I 0.82 I
f 1.6 0.35 I 0.35 1.20 I 1.20 I
I 2.0 0.54 I 0.54 1.66 I 1.71 I

I I

Table 6.5: Element Ductility Ratios for Initially Eccentric
Kulti-Element Systems with e/r=0.3 and Tx=0.4~

Linear Stiffness Distribution, Single Step and
Double Step Distribution.
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Reference Two Element System
Element Ductility Ratio
Case e/r=0.3 and Tx=0.4

Q Strong Weak

0.4 1. 06 0.83
0.8 0.98 0.78
1.0 0.93 1. 00
1.2 0.48 0.89
1.6 0.38 1. 53
2.0 0.53 L8B

Six-Element Linear Stiffness Variation Systems

Q Edge Strong Element Edge Weak Element

0.4
O.B 1.06 0.74
1.0 0.90 1.26
1.2 0.44 0.75
1.6 0.30 LiB
2.0 0.52 1.53

I

I I < Totally Irregular
< Four-Element System
< (Plan Vie,,)

1.74K K K 0.26K
2d <------------------1------> d

d <---------1
0.2d<--j

Totally Irregular Four-Element System (one case)

0.4

Edge Strong Eleaent

1.02

Edge Weak Element

1.14

Table 6.6: Element Ductility Ratios for Initially
Eccentric Multi-Element Systems with e/r=0.3
and Tx=O.4; Six-Element Systems with Linear
Stiffness Distribution and Equally Spaced
Elements, and One Case of Totally Irregular
(Geometry and Stiffness Distribution) Four
Element System.
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Elastic Suckling Element Yield = Fy Suckling = Fy

IB = 1. 50 IB = 1.001S = 0. 50 IS = 1. 50 IB = 1.001S = 0. 50 1

I I I I I I I
0.4
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.6
2.0

I Strong Ele.ent Weak Elelllent I
I Ductility Ratios Ductility Ratios I

I Q Iy = 1.50/Y = 2.001Y = 2.50 Y =
, ! !

1. 50 IY = 2.001Y = 2. 50 1

I
Elastic Buckling Element: Yield=1.25 Fy Suckling=0.75 Fy l

I
Strong Element I Weak Element I

I Ductility Ratios I Ductility Ratios I
I 1 1 I I I I

I
Buckling Element: Yield=1.50 Fy Buckling=0.50 Fy I

Strong Element Weak Element I
Ductility Ratios Ductility Ratios I

1 I I I I I I

0.4 0.50
0.8 0.55
1.0 0.45
1. 2 0.47
1.6 0.40
2.0 0.24

0.62 0.62 0.88 1.01
0.60 0.66 0.71 1.01
0.52 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.43 1. 24 1. 43 1.67
0.31 1.27 1.70 1.98
0.24 1.18 1.58 1. 99

Table 6.7: Ele.ent Ductility Ratios for Initially
Sy••etric Two-Ele.ent Braced Fr8111e Systems
with Tx=0.4 and Three Cases of Weak Elements;
Elastic Buckling Elelllent "odel. Y = Yield and
S = Buckling Stresses (Fy> of Strong Element.
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I I
I Physical Brace Element lIodel I
I Weak Element: Yield = 1. 25 Fy Buckling = 0.75 Fy I
I Strong Element: Yield = 1.50 Fy Buckling = 0.50 Fy I
I r I I
I n I Strong Eleaent I Weak Eleaent I
I, I Ductility Ratios Ductility Ratios I
I t

I
I

I 0.4 I 0.82 1.08 I
I 0.8 I 0.88 I 1.13 I
I 1.0 I 0.89 0.99 I
I 1.2 I 0.87 I 1.14 I
I 1.6 I 0.57 I 1.65 I
I 2.0 I 0.71 I 1. 35 I
I I I I

Table 6.8: Element Ductility Ratios for Initially
Syalletric Two-Elellent Braced Fra.e Systems
with Tx=0.4; Physical Brace Ele.ent lIodel.
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Reference Two Element System
Element Ductility Ratio
Case e/r=0.3 and Tx=0.4

n Strong Weak

0.4 1. 06 0.83
0.8 0.98 0.78
1.0 0.93 1.00
1.2 0.48 0.89
1.6 0.3B 1. 53
2.0 0.53 1. BB

Weak Element
Ductility Ratios

Elastic Buckling Element

Strong Element
Ductility Ratios

Initially Eccentric Systems I
I

0.4
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.6
2.0

I 0.61
I 0.43
, 0.24

" 0.22
0.30

t 0.26

I r

Physical Brace Element nodel Initially Eccentric Systems

I I, Strong Element , Weak Element

I Ductility Ratios , Ductility Ratios

I I I
n I Y=1.25 Y = 1. 50 , Y = 1.25 I Y = 1. 50

B = 0.75 B = 0.50 I B = 0.75 B = 0.50

0.87 0.81 0.73 0.71
0.7B 0.80 0.4B 0.83
0.91 0.78 1.00 1.00
0.47 0.85 0.89 0.61
0.27 0.99 1. 39 1.60
0.25 0.60 1.82 1.56

Table 6.9: Element Ductility Ratios for Initially
Eccentric Two-Element Braced Frame Systems
with e/r=0.3 and Tx=0.4; Elastic Buckling
Element and Physical Brace Element nodel.
Y = Yield, B = Buckling Stresses (in Fy) for
both Strong and Weak Element.
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Roof

0.36
1.57
0.79
0.83
0.87
0.94

Total

0.45
0.95
0.82
0.39
0.51
0.53

1 to 2

Weak Elellent
Ductility Ratios

Interstory

0.57
2.36
1.35
1.33
1.75
1.B3

o to 1Roof

0.19
0.84
0.49
0.31
0.24
0.34

Total

0.35
1.28
0.50
0.33
0.16
0.20

0.33
0.69
0.61
0.30
0.39
0.52

I <n l I 0 to 1 1 to 2

I II<O.4l I
I<O.Bll
1<1.0) I
1<1. 2) I
I<1.6) I
1(2.0)l
c «

II Initially Eccentric Two-Story System ---- KTOP/K.DT = 2/3

I II I Strong Elelllent
I I Ductility Ratios

'
I I Interstory,

(
I Initially Eccentric Two-Story Systelll
, I

113

II Total

I 0.39
I 1. 72
I 0.98
f 0.66
I 1. 26
I 1.67

0.77
3.14
2.05
1. 32
2.52
3.28

KT Dp /K. D T =

Weak Elelllent
Ductility Ratios

Interstory

0.41
0.67
0.50
0.24
0.28
0.27

I
'

o to lIto 2 Roof

I
Roof

0.29
1. 26
0.56
0.43
0.45
0.33

0.55
2.52
1.08
0.81
0.81
0.53

0.09
0.25
0.13
0.10
0.17
0.20

I I Strong Element
I I Ductility Ratios

1<0.4) I
1(0.8)1
I<1.0) I
1(1.2)\
I<1.6) I
1(2.0)l
I I

I <n) I 0 to 1 1 to 2, ,
I I Interstory Total

Note: As explained in Chapter 6 t the n presented here are
simply an indicator of the ratios of strong/weak
stiffness ratios on a given story; the relationship
is as follows:

en) Strong/weak
Stiffness Ratio

(0.4) 7.00
(0.8) 2.20
(1.0) 1.86
<1. 2) 1. 67
(1.6) 1.46
(2.0) 1.35

Table 6.10: Interstory and Total Element Ductility Ratios
for Initially Eccentric Two-Story SysteMS.
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Initially Sy.metric Two-Story System ---- KTDP/K.oT = 2/3

I I
I Strong Element I Weak Element

I Ductility Ratios I Ductility Ratios

I I
I Interstory Total I Interstory Total

I I
(Q) I o to 1 1 to 2 Roo:! I o to 1 1 to 2 Roof

I I I
1<0·4) I 0.37 0.66 0.75 I 0.41 0.91 0.83
1(0.8)1 0.33 0.82 0.79 I 0.81 0.72 0.86

1(1.0)1 0.37 0.63 0.76 I 0.99 1.00 0.99
(1. 2) I 0.33 0.61 0.71 I 1.09 LOS 1.30r1. 6) I 0.28 0.27 0.44 I 1.14 1. 36 1. 20
(2.0) I 0.20 0.29 0.37 I 1. 28 1. 23 1.26

I I I

Note: As explained in Chapter 6, the Q presented here are
simply an indicator of the ratios edge distance
over radius of gyration (d/r) which is constant
here for both stories.

Table 6.11: Interstory and Total Element Ductility Ratios
for Initially Symmetric Two-Story Systems.
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IRREGULAR CONFIGURATION SYSTEM

1
K/6

--
Irregular Configuration System

._----
Interstory Ductility Ratios

Ground to First Story First to Second Story
Ductility Ratios Ductility Ratios

Design Line (/Stiffness) Design Line (/Stiffness)

1 l 2 I 3 1 I 2 I 3
K I K/2 I K/6 K I K/6 I -

I

I I I I "-
1.58 0.74 1.76 0.31 1.33 I -

I

Total Ductility Ratios

Top of Second Story (roof)

Design Line (/Stiffness)

1 2
K K/6

0.92 0.49

Table 6.12: Interstory and Total Element Ductility
Ratios for Two-Story System with
Irregular Configuration.



FREQUENCY: RELATING TRUE TO UNCOUPLED
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Figure 2.1 Relation Between the True and Uncoupled
Frequencies as Expressed by the Omega Ratios
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OMEGA (MASS) vs OMEGA (STIFFNESS)
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Figure 2.3 Relation Between the Uncoupled Frequency Ratios
Derived Around the Centers of Mass and stiffness
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Figure 3.1 Effect of Redundancy and Code Specified Accidental Eccentricity on
Element Design
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Tvo-element Systems I

-~

Do not
Realize it
or neglect it

If C./'I.#C.S.
Uncontrolled
Behavior

equal stiffness elements

ealize "0---- -=-~

Equal stiffness elements I I Un

!

E}
I

If I If
C. M. =C. s.

I I
c. M. #C. S.

I
I

Non simultaneous Simultaneous r R
Yielding Yielding I

I !
Eccentricity Symmetric
in non-linear for
phase of multilinear
response models

I
Mass eccentric system~odel Dependency

l IIf ve can I
jprovide I
jC. H. =c. s. I
~J

1
1 !

L-l
C--~~iffness l

Eccentric
System

!
I {\ Torsionally Coupled Systems

i Static Analysis Method I
I

f Dynamic Analysis Method f

Hodel Dependency 1

I
I For fixed geometry and location
I of C.H., distribution of force
I among elements is the same
I (independent of eccentricity)
I Not a good control on behavior

IIElastic I
I

II Inelastic I
I

Figure 3.2: Possible Design Options for a T~o-Element System
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.5,../K .S'tl'IIC

K

H

+ K

1
r
t

K

"--... ----.......... _.... - -::-,.- ......'"...: - .. - ..- ----H

+

I·ZSVIJ<

2K

EQUAL STIFFNESS

Equal sti:f:fness

UNEQUAL STIFFNESS

Unequal sti:f:fness

v = 2<10 0 Y. = K !!.

Thus s:implyt r- '-l
K = I 3 O.Sh l K

I
6 = 0.5 V/K I 0.5h 0.75h" 1

I
L." --1

r' -l
K- t ::: I 0.375 -0. 25/h I .!.(

I-O.25/h 1.5/h" ( K
I

1_ _.1

r' ., r -1
~ :: K- • I V I = I 0.375 I y

I 0 I I -0. 25/h I K
L..... --1 L..... ....J

OI.£FT = Ot-(oa*h/2) = 0.5 V/K
OIl.auT= o. 't"(oa*h/2) = 0.25 V/K

Note~ Degrees o:f :freedom are
taken as translation (1)
and .rotation (2) around
center o:f mass.

Figure 3.3 Edge Displacements :from Static Analyses
Considering Equal and Unequal Element Sti:ffneases
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ELASTIC TIME HISTORY - Strong Element l.5 k (Tx=O.I, ~=4, 0=l.6)

O.iS

~~,,~:':.~~
I·

-<tiS

o 3 6

T.iIre

9 12 15

-- Strong Elem. Stiff. = 1.5 k
-___ Weak Elem. Stiff. = 1.0 k

INELASTIC TIME HISTORY - Strong Element 1.5 k (Tx=O.l, ~=4, 0=l.6)

O.iS

'""'
0.9)

:l
'2
;:l

0.25'-'

i::
CI>e
CI> O.CO0
«l
0.
en

is ~

-<t9)

-<tiS

0 3 6

Tire

9 12 15

Strong Elem. Stiff. = 1.5 k

Weak Elem. Stiff. = 1.0 k

Figure 3.4 Elastic (top) and Inelastic (bottom) Analysis of
A structural System Having One Element 50% Stiffer than the
Other (Yield Displacement = 0.12 units)



SACK o~ STRONG o~ STIFF TWO-ELEMENT HODEL
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~
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~~:)a

l-v!\

Rys

Ryw

------------- .,..----- Rys

Ry~

._------------~

---/--I--!-I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I !

N,...
w

6 y .6. y 6 y
VII s

ELEMENT MODEL 1 ELEMENT MODEL 2

INITIALLY ECCENTRIC INITIALLY SYMMETRIC

Figure 3.5 Element Models Used for this Research Program
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K1

{----------{----------{

I 1\
I C.M. I
I + + II K e

I C.S. I
I I

Geometry II

Assume in this example (for simplicity)
elements are bi-linear with no strain hardening.

that all

Now, we want the two systems to have the same
w .. " (e/r) and (e'/r).

Wx. Wx • w...

I
wx:;l t = t.l~e = wx:;l :;I = Kt + K 2 j

m M l Thus K1 /m == K1 1M
I

I and Ka 1m :: K 2 /M
I

Wx :;I , = k, 1m wx:;l :;I ':: K, 1M I
•.._3

impl:i.es

and therefore d1/rt = de/re = 0 = constant

(Note that dlr is more restrictive than ell" in general. If
the center of mass is not equidistant to each element, we
will have different values of d. 's (i being index for i _t"
element), and thus different 0 1 's too, whereas the ell" values
may be similar. Also, the D value for a system is constant
even through the different yielding phases, whereas (e'lr)
will vary with the instantaneous eccentricities e'.

Numerically, the above has been verified for large
values of inelastic demand and all systems produced similar
results. For example, for a system with period of 0.1
seconds, <e/r)=0.3, Q=0.5, one element yielding at 2B.B ksi
and the other at 36 ksi, 0.005 strain hardening, 2Y. damping,
excited by the first 15 seconds of the N-S component of the
1940 El Centro record (scaled arbitrarily to produce
excessively large displacement), we obtained the following
displacement:

Case 1:
Case 2:

d=50
d=100

(e=30)
(e=60>

r==100
r==200

0=0.5
0=0.5

Max. Response:
(both systems)

First element: 1.429
(oy=0.096)

Second element: 4.324
(Oy =0. 12)

Figure 3.6: Example of Geometric Independence
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1) Initially symmetric systems with following properties:

lUx 2 = 800 lUo 2 = 400 (e/r)=O

A) Two-element system:

d d

,-------,-------,
I C. s. I
III C. M. I

k. I; + I k ll

I I
I

Only one
possible
solution:
Oil = (d/r)ll = 0.5

B) Four-element systems:

{---------------{---------------{
d. d.

{-------I,-------{

I I C. s. I I Collapsible to

l- I C.M. I II a three element
Kll I K. III + I K. I Kll system i:f D, =0

I II II
I I II 1/

The effect of parametric variations on D. and De is plotted in
part b of this Figure.

2) Generally eccentric two-element system with following
properties:

m=10 (to express stif"f"nesses in numbers instead of" ratios KIM)
lUx2 = 400, lUo ll = 43.2 (elr)=O.3

If" the center of" mass is not within the resisting element, but
lies on the outside of both element:

Parametric
variations
are plotted
in part c
of" this
Figure.

+

C. M.

{-------------------------~-{

d ll

{-----------{

Ik.

I

I
I

Figure 3.7a Geometric Dependence Examples



Elenlent 1 Size vs Systenl Geometry
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Figure 3.7b stiffness of Interior Elements in Four Element
System as Affected by the System Geometry
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Unconstrained Two-Element System
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Figure 3.7c stiffness and Geometric Dependance for an
Uncontrained Two Element System with Center of Mass Lying
outside Both Resisting Elements



TIME HISTORY - Front Element 0.8 Fy (Tx=O.I, 1£=4, 0=1.6, St.H.=O.5%)
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Figure 3.8 Investigation of the Effect of strain Hardening
on an Initially Symmetric System (Case 0.8 Fy and Fy - Yield
Displacement of Front Element = 0.096 units, Back Element =
0.12 units)



TIME HISTCRY -SUN'. ecc. 112. 5% Strain Hardening TIME HISTCRY -SUN'. ecc. 112. 0.5Y. Strain Hardening
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Figure 3.9a Illustration of a Case of Initially Eccentric System where an Increase
in strain Hardening Increases the Response (Yield Displacement = 0.12 units)
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Weak Element Ductility Ratios
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Figure 4.3 Weak Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 4 and El Centro
Earthquake Record
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Figure 4.16 Global Graphs of Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 8 and Parkfield Earthquake Record
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Figure 4.17 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Weak Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 4 (Grouped by Yield Cases)
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Figure 4.18 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Strong Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 4 (Grouped by Yield Cases)
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Figure 4.19 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-stanctard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Weak Element Ductility Ratios for
Target DuctLlity of 4 (Grouped by Omega Values)
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Figure 4.20 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Strong Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 4 (Grouped by Omega Values)
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Figure 4.21 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Weak Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 8 (Grouped by Yield Cases)
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Figure 4.22 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of strong Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 8 (Grouped by Yield Cases)
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Strong Eler=ent Ductility Ratios
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Figure 4.24 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Strong Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 8 (Grouped by Omega Values)
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Figure 4.25 Maximum Angular Response of Systems for Target
Ductility of 4 and El Centro Earthquake Record
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Figure 4.26 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Gyration Radius MUltiplied by the
Maximum Anqular Response of Systems for Target Ductility of 4
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Figure 5.5 Weak and Strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 4 and E1
Centro Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.6 Weak and strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 4 and
Olympia Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.7 Weak and Strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 4 and
Pacoima Darn Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.8 Weak and Strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 4 and
Parkfield Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.9 Weak and Strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 4 and
Taft Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.10 Weak and strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 8 and
El Centro Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.11 Weak and strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 8 and
Olympia Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.12 Weak and strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 8 and
Pacoima Dam Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.13 Weak and Strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 8 and
Parkfield Earthquake Record
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Figure 5.14 Weak and strong Element Ductility Ratios for Target Ductility of 8 and
Taft Earthquake Record
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All Cases of e/r ),lean of 5 Earthquake

Figure 5.15 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Weak Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 4
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Figure 5.16 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of strong Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 4
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All Cases or e/r ),lean of 5 Earlhquake

Figure 5.17 Mean and Mean-P1us-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of Weak Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 8
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All Cases of e/r ),lean of 5 Earthquake

SLrong ]~lcrYlc.nL Ouc:LjliLy Ratios

All Cases of e/ r ),lean + 1 Stand. Dey.

Figure 5.18 Mean and Mean-Plus-One-Standard-Deviation (Five
Earthquake Records) of strong Element Ductility Ratios for
Target Ductility of 8
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Figure 5.19: Response Spectrum Imperial Valley
Earthquake, May 18 1940 - 2037 PST, Camp SOOE,
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o£ critical (From Caltech Strong Motion
Database Volume III).
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Figure 6.1: Inelastic Truss Element Model with Elastic Buckling
(Yielding in Tension, Buckling in Compression) - From
Mondkar & Powell (1975)
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PI - Plastic Zone in Compression
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(b) Basic Behavior of a Brace associated with each Zone
Figure 6.2: Physical Brace Element Model - From Mahin & Ikeda (1984).
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Appendix A:

Expansion of the step-by-step method for torsionnally coupled
system:

A Newmark e-y step-by-step method at a given step is usually
described as follows (see Clough & Penzien (1975) (R?J for
derivation of this results):

where

K" (c) = K (t) +

and

1 m +
(e(Ac)2 )

y c(c)
(e At)

6p" (t) = Ap (t) + m 1 vet) + __1_

2 l3
v<t) ]

+ c(t) l (y/l3) v(c) + At (y/2l9 - 1) v(C)

For Constant Avereage Accelerat:ion Method: 19 = 1/4 & y = 1/2
(Uncond:it:ionally stable method)

For L:inear Accelerat:ion Method: 19 = 1/6 & y = 1/2

Once Av(t) has been found, all other quant:it:ies can be
eas:ily calculated. For example, for the l:inear accelerat:ion
method, we would get:

Av(t) = _2.__ Av(c) - 3 vet) - _At vet)
At 2

v(t+Ac) = vet) + Av(t)

v(t+At) = vet) + Av(t)

and v(t+At) :is calculated from the cond:it:ion of dynam:ic
equ:ibr:il:ium aC t:ime t+At

v(t+At) = m-' C p(t+Ac) - fr; (t+At) - f. (t+At) J
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Speci1ic Case 01 Two DOF Response 10r Torsionnally Coupled
System:

As demonstrated previously, 10r a two DOF torsionnally
coupled system, with the degrees 01 1reedom located at the
center 01 mass, the mass and sti11ness matrices can be
expanded as 10llow:

M = t m
o

K =
[

K.
K.e ]

and 10r typical Rayleigh Damping

C (t) = a l't ... b tel where Kl is the initial sti11ness

When yielding 01 an element occurs, the state 01 the system
is changed. In this case, the mass and damping matrices will
not change but the sti11ness matrix will.

Typically, the tangeant sti11ness can be expressed as 10llow:

[

...O.K. '

K. ' e'
where the primes C') indicate
instantaneous properties!

Substituing this into the step-by-step equation, we get:

where C, = 1_.::...--
(Hot)·

and Ce = Y I Ceot)

b Ca...

...

are constants dependant on the Newmark method used.

Thus,

[

K' ...K: 'e' ... : ~:]
._._------.....

where C3 = CC l aCe> m b C. K.
C. = CC l aCe) m b C. K.
8 3 = b C. K. e



We can s~m~larly

6p· <t.) = [--"p, 't) -] +
6pa (t)

......N' _
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·t.he second t.erm:

[

- Kx <Be [Vi (t)+eva (t) J + B [Vi (t) + eVa (t) J}
..Ke<B.[(KxeIKe)V1 (t)+Va(t)J + B [(Kx eIK.)Vl (t) + Va 't) J~

Thus,

t~ '~~- [;:: ;~~_J:r.~~~_~_J_--__+ __[_-_.~_x_~_:._:_~_~_~_J. ..._1
where
B4 = 1 I ~6c

B:o = 1 I 2C3
B. = ya I 19
B... = yb I ~

B. = 6te(y/2~)-1Ja

B ... = 6te(y/2~)-1Jb

C. (c) = (B4 +B" )Vl (t) + (B:o +B )Vl (t)
C... (t) = (B4 +B" )va (t.) + (Bs +B )Va (t)
C1 CI (t.)= B. ev, (t)+ev:a (t) J + B, [VI (t)+ev:a (t) J
C11 (t)= B. [(Kx elK. )evl (t) +va (t) J + B ... [(Kx elK. )Vl (C) +va (t) J

Now solving for a particular step of the step-by-step method,
we will get:

6v(t) = r K" (t) J. I 6p" (t)

[K" (t) J - & = 1
DET [

"·K.' + C.

sym.
- (K. ' e' + B.) ]

(K.' + Ca )

DET = Kx'K.' + CaK.' + Kx 'C. + C.C. - Kx 'e'a - 2Kx 'e'Ba - Baa

DET/(mRra ) = wx a 'w. R '
+ eCI +aC:a +bCa tI)x a lw. a ,
+ [C l +aCa +bCa w. II Jwx II ,

+ eCI +aC2 +bC2 w. a 1 eCI +aCa +bCa tI)x. ]

- tI)x" , (e ' Ir) II

- 2lt)x a wx· , (e' Ir) (elr)bCa
- b a Ca It)x'' (e Ir) II
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DET = mll r ll funct:ion(wlt ,w. ,(elr) ,wx I ,w. I, (e' Ir) 1

And now,

OVl (t) = 1
DET

OV:l (t) = 1
DET

(Kx '+Ca lop":I (t) - (Kx Ie '+Ea lop" 1 (t)

Expand:ing these values:

(Kx 'e '+E;a J = mr (wx:l' (e '/r) + bCa Wx a (elr) 1

(K" '+C. J

6p" 1 (t) = m {6V. (t) + (E. +E" )Vl (t) + (Ell +E7 )Vl (t)
+ Wx a (B Il (Vi (t)+(elr)rv:I (t»

+ E 9 (Vi (t)+(elr)rva (t) J}

Op" a (t) = mr (E. +B" )rVa (t) + (Bs +B7 )rVa (t)
+ E. (wx a (elr)vl (t) + w"arva (t»
+ E9 (Wx a (e Ir) Vi (t) + W" a rVa (t) ) J

:if 6pl et) = mv. (t) and 6pa (t) = 0

By do:ing the d:irect comb:inat:ion of
demonstrate that the terms OVl (t) and
funct:ion of the follow:ing var:iables:

the terms above, we
r6va (t) are a d:irect

rova (t)

= funct:ion(wx a ,w"a ,(elr),Wx. I,W,,· ',(e'/r),ov. (t),
Vi (t) ,rva (t) ,V. (t) and rVa (t) J

= funct:ion(Wx a ,w. a ,(elr) ,wx a I ,w. a " (e '/r) ,OV. (t) ,
V. (t) ,rVa (t) ,v. (t) .and rVll (t) J

Th:is :impl:ies that :if two systems have the same :in:it:ia1
propert:ies wx a , w. a , and (elr), are mode11ed w:ith the same·
Rayle:igh-type damp:ing, and are subm:itted to the same
earthquake exc:itat:ion, in order for them to have the same
dynamic response v. et) and rV2 (t) (even in the ine1astic
range), they must change to the same tangeant properties
wx ll

', w. lI
" and (e'/r) simultaneously all the time. This can
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be achieved only
element modeling
hardening, etc.).

if
with

both
same

systems are of the same type of
def~n~ng parameters (stra~n

It ~s ~nterest~ng to assemble the equations for the second
response parameter (~.e. rVa (t) ).

There ~s no loss of general~ty ~n neglect~ng damp~ng for that
purpose, and ~t will greatly s~mpl~fy the f~nal expression.

Thus, we obta~n:

rI Cwx 2 ' + C, J CB4 rOa (t) + BsrGa (t)]
I -..,:w:!!x. 2 , (e' /r) (6G. (t) + B4 il, (t) + Bs,Q, (t) J
I Wx a , w. a' + C 1 (wx 2 , +w. 2 '] + C 1 2 - Wx" (e' / r ) 2

L

It is ~nterest~ng to note that ~f we
of 0, (t) = O2 (t) = G, (t) = va (t) =
simplified hypothetical result :

set the init~al values
0, then we have the

r6va (t) = _______-_w=x 2 , (e ' Ir)

Wx 2 , w. a' + C 1 (Wx 2 , +W. 2 , J
6G• ...:(...:t~) _

+ C, 2 - Wx" (e' Ir) 2

= - (e ' /r) 6G• ...:<...:t=-::;., _

w. a ' + C, [1+Q.2'] + CC,2/Wx 2 ') - tl>,c2 '(e'/r)2

and O. ' = Q. if the two resisting elements are
equ~distant to the center of mass.

Therefore, it is apparent that an increase in (e'/r) is bound
to increase the torsionnal effect as the numerator increase
and the denominator decrease ~n the previous equation.

It also appears that an increase in w.' will decrease the
torsional response. This can be done by increasing the
torsional st~ffness K.. One could be induced to think that
reducing the mass rotational inert~a could also be an
affective way to mod~fy w.' but one must not only real~se the
d~fficulty ~n controling the term mr2 ~n pract~ce, but more
~mportant, the fact that reduc~ng r actually affects more the
term (e'/r) on the numerator than the term mr2 ~n the
denom~nateur.
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The e££ect o£ chang~ng the £requency
do~ng a part~al der~vat~ve o£ the
where 0. 1 = 0.), we get:

~x 1 ~s not as clear. By
denom~nator (~n the case

a(Denom~nateur) = (c1a+C1W.a I)

a ~a 1

Cel/r)aa C~x~

a ~x. 1

= -(Cl·+Cl~.~ - (e'/r)·
wx" ,

There£ore, ~t seems that an ~ncrease ~n ~xa 1 w~ll decrease
the denom~nator, and there£ore ~ncrease the tors~onal

response rVa (t). Thus a h~gh £requency Clow per~od) system
~s expected to have a larger tors~onal response!
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